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k-SHAPE POSET AND BRANCHING OF k-SCHUR FUNCTIONS
THOMAS LAM, LUC LAPOINTE, JENNIFER MORSE, AND MARK SHIMOZONO
Abstract. We give a combinatorial expansion of a Schubert homology class
in the affine Grassmannian GrSLk into Schubert homology classes in GrSLk+1 .
This is achieved by studying the combinatorics of a new class of partitions
called k-shapes, which interpolates between k-cores and k+1-cores. We define
a symmetric function for each k-shape, and show that they expand positively
in terms of dual k-Schur functions. We obtain an explicit combinatorial de-
scription of the expansion of an ungraded k-Schur function into k + 1-Schur
functions. As a corollary, we give a formula for the Schur expansion of an
ungraded k-Schur function.
1. Introduction
1.1. k-Schur functions and branching coefficients. The theory of k-Schur
functions arose from the study of Macdonald polynomials and has since been con-
nected to quantum and affine Schubert calculus, K-theory, and representation the-
ory. The origin of the k-Schur functions is related to Macdonald’s positivity con-
jecture, which asserted that in the expansion
Hµ[X ; q, t] =
∑
λ
Kλµ(q, t) sλ , (1)
the coefficients Kλµ(q, t), called q, t-Kostka polynomials, belong to Z≥0[q, t]. Al-
though the final piece in the proof of this conjecture was made by Haiman [4] using
representation theoretic and geometric methods, the long study of this conjecture
brought forth many further problems and theories. The study of the q, t-Kostka
polynomials remains a matter of great interest.
It was conjectured in [9] that by fixing an integer k > 0, any Macdonald polyno-
mial indexed by λ ∈ Bk (the set of partitions such that λ1 ≤ k) could be decomposed
as:
Hµ[X ; q, t ] =
∑
λ∈Bk
K
(k)
λµ (q, t) s
(k)
λ [X ; t ] where K
(k)
λµ (q, t) ∈ Z≥0[q, t] , (2)
for some symmetric functions s
(k)
λ [X ; t] associated to sets of tableaux called atoms.
Conjecturally equivalent characterizations of s
(k)
λ [X ; t] were later given in [10, 8]
and the descriptions of [9, 10, 8] are now all generically called (graded) k-Schur
functions. A basic property of the k-Schur functions is that
s
(k)
λ [X ; t] = sλ for k ≥ |λ| , (3)
and it thus follows that Eq. (2) significantly refines Macdonald’s original conjecture
since the expansion coefficient K
(k)
λµ (q, t) reduces to Kλµ(q, t) for large k.
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Furthermore, it was conjectured that the k-Schur functions satisfy a highly struc-
tured filtration, which is our primary focus here. To be precise:
Conjecture 1. For k′ > k and partitions µ ∈ Bk and λ ∈ Bk
′
, there are polyno-
mials b˜
(k→k′)
µλ (t) ∈ Z≥0[t] such that
s(k)µ [X ; t] =
∑
λ∈Bk′
b˜
(k→k′)
µλ (t) s
(k′)
λ [X ; t]. (4)
In particular, the Schur function expansion of a k-Schur function is obtained from
(3) and (4) by letting k′ → ∞. The remarkable property described in Conjec-
ture 1 provides a step-by-step approach to understanding k-Schur functions since
the polynomials b˜
(k→k′)
µλ (t) can be expressed positively in terms of the branching
polynomials
b˜
(k)
µλ (t) := b˜
(k−1→k)
µλ (t) ,
via iteration (tables of branching polynomials are given in Appendix A).
It has also come to light that ungraded k-Schur functions (the case when t = 1)
are intimately tied to problems in combinatorics, geometry, and representation
theory beyond the theory of Macdonald polynomials. Thus, understanding the
branching coefficients,
b˜
(k)
µλ := b˜
(k)
µλ (1)
gives a step-by-step approach to problems in areas such as affine Schubert calculus
and K-theory (for example, see §§1.4).
Our work here gives a combinatorial description for the branching coefficients,
proving Conjecture 1 when t = 1. We use the ungraded k-Schur functions s
(k)
λ [X ]
defined in [12], which coincide with those defined in [8] terms of strong k-tableaux.
Moreover, we conjecture a formula for the branching polynomials in general. The
combinatorics behind these formulas involves a certain k-shape poset.
1.2. k-shape poset. A key development in our work is the introduction of a new
family of partitions called k-shapes and a poset on these partitions (see §2 for full
details and examples). Our formula for the branching coefficients is given in terms
of path enumeration in the k-shape poset.
For any partition λ identified by its Ferrers diagram, we define its k-boundary
∂λ to be the cells of λ with hook-length no greater than k. ∂λ is a skew shape, to
which we associate compositions rs(λ) and cs(λ), where rs(λ)i (resp. cs(λ)i) is the
number of cells in the i-th row (resp. column) of ∂λ. A partition λ is said to be a
k-shape if both rs(λ) and cs(λ) are partitions. The rank of k-shape λ is defined to
be |∂λ|, the number of cells in its k-boundary. Πk denotes the set of all k-shapes.
We introduce a poset structure on Πk where the partial order is generated by
distinguished downward relations in the poset called moves (Definition 19). The
set of k-shapes contains the set Ck of all k-cores (partitions with no cells of hook-
length k) and the set Ck+1 of k + 1-cores. Moreover, the maximal elements of Πk
are given by Ck+1 and the minimal elements by Ck. In Definition 36 we give a
charge statistic on moves from which we obtain an equivalence relation on paths
(sequences of moves) in Πk; roughly speaking, two paths are equivalent if they are
related by a sequence of charge-preserving diamonds (see Eqs. (42)-(44)). Charge
is thus constant on equivalence classes of paths.
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For λ, µ ∈ Πk, Pk(λ, µ) is the set of paths in Πk from λ to µ and P
k
(λ, µ) is
the set of equivalence classes in Pk(λ, µ). Our main result is that the branching
coefficients enumerate these equivalence classes. To be precise, for λ ∈ Ck+1 and
µ ∈ Ck, set
b
(k)
µλ (t) := b˜
(k)
rs(µ)rs(λ)(t) (5)
b
(k)
µλ := b˜
(k)
rs(µ)rs(λ) (6)
so that
s(k−1)µ [X ] =
∑
λ∈Ck+1
b
(k)
µλ s
(k)
λ [X ]. (7)
Hereafter, we will label k-Schur functions by cores rather than k-bounded partitions
using the bijection between Ck+1 and Bk given by the map rs.
Theorem 2. For all λ ∈ Ck+1 and µ ∈ Ck,
b
(k)
µλ = |P
k
(λ, µ)|. (8)
We conjecture that the charge statistic on paths gives the branching polynomials.
Conjecture 3. For all λ ∈ Ck+1 and µ ∈ Ck,
b
(k)
µλ (t) =
∑
[p]∈P
k
(λ,µ)
tcharge(p). (9)
1.3. k-shape functions. The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the introduction of a
new family of symmetric functions indexed by k-shapes. These functions generalize
the dual (affine/weak) k-Schur functions studied in [13, 5, 8].
The images of the dual k-Schur functions {Weak
(k)
λ [X ]}λ∈Ck+1 form a basis for
the quotient
Λ/Ik where Ik = 〈mλ : λ1 > k〉 (10)
of the space Λ of symmetric functions over Z, while the ungraded k-Schur functions
{s
(k)
λ [X ]}λ∈Ck+1 form a basis for the subring Λ
(k) = Z[h1, . . . , hk] of Λ. The Hall
inner product 〈· , ·〉 : Λ× Λ→ Z is defined by 〈mλ , hµ〉 = δλµ. For each k there is
an induced perfect pairing 〈· , ·〉k : Λ/Ik × Λ(k) → Z, and it was shown in [13] that
〈Weak
(k)
λ [X ] , s
(k)
µ [X ]〉k = δλµ (11)
Moreover, it was shown in [6] that {Weak
(k)
λ [X ]}λ∈Ck+1 represents Schubert classes
in the cohomology of the affine Grassmannian GrSLk+1 of SLk+1.
The original characterization of Weak
(k)
λ [X ] was given in [13] using k-tableaux.
A k-tableau encodes a sequence of k + 1-cores
∅ = λ(0) ⊂ λ(1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ λ(N) = λ , (12)
where λ(i)/λ(i−1) are certain horizontal strips. The weight of a k-tableau T is
wt(T ) = (a1, a2, . . . , aN) where ai = |∂λ
(i)| − |∂λ(i−1)| . (13)
For λ a k + 1-core, the dual k-Schur function is defined as the weight generating
function
Weak
(k)
λ [X ] =
∑
T∈WTabkλ
xwt(T ) , (14)
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where WTabkλ is the set of k-tableaux of shape λ.
Here we consider k-shape tableaux. These are defined similarly, but now we allow
the shapes in (12) to be k-shapes and λ(i)/λ(i−1) are certain reverse-maximal strips
(defined in §4). The weight is again defined by (13) and for each k-shape λ, we then
define the cohomology k-shape function S
(k)
λ to be the weight generating function
S
(k)
λ [X ] =
∑
T∈Tabkλ
xwt(T ) , (15)
where Tabkλ denotes the set of reverse-maximal k-shape tableaux of shape λ.
We show the k-shape functions are symmetric and that when λ is a k + 1-core,
Weak
(k)
λ [X ] = S
(k)
λ [X ] mod Ik−1 , (16)
(see Proposition 73). We give a combinatorial expansion of any k-shape function
in terms of dual (k − 1)-Schur functions.
Theorem 4. For λ ∈ Πk, the cohomology k-shape function S
(k)
λ [X ] is a symmetric
function with the decomposition
S
(k)
λ [X ] =
∑
µ∈Ck
|P
k
(λ, µ)|Weak(k−1)µ [X ] . (17)
It is from this theorem that we deduce Theorem 2. Letting λ ∈ Ck+1 and µ ∈ Ck,
we have
b
(k)
µλ = 〈Weak
(k)
λ [X ] , s
(k−1)
µ [X ]〉k
= 〈Weak
(k)
λ [X ] , s
(k−1)
µ [X ]〉k−1
= 〈S
(k)
λ [X ] , s
(k−1)
µ [X ]〉k−1
= P
k
(λ, µ)
using (7), (11) for k − 1, (16), and Theorem 4.
A (homology) k-shape function can also be defined for each k-shape µ by
s
(k)
µ [X ; t] =
∑
λ∈Ck+1
∑
[p]∈P
k
(λ,µ)
tcharge(p) s
(k)
λ [X ; t] , (18)
and its ungraded version is s
(k)
µ [X ] := s
(k)
µ [X ; 1]. We trivially have from this defini-
tion that s
(k)
µ [X ] = s
(k)
µ [X ] when µ ∈ Ck+1. Further, from (18) at t = 1, Theorem 2
and (7), we have that
s
(k)
µ [X ] = s
(k−1)
µ [X ] for µ ∈ C
k. (19)
The Pieri rule for ungraded homology k-shape functions is given by
Theorem 5. For λ ∈ Πk and r ≤ k − 1, one has
hr[X ] s
(k)
λ [X ] =
∑
ν∈Πk
s
(k)
ν [X ]
where the sum is over maximal strips ν/λ of rank r.
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When λ is a k-core, Theorem 5 implies the Pieri rule for (k− 1)-Schur functions
proven in [12].
Here we have introduced the cohomology k-shape functions as the generating
function of tableaux that generalize k-tableaux (those defining the dual k-Schur
functions). There is another family of “strong k-tableaux” whose generating func-
tions are k-Schur functions [8]. The generalization of this family to give a direct
characterization of homology k-shape functions remains an open problem (see §§1.5
for further details).
Theorems 4 and 5 are proved using an explicit bijection (Theorem 75):
Tabkλ −→
⊔
µ∈Ck
WTabkµ × P
k
(λ, µ)
T 7−→ (U, [p]) (20)
such that wt(T ) = wt(U). The bulk of this article is in establishing this bijection,
which requires many intricate details. See §§1.8 for pointers to the highlights of our
development.
1.4. Geometric meaning of branching coefficients. It is proven in [6] that
the ungraded k-Schur functions are Schubert classes in the homology of the affine
Grassmannian GrSLk+1 of SLk+1. The ind-scheme GrSLk+1 is an affine Kac-Moody
homogeneous space and the homology ring H∗(GrSLk+1) has a basis of fundamental
homology classes [Xλ]∗ of Schubert varieties Xλ ⊂ GrSLk+1 , and H
∗(GrSLk+1) has
the dual basis [Xλ]
∗, where λ runs through the set of k + 1-cores.
There is a weak homotopy equivalence between GrSLk+1 and the topological
group ΩSUk+1 of based loops (S
1, 1)→ (SUk+1, id) into SUk+1. This induces iso-
morphisms of dual Hopf algebras H∗(ΩSUk+1) ∼= H∗(GrSLk+1) and H
∗(ΩSUk+1) ∼=
H∗(GrSLk+1). The Pontryagin product in H∗(ΩSUk+1) is induced by the product
in the group ΩSUk+1.
Using Peterson’s characterization of the Schubert basis of H∗(GrSLk+1) and the
definition of [12] for s
(k)
λ [X ], it is shown in [6] that there is a Hopf algebra isomor-
phism
H∗(GrSLk+1)
∼= H∗(ΩSUk+1)
j(k)
−→ Z[h1, h2, . . . , hk] ⊂ Λ
[Xλ]∗ 7−→ s
(k)
λ [X ]
(21)
mapping homology Schubert classes to k-Schur functions.
Let i(k) : ΩSUk → ΩSUk+1 be the inclusion map and i
(k)
∗ : H∗(ΩSUk) →
H∗(ΩSUk+1) the induced map on homology. We have the commutative diagram
H∗(ΩSUk) Z[h1, h2, . . . , hk−1]
H∗(ΩSUk+1) Z[h1, h2, . . . , hk]
✲j
(k−1)
❄
i(k)
∗
❄
incl
✲
j(k)
(22)
Then
i
(k)
∗ ([Xµ]∗) =
∑
λ∈Ck+1
b
(k)
µλ [Xλ]∗ for µ ∈ C
k. (23)
It is shown using geometric techniques that b
(k)
µλ ∈ Z≥0 in [7].
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This entire picture can be dualized. There is a Hopf algebra isomorphism [6]
H∗(GrSLk+1) −→ Λ/Ik
[Xλ]
∗ 7−→Weak
(k)
λ [X ]
(24)
mapping cohomology Schubert classes to dual k-Schur functions. Writing i(k)∗ :
H∗(ΩSUk+1) → H∗(ΩSUk) and π(k) : Λ/Ik → Λ/Ik−1 for the natural projection,
we have the commutative diagram
H∗(ΩSUk+1) Λ/Ik
H∗(ΩSUk) Λ/Ik−1
✲∼=
❄
i(k)∗
❄
π(k)
✲
∼=
(25)
i(k)∗([Xλ]
∗) =
∑
µ∈Ck
b
(k)
µλ [Xµ]
∗ for λ ∈ Ck+1 (26)
Using (24) and (26), one has
π(k)(Weak
(k)
λ [X ]) =
∑
µ∈Ck
b
(k)
µλ Weak
(k−1)
µ [X ] (27)
The combinatorics of this article is set in the cohomological side of the picture.
However, we also speculate that the k-shape functions s
(k)
λ [X ] (λ ∈ Π
k) represent
naturally-defined finite-dimensional subvarieties of GrSLk+1 , interpolating between
the Schubert varieties of GrSLk+1 and (the image in GrSLk+1 of) the Schubert va-
rieties of GrSLk . Definition (18) would then express the decomposition of this
subvariety in terms of Schubert classes in H∗(GrSLk+1).
1.5. k-branching polynomials and strong k-tableaux. The results of this pa-
per suggest an approach to proving Conjecture 3. Recall that the conjecture con-
cerns the graded k-Schur functions s
(k)
λ [X ; t], for which there are several conjec-
turally equivalent characterizations. Our approach lends itself to proving the con-
jecture for the description of k-Schur functions given in [8]; that is, as the weight
generating function of strong k-tableaux:
s
(k)
λ [X ; t] =
∑
T∈STabk+1λ
xwt(T )tspin(T ) (28)
where STabk+1λ is the set of strong (k + 1)-core tableaux of shape λ and spin(T ) is
a statistic assigned to strong tableaux. Note, it was shown [8] that the s
(k)
λ used in
this article equals the specialization of this function when t = 1.
To prove Conjecture 3, it suffices to give a bijection for each µ ∈ Ck:
STabkµ →
⊔
λ∈Ck+1
STabk+1λ × P
k
(λ, µ)
U ′ 7→ (T ′, [p]) (29)
such that
wt(U ′) = wt(T ′) and spin(U ′) = spin(T ′) + charge(p). (30)
To achieve this, the notion of strong strip (defined on cores) needs to be generalized
to certain intervals µ ⊂ λ of k-shapes λ, µ ∈ Πk.
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We should point out that the symmetry of the k-Schur functions defined by (28)
is non-trivial. A forthcoming paper of Assaf and Billey [1] proves this result, as well
as the positivity of bk→∞µλ (t), using dual equivalence graphs. The bijection described
above would also give a direct proof of the symmetry.
1.6. Tableaux atoms and bijection (20). The earliest characterization of k-
Schur functions is the tableaux atom definition of [9]. The definition has the form
s(k)µ [X ; t] =
∑
T∈A
(k)
µ
tcharge(T )sshape(T ) , (31)
where A(k)µ is a certain set of tableaux constructed recursively using katabolism. It
is immediate from the definition that
bk→∞µλ (t) =
∑
T∈A
(k)
µ
shape(T )=λ
tcharge(T ) .
Unfortunately, actually determining which tableaux are in an atom A(k)µ is an ex-
tremely intricate process.
Nonetheless, the construction of our bijection (20) was guided by the tableaux
atoms and has led us to yet another conjecturally equivalent characterization for
the k-Schur functions. In particular, iterating the bijection from a tableau T of
weight µ ⊢ n, we get:
T 7→ (T (n−1), [pn−1]), T
(n−1) 7→ (T (n−2), [pn−2]), . . . , T
(k+1) 7→ (T (k), [pk]) . (32)
Namely, this provides a bijection between T and (T (k), [pn−1], . . . , [pk]). We then
say that T (k) is the k-tableau associated to T and conjecture that
Conjecture 6. Let ρ be the unique element of Ck+1 such that rs(ρ) = µ, and let
T
(k)
µ be the unique k-tableau of weight µ and shape ρ (see [11]). Then
A(k)µ =
{
T of weight µ
∣∣T (k)µ is the k-tableau associated to T} . (33)
Support for this conjecture is given in [14] where it is shown that the bijection
between T and (T (k), [pn−1], . . . , [pk]) is compatible with charge. In particular, it
is shown that one can define a charge on k-tableaux satisfying the relation
charge(T ) = charge(T (k)) + charge([pn−1]) + · · ·+ charge([pk]) . (34)
1.7. Connection with representation theory. In his thesis, L.-C. Chen [3] de-
fined a family of graded Sn-modules associated to skew shapes whose row shape
and column shape are partitions. Applying the Frobenius map (Schur-Weyl du-
ality) to the characters of these modules, one obtains symmetric functions. Chen
has a remarkable conjecture on their Schur expansions, formulated in terms of ka-
tabolizable tableaux. We expect that if the skew shape is the k-boundary of a
k-shape λ then the resulting symmetric function is the homology k-shape func-
tion sλ[X ; t] defined in (18). In [3], an important conjectural connection is also
made between the above Sn-modules and certain virtual GLn-modules supported
in nilpotent conjugacy classes, via taking the zero weight space.
Using a subquotient of the extended affine Hecke algebra, J. Blasiak [2] con-
structed a noncommutative analogue of the Garsia-Procesi modules Rλ, whose
Frobenius image is the modified Hall-Littlewood symmetric function. In this setup
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there is an analogue of katabolizable tableaux and conjectured analogues of homol-
ogy k-shape functions and the atoms of [9] and [3].
1.8. Outline. In §2 we define basic objects of interest here such as k-shapes, moves
and the k-shape poset, and give some of their elementary properties. In §3 we
introduce an equivalence relation on paths in the k-shape poset called diamond
equivalence and show that it is generated by a smaller set of equivalences called
elementary equivalences. In §4 we introduce covers and strips for k-shapes, and
prove that there is a unique path in the k-shape poset allowing the extraction
of a maximal strip from a given strip (Proposition 91). In §4 we also state the
main result (bijection (20)) of this article (Theorem 75) and show how it leads to
Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. Elementary properties of the functions S
(k)
λ [X ] and
s
(k)
λ [X ] such as triangularity and conjugation are given in §§4.4.
The remaining sections, which contain the bulk of the technical details in this
article, are concerned with the proof of bijection (20) by iteration of the pushout.
This bijection sends compatible initial pairs (certain pairs (S,m) consisting of a strip
S and a move m, both of which start from a common k-shape) to compatible final
pairs (certain pairs (S′,m′) consisting of a strip S′ and a move m′, both of which
end at a common k-shape). The basic properties of the pushout are established
in §5 and §6. The most technical parts of this article (§7 and §8) are devoted
to the interaction between pushouts and equivalences in the k-shape poset. The
basic statement can be summarized as: pushouts send equivalent paths to equivalent
paths. In §9-§14 we develop, in a brief form, the pullback, which is inverse to the
pushout (§15).
For those interested in getting a quick hold on the pushout algorithm on which
bijection (20) relies, we suggest reading the beginning of §2, §3, §4 and §7 to get
the basic definitions and ideas, along with §§4.9 and §§7.1 that describe canonical
processes to obtain a maximal strip and to perform the pushout respectively.
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2. The k-shape poset
For a fixed positive integer k, the object central to our study is a family of “k-
shape” partitions that contains both k and k+1-cores. The formula for k-branching
coefficients counts paths in a poset on the k-shapes. As with Young order, we will
define the order relation in terms of adding boxes to a given vertex λ, but now
the added boxes must form a sequence of “strings”. Here we introduce k-shapes,
strings, and moves – the ingredients for our poset.
2.1. Partitions. Let Y = {λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ) ∈ Z∞≥0 | λi = 0 for i≫ 0} denote
the set of partitions. Each λ ∈ Y can be identified with its Ferrers diagram {(i, j) ∈
Z2>0 | j ≤ λi}. The elements of Z
2
>0 are called cells. The row and column indices of
a cell b = (i, j) are denoted row(b) = i and col(b) = j. We use the French/transpose-
Cartesian depiction of Z2>0: row indices increase from bottom to top. The transpose
involution on Z2>0 defined by (i, j) 7→ (j, i) induces an involution on Y denoted
λ 7→ λt. The diagonal index of b = (i, j) is given by d(b) = j− i and we then define
the distance between cells x and y to be |d(x) − d(y)|.
The arm (resp. leg) of b = (i, j) ∈ λ is defined by aλ(b) = λi − j (resp. lλ(b) =
λtj − i) is the number of cells in the diagram of λ in the row of b to its right (resp.
in the column of b and above it). The hook length of b = (i, j) ∈ λ is defined by
hλ(b) = aλ(b) + lλ(b) + 1. Let Ck = {λ ∈ Y | hλ(b) 6= k for all b ∈ λ} be the set of
k-cores.
Let D = µ/λ be a skew shape, the difference of Ferrers diagrams of partitions
µ ⊃ λ. Although such a set of cells may be realized by different pairs of partitions,
unless specifically stated otherwise, we shall use the notation µ/λ with the fixed
pair λ ⊂ µ in mind. D is referred to as λ-addable and µ-removable. A horizontal
(resp. vertical) strip is a skew shape that contains at most one cell in each column
(resp. row). A λ-addable cell (corner) is a skew shape µ/λ consisting of a single
cell. Define topc(D) and botc(D) to be the top and bottom cells in column c of D
and let rightr(D) and leftr(D) be the rightmost and leftmost cells in row r of D.
Let c+ (resp. c−) denote the column right-adjacent (resp. left-adjacent) to column
c. Similar notation is used for rows.
2.2. k-shapes. The k-interior of a partition λ is the subpartition of cells with hook
length exceeding k:
Intk(λ) = {b ∈ λ | hλ(b) > k} .
The k-boundary of λ is the skew shape of cells with hook bounded by k:
∂k(λ) = λ/Intk(λ) .
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We define the k-row shape rsk(λ) ∈ Z∞≥0 (resp. k-column shape cs
k(λ) ∈ Z∞≥0) of λ
to be the sequence giving the numbers of cells in the rows (resp. columns) of ∂k(λ).
Definition 7. A partition λ is a k-shape if rsk(λ) and csk(λ) are partitions. Πk
denotes the set of k-shapes and ΠkN = {λ ∈ Π
k : |∂k(λ)| = N}.
Example 8. λ = (8, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1) ∈ Π412, since rs
4(λ) = (4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) and
cs4(λ) = (3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) are partitions and |∂4(λ)| = 4+2+2+1+1+1+1 = 12.
µ = (3, 3, 1) 6∈ Π4 since rs4(µ) = (2, 3, 1) is not a partition.
∂4(λ) ∂4(µ)
Remark 9. The transpose map is an involution on ΠkN .
The set of k-shapes includes both the k-cores and k + 1-cores.
Proposition 10. Ck ⊂ Πk and Ck+1 ⊂ Πk.
Proof. It is shown in [11] that
λ 7→ rsk(λ) (35)
is a bijection from Ck+1 → Bk implying that rsk(λ) ∈ Y. Similarly, λ 7→ rsk(λt) =
csk(λ) is a bijection, and thus Ck+1 ⊂ Πk. In particular Ck ⊂ Πk−1. For λ ∈ Ck we
have ∂k(λ) = ∂k−1(λ), from which it follows that λ ∈ Πk. 
Since k ≥ 2 remains fixed throughout, we shall often suppress k in the notation,
writing ∂λ, rs(λ), cs(λ), Π, and so forth.
Remark 11. A k-shape λ is uniquely determined by its row shape rs(λ) and column
shape cs(λ).
Remark 12. Consider a partition λ with addable corners x and y in columns c and
c+, respectively. If hλ(leftrow(x)(∂λ)) = k then rs(λ)row(x) = rs(λ)row(y) since the
cell below leftrow(x)(∂λ) is not in ∂λ.
Remark 13. Suppose for some c, p ≥ 1 and µ ∈ Π, the cells topj(∂µ) for c ≤ j <
c+ p, all lie in the same row. As cs(µ) and Int(µ) are partitions, it follows that the
cells botj(∂µ) lie in the same row (say the r-th) for c ≤ j < c+ p. Since rs(µ) is a
partition, one may deduce that µr−1 ≥ µr + p. In particular, there is a µ-addable
corner in the row of botc(∂µ) for all columns c.
2.3. Strings. Given the k-shape vertices, the primary notion to define our order
is a string of cells lying at a diagonal distance k or k + 1 from one another. To be
precise, let b and b′ be contiguous cells when |d(b)− d(b′)| ∈ {k, k + 1}.
Remark 14. Since λ-addable cells occur on consecutive diagonals, a λ-addable cor-
ner x is contiguous with at most one λ-addable corner above (resp. below) it.
Definition 15. A string of length ℓ is a skew shape µ/λ which consists of cells
{a1, . . . , aℓ}, where ai+1 is below ai and they are contiguous for each 1 ≤ i < ℓ.
Note that all cells in a string s = µ/λ are λ-addable and µ-removable. We thus
refer to λ-addable or µ-removable strings. Any string s = µ/λ can be categorized
into one of four types depending on the elements of ∂λ \ ∂µ, as described by the
following property.
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Column-type:
•
◦ •
◦
Row-type:
◦ •
◦ •
Cover-type:
•
◦ • Cocover-type:
◦ •
◦ •
◦
Figure 1. Types of string diagrams
Property 16. For any string s = µ/λ = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ}, let b0 = leftrow(a1)(∂λ),
bℓ = botcol(aℓ)(∂λ), and bi = (row(ai+1), col(ai)) for 1 ≤ i < ℓ.
∂λ \ ∂µ =

{b1, . . . , bℓ−1} if hλ(b0) < k and hλ(bℓ) < k
{b0, b1, . . . , bℓ−1} if hλ(b0) = k and hλ(bℓ) < k
{b1, . . . , bℓ−1, bℓ} if hλ(b0) < k and hλ(bℓ) = k
{b0, b1, . . . , bℓ−1, bℓ} if hλ(b0) = hλ(bℓ) = k
(36)
Proof. For any 1 ≤ i < ℓ, bi ∈ ∂λ \ ∂µ by definition of contiguous. Otherwise,
leftrow(a1)(∂λ) and botcol(aℓ)(∂λ) are the only other cells whose hooks may be k-
bounded in λ and exceed k in µ. 
Definition 17. A string s = µ/λ is defined to be one of four types, cover-type,
row-type, column-type, or cocover-type when ∂λ \ ∂µ equals the first, second, third,
or fourth set, respectively, given in (36).
It is helpful to depict a string s = µ/λ by its diagram, defined by the following
data: cells of s are represented by the symbol •, cells of ∂λ \ ∂µ a represented by ◦,
and cells of ∂µ∩ ∂λ in the same row (resp. column) as some • or ◦ are collectively
depicted by a horizontal (resp. vertical) line segment. The four possible string
diagrams are shown in Figure 1.
Given a string s = µ/λ = {a1, . . . , aℓ}, of particular importance are the columns
and rows in its diagram that contain only a ◦ or only •. To precisely specify such
rows and columns, we need some notation. For a skew shape D = µ/λ, define
∆rs(D) = rs(µ) − rs(λ) ∈ Z∞. The positively (resp. negatively) modified rows of
D are those corresponding to positive (resp. negative) entries in ∆rs(D). Similar
definitions apply for columns. It is clear from the Figure 1 diagrams that a given
string has at most one positively or negatively modified row and column. Such rows
and columns are earmarked as follows, given they exist:
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• cs,u is the unique column negatively modified by s. Equivalently, cs,u =
col(leftrow(a1)(∂λ)) if and only if the leftmost column in the diagram of s
has a ◦
• rs,d is the unique row negatively modified by s. Equivalently, rs,d =
row(botcol(aℓ)) iff the lowest row in the diagram of s has a ◦
• rs,u is the unique row positively modified by s. Equivalently, rs,u = row(a1)
iff the topmost row in the diagram of s has no ◦
• cs,d is the unique column positively modified by s. Equivalently, cs,d =
col(aℓ) if the rightmost column in the diagram of s has no ◦.
Note that cs,u < col(a1) and rs,d < row(aℓ) when defined.
Remark 18. For a λ-addable string s, we have the following vector equalities in the
free Z-module Z∞ =
⊕
i∈Z>0
Zei with standard basis {ei | i ∈ Z>0}:
∆cs(s) = ecs,d − ecs,u (37)
∆rs(s) = ers,u − ers,d (38)
where by convention ei = 0 if the subscript i is not defined (e.g. cs,u is not defined
when leftrow(a1)(∂λ) 6∈ ∂λ \ ∂µ).
2.4. Moves. Our poset will be defined by taking a k-shape µ to be larger than
λ ∈ Π when the skew diagram µ/λ is a particular succession of strings (called a
move). To this end, define two strings to be translates when they are translates
of each other in Z2 by a fixed vector, and their corresponding modified rows and
columns agree in size. Equivalently, their diagrams have the property that •’s
and ◦’s appear in the same relative positions with respect to each other and the
lengths of each corresponding horizontal and vertical segment are the same. We
will also refer to cells aj and bj as translates when strings s1 = {a1, . . . , aℓ} and
s2 = {b1, . . . , bℓ} are translates.
Definition 19. A row move m of rank r and length ℓ is a chain of partitions
λ = λ0 ⊂ λ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ λr = µ that meets the following conditions:
(1) λ ∈ Π
(2) si = λ
i/λi−1 is a row-type string consisting of ℓ cells for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r
(3) the strings si are translates of each other
(4) the top cells of s1, . . . , sr occur in consecutive columns from left to right
(5) µ ∈ Π.
We say that m is a row move from λ to µ and write µ = m ∗ λ or m = µ/λ. A
column move is the transpose analogue of a row move. A move is a row move or
column move.
Example 20. For k = 5, a row move of length 1 and rank 3 with strings s1 = {A},
s2 = {B}, and s3 = {C} is pictured below. The lower case letters are the cells that
are removed from the k-boundary when the corresponding strings are added.
a A
b c B C
◦
◦ ◦
•
• •
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For k = 3, a row move of length 2 and rank 2 with strings s1 = {A1, A2} and
s2 = {B1, B2} is:
a1 b1A1B1
a2 b2A2B2
◦ ◦
◦ ◦
• •
• •
✲
Note that a row move from λ to µ merits its name because ∂µ can be viewed as
a right-shift of some rows of ∂λ. In particular, |∂µ| = |∂λ|.
Property 21. If a row move negatively (resp. positively) modifies a column then it
negatively (resp. positively) modifies all columns of the same size to the right (resp.
left).
Proof. All of the columns positively (resp. negatively) modified by a row move,
are consecutive and have the same size, by Definition 19(3),(4). The result follows
from Definition 19(5). 
A move m is said to be degenerate if c+sr ,u = cs1,d. Note that a degenerate
move can be of any rank but always has length 1. The first move in Example 20 is
degenerate.
Property 22. Condition (5) of Definition 19 is equivalent to
• cs(λ)csr,u > cs(λ)c+sr,u
and cs(λ)c−s1,d
> cs(λ)cs1,d if m is nondegenerate.
• cs(λ)csr,u > cs(λ)cs1,d + 1 if m is degenerate.
Proof. The precise column and row modification of a string is pinpointed in Re-
mark 18 and immediately implies the claim by definition of k-shape. 
Remark 23. Consider a k-shape λ and a string s1 = λ
1/λ. If there is a row move
from λ starting as λ ⊂ λ1, then Conditions (3),(4) and (5) of Definition 19 determine
s2, . . . , sr (and thus the move). Note that Property 21 and Property 22 ensures a
unique r since cs(λ)csr,u > cs(λ)c+sr,u
implies that an extra row type string would
not be a translate of s1.
Lemma 24. Suppose s and t are strings in a move m and the cells x ∈ s and y ∈ t
are translates of each other. Then |d(x) − d(y)| < k − 1.
Proof. Let m = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr be a row move from λ to µ and let sj = {a
j
1, . . . , a
j
n}
for j = 1, . . . , r. It suffices to prove the case where x = a11 and y = a
r
1 are the
topmost cells of s1 and sr, respectively. First suppose that d(a
r
1)−d(a
1
1) ≥ k. Then
csr,u ≥ col(a
1
1) since a
1
1, a
r
1 ∈ µ, and further, csr ,u < col(a
r
1). Thus csr ,u = col(a
j
1)
for some j < r since a11, . . . , a
r
1 occur in adjacent columns by Definition 19 of
row move. Moreover, m is a row move implies that sj and sr are translates and
therefore col(aj1) = csr ,u of ∂(λ ∪ s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sj) has the same length as col(a
r
1) in
∂(λ∪s1∪· · ·∪sr = µ). However, column csr ,u is negatively modified by sr implying
the contradiction µ 6∈ Π. In the case that d(a1r) − d(a
1
1) = k − 1, the top cell in
column csr ,u of ∂(λ ∪ s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr−1) is left-adjacent to a
1
1. However, this column
is negatively modified by sr implying that in ∂µ, it is shorter than col(a
1
1). Again,
the assumption that µ ∈ Π is contradicted. 
Corollary 25. The rank of a move is at most k − 1.
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Property 26.
(1) If m is a row move where µ = m ∗ λ, then µ/λ is a horizontal strip
(2) If M is a column move where µ = M ∗ λ, then µ/λ is a vertical strip
(3) Any cell common to a row and a column move from the same shape λ, is a
λ-addable corner.
Proof. Consider a row move m from λ to µ with strings s1, s2, . . . , sr and let s1 =
{a1, a2, . . . , aℓ}. Suppose that µ/λ is not a horizontal strip. Since the strings are
translates and their topmost cells occur in consecutive columns by the definition of
move, a violation of the horizontal strip condition must occur where a2 lies below
the top cell b1 of string si, for some i > 1. Therefore, |d(a1) − d(b1)| ∈ {k − 1, k}
since the definition of string implies |d(a1)−d(a2)| ∈ {k, k+1}. However, Lemma 24
is contradicted implying µ/λ is a horizontal strip. By the transpose argument, we
also have that a column move is a vertical strip. (1) and (2) imply (3). 
Proposition 27. Let m be a row or column move from λ to µ. Then the decom-
position of m = µ/λ into strings (according to Definition 19) is unique.
Proof. Given row move m from λ to µ, Remark 23 implies it suffices to show that
the λ-addable string s1 is uniquely determined. By (37) and Definition 19(3), for
any m = µ/λ = {s1, . . . , sr},
∆cs(µ/λ) =
r−1∑
j=0
(ecs1,d+j − ecs1,u+j). (39)
Since csr ,u < col(a1) ≤ col(aℓ) = cs1,d there is no cancellation in this formula, so
the rank of m can be read from the number of consecutive +1’s in ∆cs(µ/λ) (and
is independent of s1, . . . , sr). The length of m is then simply |µ/λ|/r. Since the
leftmost cell of the horizontal strip m must be the top cell of the first string s of
m and the length of s is determined, by Remark 14 it follows that the λ-addable
string s1 is determined. 
2.5. Poset structure on k-shapes. We endow the set ΠN of k-shapes of fixed
size N , with the structure of a directed acyclic graph with an edge from λ to µ
if there is a move from λ to µ. Since a row (resp. column) move from λ to µ
satisfies rs(λ) = rs(µ) and cs(λ) D cs(µ) (resp. cs(λ) = cs(µ) and rs(λ) D rs(µ)),
this directed graph induces a poset structure on ΠN which is a subposet of the
Cartesian square of the dominance order D on partitions of size N .
Proposition 28. An element of the k-shape poset is maximal (resp. minimal) if
and only if it is a (k + 1)-core (resp. k-core).
Proof. Since a k-core has no hook sizes of size k, it also has no row-type or column-
type strings addable. Thus k-cores are minimal elements of the k-shape poset. Now
suppose λ is a minimal element of the k-shape poset, and suppose λ has a hook of
size k. Let us take the rightmost such cell of ∂λ, say b. Then there is a λ-addable
corner a1 at the end of the row of b. Let s = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} be the longest row-type
string with top cell a1 (see Lemma 30).
Suppose cs(λ)col(b) = cs(λ)col(b)+1 = · · · = cs(λ)col(b)+t > cs(λ)col(b)+t+1. Then
the bottom cells in ∂λ of columns col(b), col(b)+1, . . . , col(b)+t+1 all lie in the same
row as b, for otherwise such a cell would have a hook-length of size k (or λ would not
be a k-shape). Since λ is a k-shape, there are t successively addable cells to the right
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of a1, on the same row as a1. A similar argument shows that we can in fact find t+1
row-type strings s = s1, s2, . . . , st+1 whose cells are on exactly the same set of rows
and which have identical diagrams. We claim that m = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ st+1 is a row
move on λ. Let µ = m ∗ λ. By construction, cs(µ)col(b)+t ≥ cs(µ)col(b)+t+1. It thus
suffices to show that cs(µ)col(aℓ)−1 ≥ cs(µ)col(aℓ). Since s is row-type, and cannot
be extended further below, the cell d = botcol(aℓ)(∂λ) has hook length < k − 1.
Suppose cs(λ)col(aℓ)−1 = cs(λ)col(aℓ). Since aℓ is λ-addable, the bottom cell c of
column col(aℓ) − 1 in ∂λ must be above the bottom of column col(aℓ). But the
cell c′ directly below c has hook length hλ(c
′) ≤ hλ(d) + 2 < k + 1. This is a
contradiction.
The proof that the (k+1)-cores are exactly the maximal elements is similar. 
Example 29. The graph Π24 is pictured below. Only the cells of the k-boundaries
are shown. Row moves are indicated by r and column moves by c.
❅
❅❘r
 
 ✠
c ❅
❅❘
r  
 ✠ c
❅❅❘r   ✠c
(40)
The graph Π35 is pictured below.
❄
r
❄
r
 
 
 ✠
c ❅
❅
❅❘
r
❄
c
❄
c
 
 
 ✠
c
❅
❅
❅❘
r
 
 
 ✠
c
❅
❅
❅❘
r
(41)
2.6. String and move miscellany. Here we highlight a number of lemmata about
strings that will be needed later.
In the special case that µ or λ is a k-shape, the string s = µ/λ obeys a number
of explicit properties.
Lemma 30. Let λ ∈ Π and s = {a1, . . . , aℓ} be a λ-addable string.
(1) If s negatively modifies a row, then it can be extended below to a λ-addable
string that does not have negatively modified rows.
(2) If s negatively modifies a column, then it can be extended above to a λ-
addable string that does not have negatively modified columns.
Proof. Let s negatively modify a row. By Remark 13, there is a λ-addable cell x in
the row of b = botcol(aℓ)(∂λ) and we have hλ(b) = k. Therefore d(x)−d(aℓ) = k+1
and s ∪ {x} is a λ-addable string that extends s below. The required string exists
by induction. Part (2) is similar. 
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Lemma 31. Let λ ∈ Π and s = {a1, . . . , aℓ} be a λ-addable string.
(1) λrow(aj)−1 − λrow(aj) ≥ λrow(ai)−1 − λrow(ai) for all i < j,
(2) λtcol(aj)−1 − λ
t
col(aj)
≥ λtcol(ai)−1 − λ
t
col(ai)
for all j > i,
with the convention that λrow(aℓ)−1 (resp. λ
t
col(a1)−1
) is infinite if aℓ (resp. a1) lies
in the first row (resp. column) of λ.
Proof. Part (1) follows from Remark 13 and Part (2) follows by transposition. 
Lemma 32. Let s = {a1, . . . , an} and t = {bi, bi+1} be λ-addable strings for some
λ ∈ Π. If row(bi) = row(aj) + 1 and row(bi+1) = row(aj+1) + 1 (or col(bi) =
col(aj)+1 and col(bi+1) = col(aj+1)+1), then |d(bi)−d(bi+1)| ≤ |d(aj)−d(aj+1)|.
This also holds if s and t are λ-removable.
Proof. Note that for any x contiguous to and higher than x′, cs(λ)col(x) = row(x)−
row(x′) and |d(x)−d(x′)| = cs(λ)col(x)+rs(λ)row(x′). Thus, cs(λ)col(bi) = cs(λ)col(aj).
Since λ ∈ Π implies that rs(λ)row(bi+1) ≤ rs(λ)row(aj+1) we then have our claim. 
Lemma 33. Let λ ∈ Π. Consider a λ-addable corner b and some x 6∈ λ in a lower
row than row(b) that is right-adjacent to a cell in λ. If |d(b) − d(x)| = k + 1 then
x is λ-addable and if |d(b) − d(x)| = k then either x or the cell immediately below
x is λ-addable.
Proof. When |d(b)−d(x)| = k+1, botcol(b)(∂λ) is in the row of x and thus Remark 13
implies that row(x) has λ-addable corner (namely x). If |d(b) − d(x)| = k, then
either botcol(b)(∂λ) is in the row of x (and as before, x is λ-addable) or botcol(b)(∂λ)
is in the row below x. If x is not λ-addable then the latter case holds and the cell
immediately below x is λ-addable. 
Lemma 34. Let m be a row or column move from λ to µ. For any cells a, b ∈ m
that are translates of each other, rs(λ)row(a) = rs(λ)row(b), cs(λ)col(a) = cs(λ)col(b),
rs(µ)row(a) = rs(µ)row(b) and cs(µ)col(a) = cs(µ)col(b).
Proof. Consider the case thatm is a row move (the column case follows by transpo-
sition). By definition of move, the strings ofm have diagrams which are translates of
each other. Since Property 26 implies the strings never lie on top of each other, if cell
a is the translate of cell b then cs(λ)col(a) = cs(λ)col(b) and cs(µ)col(a) = cs(µ)col(b).
Since strings in a row move never change the row reading we have by translation
of diagrams that rs(λ)col(a) = rs(λ)col(b) and rs(µ)col(a) = rs(µ)col(b). 
Let b be a cell in a skew shape D. Define the indent of b in D by IndD(b) =
col(b) − col(leftrow(b)(D)); this is the number of cells strictly to the left of b in its
row in D. If D is a horizontal strip and b ∈ D then b is λ-addable if and only if
IndD(b) = 0.
Lemma 35. Let λ ∈ Π, m a row move from λ, and s a string of m. Then Indm(b)
is constant for b ∈ s. In particular, if some cell of m is λ-addable, then so is every
cell in its string.
Proof. The first assertion follows by induction on Indm(b) using Definition 19(3).
The second holds by Proposition 27. 
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3. Equivalence of paths in the k-shape poset
3.1. Diamond equivalences.
Definition 36. Given a move m, the charge of m, written charge(m), is 0 if m is a
row move and rℓ if m is a column move of length ℓ and rank r. Notice that in the
column case, rℓ is simply the number of cells in the move m when viewed as a skew
shape. The charge of a path (m1, . . . ,mn) in ΠN is charge(m1)+ · · ·+charge(mn),
the sum of the charges of the moves that constitute the path.
Let ≡ be the equivalence relation on directed paths in ΠN generated by the
following diamond equivalences:
M˜m ≡ m˜M (42)
where m,M, m˜, M˜ are moves (possibly empty) between k-shapes such that the
diagram
λ
µ ν
γ
 ✠
m
❅❅❘
M
❅❅❘M˜
  ✠m˜
(43)
commutes and the charge is the same on both sides of the diamond:
charge(m) + charge(M˜) = charge(M) + charge(m˜). (44)
The commutation is equivalent to the equality M˜ ∪ m = m˜ ∪ M where a move
is regarded as a set of cells. Observe that the charge is by definition constant on
equivalence classes of paths.
Example 37. Continuing Example 29, the two paths in Π24 from λ = (3, 1, 1) to
ν = (4, 3, 2, 1) have charge 2 and 3 respectively, and so are not equivalent. Thus by
Theorem 2 one has b
(k)
µλ = 2, and according to Conjecture 3, we have b
(k)
µλ = t
2+ t3.
 
 ✠
c ❅
❅❘
r
❅❅❘r   ✠c
(45)
The two paths in Π35 from λ = (3, 2, 1) to ν = (4, 2, 1, 1) are diamond equivalent,
both having charge 1. Thus by Theorem 2 one has b
(k)
µλ = 1, and according to
Conjecture 3, we have b
(k)
µλ = t.
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 
 ✠
c ❅
❅❘
r
❅❅❘r   ✠c
(46)
We will describe in more detail in this section when two moves m and M can
obey a diamond equivalence. We will also see that the relation ≡ is generated by
special diamond equivalences called elementary equivalences (see Proposition 55).
3.2. Elementary equivalences. We require a few more notions to define elemen-
tary equivalence.
Let m and M be moves from λ ∈ Π. We say that m and M intersect if they are
non-disjoint as sets of cells. Similarly, we say that two strings s and t intersect if
they have cells in common. We say that the pair (m,M) is reasonable if for every
string s and t of m and M respectively that intersect, we either have s ⊆ t or t ⊆ s.
Let s and t be intersecting strings. Either the highest (resp. lowest) cell of s∪ t
is in s \ t, or in s ∩ t, or in t \ s; in these cases we say that s continues above
(resp. below) t, or s and t are matched above (resp. below), or t continues above
(resp. below) s. We say that m continues above (resp. below) M , or m and M
are matched above (resp. below), or M continues above (resp. below) m, if the
corresponding relation holds for all pairs of strings s in m and t in M such that
s ∩ t 6= ∅.
We say that the disjoint strings s and t are contiguous if s ∪ t is a string. We
say that the moves m and M are not contiguous if no string of m is contiguous to
a string of M .
For the sake of clarity, the overall picture is presented first, the proofs being
relegated to Subsections 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
The following lemma asserts that any pair of intersecting strings s ⊂ m and
t ⊂M are in the same relative position.
Lemma 38. Let m and M be intersecting λ-addable moves for λ ∈ Π. Then m
continues above M (resp. m and M are matched above, resp. M continues above
m) if and only if there exist strings s ⊂ m and t ⊂M such that s continues above t
(resp. s and t are matched above, resp. t continues above s). A similar statement
holds with the word “above” replaced by the word “below”.
Notation 39. For two sets of cells X and Y , let →X (Y ) (resp. ↑X (Y )) denote
the result of shifting to the right (resp. up), each row (resp. column) of Y by the
number of cells of X in that row (resp. column). Define ←X (Y ) and ↓X (Y )
analogously.
3.3. Mixed elementary equivalence.
Definition 40. A mixed elementary equivalence is a relation of the form (42)
arising from a row move m and column move M from some λ ∈ Π, which has one
of the following forms:
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(1) m and M do not intersect and m and M are not contiguous. Then m˜ = m
and M˜ = M .
(2) m and M intersect and
(a) m continues above and below M . Then
m˜ =→M (m) and M˜ =→m (M)
(b) M continues above and below m. Then
m˜ =↑M (m) and M˜ =↑m (M).
Remark 41. If the pair (m,M) defines a mixed elementary equivalence then m and
M are reasonable.
Example 42. For k = 4 the following diagram defines a mixed elementary equiva-
lence via Case (2)(a). The black cells indicate those added to the original shape.
 
 ✠
m ❅
❅❘
M
❅
❅❘M˜
 
 ✠ m˜
Proposition 43. If (m,M) defines a mixed elementary equivalence, then the pre-
scribed sets of cells m˜ and M˜ define a diamond equivalence.
3.4. Interfering row moves and perfections. To define row equivalence we
require the notions of interference and perfections.
Let m and M be row moves from λ ∈ Π of respective ranks r and r′ and lengths
ℓ and ℓ′ such that m ∩M = ∅.
Remark 44. Suppose a cell in the string s of m is above and contiguous with a
cell in the string t of M . If all the cells of s are not above all the cells of t then
using Property 26 and Lemma 35 one may deduce the contradiction that m and
M intersect. If the cells of s are above those of t, we have a contradiction to
Definition 17. Therefore m and M are not contiguous. In particular the diagrams
of the strings of m and M are unaffected by the presence of the other move.
Say that the pair (m,M) is interfering if m ∩M = ∅ and cs(λ ∪m ∪M) is not
a partition. Let m = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr and M = t1 ∪ · · · ∪ tr′ . We immediately have
Lemma 45. Suppose (m,M) is interfering. Say the top cell of m is above the top
cell of M . Then
(1) c−s1,d = ctr′ ,u. In particular m and M are nondegenerate.
(2) Every cell of m is above every cell of M .
(3) cs(λ)cs1 ,d = cs(λ)ctr′ ,u
+ 1.
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Property (1) tells us that the pair (m,M) can only be interfering if the last nega-
tively modified column of M is just before the first positively modified column of
m (or similarly with m and M interchanged).
Suppose (m,M) is interfering and the top cell of m is above the top cell of
M . A lower (resp. upper) perfection of the pair (m,M) is a k-shape of the form
λ∪m∪M ∪mper (resp. λ∪m∪M ∪Mper) wheremper (resp. Mper) is a (λ∪m∪M)-
addable skew shape such that m∪mper (resp. M ∪Mper) is a row move from M ∗λ
(resp. m∗λ) of rank r (resp. r′) and length ℓ+ ℓ′ andM ∪mper (resp. m∪Mper) is
a row move from m ∗ λ (resp. M ∗λ) of rank r+ r′ and length ℓ′ (resp. ℓ). We say
that (m,M) is lower-perfectible (resp. upper perfectible) if it admits a lower (resp.
upper) perfection. By Lemma 47, the lower (resp. upper) perfection is unique if it
exists.
Example 46. For k = 5, row moves m = {A} and M = {B} from λ are pictured
below together with ∂λ.
D
A
B C
The pair (m,M) is interfering: the skew shape ∂(λ ∪m ∪M) is pictured below.
The lower and upper perfections both exist, with mper = {C} and Mper = {D}.
They are pictured as the bottom shapes in the left and right diagrams respectively.
 
 ✠
m ❅
❅❘
M
❅❅❘M∪mper   ✠m∪mper
 
 ✠
m ❅
❅❘
M
❅
❅❘M∪Mper   ✠m∪Mper
Lemma 47. Suppose (m,M) are interfering row moves with the top cell of m above
that of M .
(1) Suppose a lower perfection ρ exists. Then it is unique: mper is such that
m∪mper is the unique move from λ∪M obtained by extending each of the
strings of m below by ℓ′ cells, and also M ∪mper is the unique move from
λ∪m obtained by adding r more translates to the right of the strings of M .
(2) Suppose an upper perfection ρ exists. Then it is unique: Mper is such that
M ∪Mper is the unique move from λ∪m obtained by extending each of the
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strings of M above by ℓ cells, and also m ∪Mper is the unique move from
λ ∪M given by adding r′ more translates to the left of the strings of m.
3.5. Row elementary equivalence.
Definition 48. A row elementary equivalence is a relation of the form (42) arising
from two row moves m and M from some λ ∈ Π, which has one of the following
forms:
(1) m and M do not intersect and (m,M) is non-interfering. Then m˜ = m and
M˜ = M .
(2) (m,M) is interfering (and say the top cell of m is above the top cell of
M) and (m,M) is lower (resp. upper) perfectible by adding the set of cells
x = mper (resp. x = Mper). Then m˜ = m ∪ x and M˜ = M ∪ x.
(3) m and M intersect and are matched above (resp. below). In this case
m˜ = m \ (m ∩M) and M˜ = M \ (m ∩M).
(4) m and M intersect and m continues above and below M . In this case
m˜ =↑m∩M (m) and M˜ =↑m∩M (M).
(5) M = ∅ and there is a row move mper from m ∗ λ such that m ∪mper is a
row move from λ. Then M˜ = mper and m˜ = m ∪mper.
In cases (4) and (5) the roles of m and M may be exchanged. In case (2), (m,M)
may be both lower and upper perfectible, in which case both perfections yield row
elementary equivalences. In case (5), mper can continue the strings of m above or
below. This case can thus be considered as a degeneration of case (2).
Remark 49. If the pair (m,M) satisfies a row elementary equivalence then m and
M are reasonable.
Example 50. We give examples of row elementary equivalences. For case (2) see
Example 46. On the left we give for k = 4 a case (3) example with moves matched
above, and on the right, for k = 5 an example of case (4).
 
 ✠
m ❅
❅❘
M
❅
❅❘M˜
 
 ✠ m˜
 
 ✠
m ❅
❅❘
M
❅
❅❘M˜
 
 ✠ m˜
Proposition 51. If (m,M) defines a row elementary equivalence, then the pre-
scribed sets of cells m˜ and M˜ define a diamond equivalence.
3.6. Column elementary equivalence.
Definition 52. There is an obvious transpose analogue of row elementary equiva-
lence which we shall call column elementary equivalence.
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Since (44) is obviously satisfied in the case of a column elementary equivalence,
the transpose analogue of Proposition 51 holds.
3.7. Diamond equivalences are generated by elementary equivalences.
Lemma 53. Any diamond equivalence M˜m ≡ m˜M in which m is a row move and
M a column move from some λ ∈ Π, is a mixed elementary equivalence.
Lemma 54. Let m and M be row (resp. column) moves such that M˜m ≡ m˜M
is a diamond equivalence. Then the relation M˜m ≡ m˜M can be generated by row
(resp. column) elementary equivalences.
We have immediately:
Proposition 55. The equivalence relations generated respectively by diamond equiv-
alences and by elementary equivalences are identical.
Proof. Lemma 53 and Lemma 54 imply that diamond equivalences are generated by
elementary equivalences. Since elementary equivalences are diamond equivalences
by Propositions 43 and 51, the proposition follows. 
3.8. Proving properties of mixed equivalence. For the rest of this subsection
we assume that m and M are respectively row and column moves from λ ∈ Π.
Property 56. Strings of m and M cannot be matched above or below.
Proof. By Property 26(3) the cells of the strings of m and M that meet are λ-
addable. The lemma then easily from considering the diagrams of m and M . 
Property 57. Any string of m (resp. M) meets at most one string of M (resp.
m).
Proof. Suppose there is some string s = {a1, a2, . . .} ⊂ m where ai ∈ t and aj ∈ t¯
for distinct column-type strings t, t¯ ∈M . Let i and j be such that j− i is minimum
where i < j.
We first show that ai is not the bottom cell of t. If this were the case, the
distance between the bottom cell of t and the bottom cell of t¯ would be larger than
k − 1, which would contradict Lemma 24. Therefore ai is not the lowest cell of t.
The cells ai and aj are λ-addable by Property 26(3) and so is s by Lemma 35.
Thus by Remark 14, the cell of t contiguous to and below ai is ai+1. If ai+1 6= aj we
have a contradiction to the choice of i and j. If ai+1 = aj we have the contradiction
that t and t¯ intersect.
Taking transposes, every string of M meets at most one string of m. 
Lemma 58. Suppose s = {a1, . . . , aℓ} and t = {b1, . . . , bℓ′} are strings in m and
M respectively such that s ∩ t 6= ∅. Then s ∩ t is a λ-addable string and there are
intervals A ⊂ [1, ℓ] and B ⊂ [1, ℓ′] such that s ∩ t = {aj | j ∈ A} = {bj | j ∈ B}.
Moreover, either min(A) = 1 or min(B) = 1, and also either max(A) = ℓ or
max(B) = ℓ′.
Proof. Let x ∈ s ∩ t. By Property 26 and Lemma 35 all the cells of s and t are
λ-addable. Suppose both s and t contain cells below (resp. above) x. Since cells
in strings satisfy a contiguity property, there are λ-addable cells z ∈ s and z′ ∈ t
such that z and z′ are contiguous with and below (resp. above) x. By Remark 14,
z = z′. The Lemma follows. 
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Call a row-type (resp. column-type) string of m (resp. M) primary if it consists
of λ-addable corners. Write Prim(m) for the set of primary strings of m; the
dependence on λ is suppressed. The strings of m (resp. M) are totally ordered,
and this induces an order on the primary strings. For s ∈ Prim(m) with s 6=
max(Prim(m)) (resp. s 6= min(Prim(m))) we write succ(s) (resp. pred(s)) for the
cover (resp. cocover) of s in Prim(m).
Remark 59. By Lemma 58, if s is a string in m and t a string in M such that
s ∩ t 6= ∅ then s ∈ Prim(m) and t ∈ Prim(M).
Lemma 60. Suppose s is a string in m and t a string in M such that s ∩ t 6= ∅.
(1) If s continues below (resp. above) t and s 6= min(Prim(m)) (resp. s 6=
max(Prim(m))) then there is a string t′ ∈ Prim(M) such that t′ > t (resp.
t′ < t), pred(s)∩ t′ 6= ∅ (resp. succ(s)∩ t′ 6= ∅), and pred(s) (resp. succ(s))
continues below (resp. above) t′.
(2) If t continues above (resp. below) s and t 6= min(Prim(M)) (resp. t 6=
max(Prim(M))), then there is a string s′ ∈ Prim(m) such that s′ > s
(resp. s′ < s), s′ ∩ pred(t) 6= ∅ (resp. s′ ∩ succ(t) 6= ∅), and pred(t) (resp.
succ(t)) continues above (resp. below) s′.
Proof. We prove (1) as (2) is the transpose analogue. Suppose s continues below
t and s 6= min(Prim(m)). Let b be the bottom cell in t; it is also the bottom cell
of s ∩ t. By hypothesis the string s has a λ-addable cell b′ 6∈ t, contiguous to and
below b. M shortens the row of b′ since (row(b′), col(b)) is removed by M and b′
is not added by M by Property 57. Let c and c′ be the translates in pred(s) of
the cells b and b′ in s. Note that row(b′) < row(c′) since b′ and c′ are λ-addable
and c′ ∈ pred(s). Furthermore, by Corollary 34, rs(λ)row(c′) = rs(λ)row(b′). Now,
from a previous comment rs(M ∗ λ)row(b′) = rs(λ)row(b′) − 1. In order for M ∗ λ
to belong to Π, M must also remove the cell (row(c′), col(c)) without adding the
cell c′. Therefore there is a string t′ > t such that pred(s) ∩ t′ 6= ∅ and such that
pred(s) continues below t′.
Suppose s continues above t and s 6= max(Prim(m)). Let b be the highest cell
in t, b′ the cell of s below and contiguous with b. Let c and c′ be the translates
in succ(s) of b and b′ in s. One may show that M adds a cell to the row of b and
removes none. M must do the same to the row of c since M ∗ λ ∈ Π. The rest of
the argument is similar to the previous case. 
Lemma 61. Lemma 38 holds for a row move and a column move.
Proof. Suppose s and s′ are strings of m and t and t′ are strings of M such that
s ∩ t 6= ∅, s′ ∩ t′ 6= ∅, s continues below t, and s′ does not continue below t′. By
Lemma 60, s′ > s. Let b, b′, c, c′ be the bottom cells of s, s′, t, t′. We have that
d(c) < d(b) < d(b′) ≤ d(c′). Since the distance between c and b is more than
k − 1, the distance between t and t′ is also more than k − 1. But this violates
Lemma 24. 
Proof of Proposition 43. Let m = {s1, s2, . . . , sr} and s1 = {a1, . . . , aℓ}.
(1) The disjointness of m and M implies the commutation of (43), and (44)
holds trivially in this case. So it suffices to show that m is a row move from M ∗λ;
showing that M is a column move from m ∗ λ is similar.
Since M ∩ m = ∅, s1 is a (M ∗ λ)-addable string. The diagram of the string
s1 remains the same in passing from λ to M ∗ λ; the only place it could change is
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in the row of a1 and the column of aℓ, and this could only occur if a1 or aℓ were
contiguous with a cell of M , which is false by assumption. So s1 is a row-type
(M ∗ λ)-addable string. The argument for the other strings of m is similar.
Since M is a column move from λ, cs(λ) = cs(M ∗ λ). But then Property 22
implies that (M ∗ λ) ∪m ∈ Π. This proves that m is a row move from M ∗ λ as
required.
(2) We prove case (a) as (b) is similar. By definition of M˜ , M˜ contains the same
number of strings as M and the strings of M˜ are of the same length as those of M .
Thus (44) is satisfied.
By Lemma 60, all primary strings of m meet M . In particular, since the first
string s1 of m is always primary, it meets M . The string s1 meets a single string
sˆ in M and s1 ∩ sˆ = sˆ = {ap, ap+1, . . . , an} for some 1 < p ≤ n < ℓ by Lemma 58
since s1 continues above and below sˆ.
We now show that t =→M (s1) is a (M ∗ λ)-addable string. By Property 26 M
is a vertical strip and
t = {a1, a2, . . . , a
†
p, a
†
p+1, . . . , a
†
n, an+1, . . . , aℓ}
where a† denotes the cell right-adjacent to the cell a.
Since ap is the top cell of the column-type λ-addable string sˆ and there is a λ-
addable corner ap−1 contiguous to and above ap, by Definition 17 we have d(ap)−
d(ap−1) = k and d(a
†
p)− d(ap−1) = k + 1. Similarly, since an is the bottom cell of
sˆ, we have d(an+1 − d(an) = k + 1 and d(an+1) − d(a
†
n) = k. Thus the cells of t
satisfy the contiguity conditions for a string.
Let µ = M ∗ λ. For i < p and i > n, ai is µ-addable since it is λ-addable and
ai 6∈M by Property 57.
Let c be the column of ap−1. Since ap is the top cell of a string in M , there is
no cell removed in the row of ap when going from λ to µ, and thus botc(∂µ) still
lies in the row of ap. By Remark 13 there is a µ-addable corner in the row of ap
and it corresponds to a†p.
Now observe that if a†p+1 is not a µ-addable corner, then there is a µ-addable
corner e below it by Lemma 33 (since a†p+1 is a distance k or k + 1 from the µ-
addable corner a†p). Since M is a column move, there is a µ-removable string with
cells cp and cp+1 in the columns of ap and ap+1 which is a translate of string sˆ
(the two strings may coincide). The distance between a†p and e is thus larger (by
exactly one unit) than the distance between cp and cp+1. Furthermore, a
†
p and e
lie in columns immediately to the right of those of cp and cp+1 respectively. We
then have the contradiction that the removable string containing cp and cp+1 and
the addable string containing a†p and e violate Lemma 32. Therefore a
†
p+1 is a µ-
addable corner and repeating the previous argument again and again we get that
a†i is µ-addable for any p < i ≤ n.
Therefore t is a µ-addable string. It is of row-type since the top and bottom of
its string diagram are unaffected by adding M to λ and coincide with the top and
bottom of the diagram of the λ-addable row-type string s.
Suppose there are q strings of m in the rows of s1, and let tj =→M (sj) for
1 ≤ j ≤ q. It follows from the results of Subsection 3.8 and the translation property
of strings in row moves, that tj is a translate of t1: the top and bottom of tj agree
with those of sj , and →M right-shifts the p-th through n-th cells in sj to obtain tj ,
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which are the same positions within the string s1 that are right-shifted to obtain
t1. In particular tj is a row-type string.
We claim that tj is (M ∪ t1 ∪ · · · ∪ tj−1) ∗ λ-addable for 1 ≤ j ≤ q. It holds for
j = 1. For the general case, sincem is a horizontal strip, we have that λrow(ap−1)−1−
λrow(ap−1) ≥ q. In µ we still have µrow(ap−1)−1 − µrow(ap−1) ≥ q since there is
no cell of M in row(ap). By Lemma 31 applied to the string t we have that
µrow(ai)−1 − µrow(ai) ≥ q for any p ≤ i ≤ n. This immediately implies that tj is
(M ∪ t1 ∪ · · · ∪ tj−1) ∗ λ-addable for 1 ≤ j ≤ q.
The same approach shows that t′i =→M (si) is a µ-addable string for any other
primary string si of m, and that the strings lying in the rows of si can be right-
shifted as prescribed. Moreover, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 61, one may
show that sˆi = si ∩ ti consists of the p-th through n-th cells of si (using the same
p and n as for s1). It follows that all the strings s˜i are translates of each other.
m˜∗M ∗λ is a k-shape, becauseM ∗λ is, and because the condition in Property 22
is unchanged in passing from the move λ→ m ∗λ, to the move M ∗λ→ m˜ ∗M ∗λ.
Therefore m˜ is a row move from M ∗ λ with first strings s˜1, . . . , s˜r.
We must show that M˜ is a column move from m ∗ λ. It is a vertical strip, being
the difference of partitions m ∗ λ and λ ∪M ∪ m˜, and having at most one cell per
row by definition.
It was shown previously that for any string s′ ofM that meets m, s′ is contained
in the string of m that it meets. Note that since strings in a move are translates
of each other, we have that if the primary string t = {a1, . . . , aℓ} of m is such that
there are n cells of m in the row of a1, then there are also n cells of m in the row
of ai for all i. It follows that under →m, every string in M is translated directly
to the right by some number of cells (possibly zero). Therefore M˜ is the disjoint
union of strings that are translates of each other and which start in consecutive
rows. Since M˜ is an m ∗ λ-addable vertical strip we deduce that it is a column
move from m ∗ λ. 
3.9. Proving properties of row equivalence. We state the analogues of results
in Subsection 3.8 for intersections of row moves m and M from λ ∈ Π.
Property 62. Every string of m meets at most one string of M .
Lemma 63. Suppose s = {a1, . . . , aℓ} and t = {b1, . . . , bℓ′} are strings in m and
M respectively such that s ∩ t 6= ∅. Then s ∩ t is a string and there are intervals
A ⊂ [1, ℓ] and B ⊂ [1, ℓ′] such that s ∩ t = {aj | j ∈ A} = {bj | j ∈ B}. Moreover,
either min(A) = 1 or min(B) = 1, and also either max(A) = ℓ or max(B) = ℓ′.
Lemma 64. Suppose m = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sp and M = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tq are row
moves on λ ∈ Π with given string decomposition such that m ∩M 6= ∅.
(1) The leftmost cell of m ∩M is contained in either s1 or t1.
(2) The rightmost cell of m ∩M is contained in either sp or tq.
Lemma 65. Lemma 38 holds for m and M both row moves.
Lemma 66. Suppose m = s1∪s2∪· · ·∪sp and M = t1∪t2∪· · ·∪tq are intersecting
moves from λ ∈ Π.
(1) Suppose that m continues above M but the two are matched below. Then
p ≤ q and si contains ti and continues above it for 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
(2) Suppose that m continues below M but the two are matched above. Then
p ≤ q and sp−i contains tq−i and continues below it for 0 ≤ i < p.
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Proof. We prove (1) as (2) is similar. The hypotheses imply that for some i and j
we have csi,d = ctj ,d. It follows from Property 21 that cs1,d = ct1,d, that is, s1 and
t1 intersect. Applying Property 21 to the upper part of M we conclude that p ≤ q.
We have that si meets ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ p since it is true for i = 1 and strings in a
move are translates. Since m continues above M and they are matched below, si
contains ti and continues above it. 
Proof of Lemma 47. We prove (1) as (2) is similar. Let mper give rise to the lower
perfection λ∪m∪M∪mper ∈ Π. Sincem∪mper is a row move fromM∗λ of rank r, it
follows thatmper, viewed as λ∪m∪M -addable, must negatively modify (by−1) pre-
cisely the columns cs1,u through csr ,u. So M ∪mper is a row move from m∗λ which
negatively modifies the r + r′ consecutive columns ct1,u, . . . , ctr′ ,u, cs1,d, . . . , csr ,d.
Therefore mper is specified by adjoining to λ ∪ m ∪M , translates of t1 in the r
columns just after ctr′ ,u. The other claims are clear. 
Proof of Proposition 51. Cases (1) and (4) are similar to Cases (1) and (2) of mixed
equivalence. Case (5) is trivial. Case (2) holds by definition. So consider Case (3).
We suppose that m and M are row moves on λ that are matched below, as the
“matched above” case is similar. Ifm andM are also matched above then it follows
that m = M : intersecting strings must coincide, and Property 21 implies that the
two moves must modify the same columns. So we may assume that m continues
aboveM . Using the notation of Lemma 66, we see that M˜ decomposes into strings
tp+1, . . . , tq. These strings neither intersect nor have any cells contiguous with any
of the other strings in m or M . It follows that M˜ is a row move from m ∗ λ since
cs(M˜ ∪m∪ λ) = cs(M ∪m∪ λ) is a partition (m and M are not interfering). As a
set of cells, m˜ decomposes into strings ui := si \ ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ p that are translates
of each other. The top of the diagram of the string u1 coincides with that of s1.
Consider the column cu1,d in the diagram of u1 as a M ∗ λ-addable string. u1 does
not remove a cell from this column since the first string t1 of M already removed
such a cell in passing from ∂λ to ∂M ∗λ. Therefore u1 is a row-typeM ∗λ-addable
string. Similarly it follows that m˜ is a row move from M ∗ λ with strings ui. 
3.10. Proofs of Lemma 53 and Lemma 54.
Proof of Lemma 53. By Definition 40 we need to show that if m and M do not
intersect but a cell of m is contiguous to a cell of M or if m and M intersect and
are not reasonable, then m and M do not define a diamond equivalence.
Suppose there is a diamond equivalence m˜M ≡ M˜m. By definition we must
have ∆rs(M˜) = ∆rs(M) (m and m˜ are row moves and thus do not change row
shapes). As a consequence, M and M˜ must have the same rank, and similarly for
m and m˜. The charge conservation of a diamond equivalence also implies that M
and M˜ have the same length.
Consider the case wherem andM do not intersect but a cell ofm is contiguous to
a cell ofM . Suppose m is aboveM . Then the bottom cell a of a given string s of m
is contiguous to the top cell b of a given string t ofM . Furthermore, d(b)−d(a) = k,
for otherwise s and t would not be of row and column types respectively. Since
∆rs(t) has a +1 in row(b), there must be a string t˜ of M˜ that ends in row(b) in
order for ∆rs(M˜) to have a +1 in row(b). But then in m ∗ λ the hook-length of
the cell in position (row(b), col(a)) is k which gives the contradiction that t˜ is not a
column-type string. Otherwise m is below M , the top cell a of some string s ⊂ m
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is contiguous with the bottom cell b of some string t ⊂M with d(a)− d(b) = k+1.
Let r = row(a) and c = col(b). Then hλ(r, c) = k. Since ∆cs(m) = ∆cs(m˜), m˜
must remove (r′, c) = botc(∂(M ∗ λ)) where r′ > r. Since M is a column move,
cs(M ∗ λ)c = cs(λ)c. Since m contains the cell a = (r, λr + 1), m˜ must contain
the cell (r′, λr + 1) in order to remove (r
′, c). But then M contains the cell a,
contradicting the disjointness of m and M .
Now consider the case where m andM intersect but are not reasonable. Suppose
there is a string s of m that meets a string t of M , with s continuing below t but
not above it. By Property 56, we know that t finishes above s. Let t = {a1, . . . , aℓ}
and s be such that s ∩ t = {ai, . . . , aℓ}, and let b be the cell of s contiguous to and
below aℓ (it exists by our hypotheses). Since M is a column move, ∆rs(M) has a
−1 in row(b). Thus ∆rs(M˜) must also have a −1 in row(b). This implies that there
is a string t′ = {a′1, . . . , a
′
ℓ} of M˜ (recall that M and M˜ have the same length)
such that ∆rs(t
′) has a −1 in row(b). By definition of column moves, and since
∆rs(M) = ∆rs(M˜) (which implies thatM and M˜ have the same rank), we have that
the upper cells of t and t′ must coincide. That is, {a′1, . . . , a
′
i−1} = {a1, . . . , ai−1}.
Note that sincem is a horizontal strip and M˜ is a vertical strip, the cells outsidem∗λ
catty-corner to {ai, . . . , aℓ} are not in M˜m∗λ. Now, the distance between ai−1 and
ai is k+1 (ai is the top cell of a row move). Thus from the previous comment and
contiguity we have that d(a′i) < d(ai) < d(a
′
i+1) < d(ai+1) < · · · < d(a
′
ℓ) < d(aℓ).
But then we have the contradiction that a′ℓ cannot negatively modify row(b) since
in this row there is no cell of ∂(m ∗λ) weakly to the left of col(aℓ). The case where
there is a string s of m that meets a string t of M , with s continuing above t but
not below it is similar. 
Proof of Lemma 54. All cases that could produce a diamond equivalence where m
andM do not intersect are covered by Definition 48. In case (1) there are no strings
that could be added at the same time to m and M to produce moves m˜ 6= m and
M˜ 6= M . In case (2), unicity is guaranteed by Lemma 47.
Suppose we have a diamond equivalence M¯m ≡ m¯M , wherem andM are such as
in case (3), and suppose that and m and M are matched below with m continuing
above. As mentioned in the proof of Proposition 51, m˜ decomposes into strings
ui = si \ ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and M˜ decomposes into strings tp+1, . . . , tq. We now show
that if q > p then m¯ = m˜ and M¯ = M˜ . It is obvious that m˜ ⊆ m¯ and M˜ ⊆ M¯ .
There are two possible options: either M¯ has more strings than M˜ or its strings
are extensions of those of M˜ . Since m¯ \ m˜ = M¯ \ M˜ , in the first option the extra
strings must extend the ui’s below, and in the second option the extension must
form strings to the right of those of m˜. The former is impossible since the distance
between the bottom cell of any ui and the top cell of any of the new strings added
is more than k+1. The latter case is impossible since no new strings can be added
to the right of m˜ to form a move by Property 21. Thus the only option is p = q.
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In this case M˜ = ∅, m˜ = m \M and we have:
·
· ·
·
·
 
  ✠
M ❅
❅❅❘
m
❅
❅❅❘
m\M❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❆❯
m¯
 
  ✠
∅ ✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁✁☛
M¯
❄
M¯
(47)
New strings cannot be added to m \M to form a new move. Strings to the right
would violate Property 21. And strings to the left need to be such that in M the
columns ct1,u and the one to its left are of the same size (and thus M could not
have been a move). So m \M can be extended either below or above (not both
since otherwise M¯ could not be a move). In this case the triangle in the left of
the diagram obeys a relation of the form (3). Since the other triangle is trivial (a
case (5) with mper = ∅), the diamond equivalence M¯m = m¯M is generated by the
elementary ones. The case (3) where m and M are matched above is similar.
The only other cases that could produce a diamond equivalence which are not
covered by Definition 48 are those where m andM are not reasonable, that is, there
are strings s and t of m and M respectively such that s ∩ t 6= ∅, t * s and s * t.
Suppose that t continues below s. We show that if there are strings ti, . . . , ti+j of
M that do not intersect strings of m then there is no possible diamond equivalence
M¯m = m¯M . The strings ti, . . . , ti+j need to be to the right of those that meet
strings ofm by Property 21 applied to the positively modified columns ofm. For the
diamond equivalence to hold, we need a Mper that extends the strings ti, . . . , ti+j
above and that add extra strings to the right of m \M . But this is impossible by
Property 21. In a similar way, if there are strings of m that do not intersect strings
of M then there is no possible diamond equivalence. Therefore, we are left with
the case where the strings s1, . . . , sp of m and t1, . . . , tp of M each intersect with
one another. In this case we necessarily have m¯ = m \M and M¯ = M \m. But
then m¯M = M¯m =M is also a move and we have the situation.
·
· ·
·
 ✠
m
❅❘
M
❄
M
❅❘M\m  ✠m\M
(48)
In this case both triangles correspond to Case (3) of Definition 48 and thus this
diamond equivalence is also generated by elementary ones. 
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4. Strips and tableaux for k-shapes
In this section we introduce a notion of (horizontal) strip and tableau for k-
shapes.
4.1. Strips for cores. We recall from [11, 8] the notion of weak strip and weak
tableau for cores. Let S˜k+1 and Sk+1 be the affine and finite symmetric groups and
let S˜0k+1 denote the set of minimal length coset representatives for S˜k+1/Sk+1. C
k+1
has a poset structure given by the left weak Bruhat order transported across the
bijection S˜0k+1 → C
k+1. Explicitly, µ covers λ in Ck+1 if µ/λ is a nonempty maximal
λ-addable string. Such a string is always of cover-type and consists of all λ-addable
cells whose diagonal indices have a fixed residue (say i) mod k+1, and corresponds
to a length-increasing left multiplication by the simple reflection si ∈ S˜k+1. A weak
strip in Ck+1 is an interval in the left weak order whose corresponding skew shape
is a horizontal strip; its rank is the height of this interval, which coincides with the
number of distinct residues mod k + 1 of the diagonal indices of the cells of the
corresponding skew shape. For λ ⊂ µ in Ck+1, a weak tableau T of shape µ/λ is a
chain
λ = λ(0) ⊂ λ(1) ⊂ λ(2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ λ(N) = λ
in Ck+1 where each interval λ(i−1) ⊂ λ(i) is a weak strip. The weight of a weak
tableau T is the sequence of nonnegative integers wt(T ) whose i-th member wt(T )i
is the rank of λ(i)/λ(i−1). Let WTabk+1µ/λ be the set of weak tableaux of k + 1-
cores of shape µ/λ. The weight generating function of WTabk+1µ/λ is denoted by
Weak
(k+1)
µ/λ [X ].
4.2. Strips for k-shapes.
Definition 67. A strip of rank r is a horizontal strip µ/λ of k-shapes such that
rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip and cs(µ)/cs(λ) is a vertical strip, both of size r.
A cover is a strip of rank 1.
By the assumption that rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip, distinct modified rows
of µ/λ do not have the same length (in either rs(λ) or rs(µ)). The modified columns
however form groups which have the same length in both cs(µ) and cs(λ), where by
definition two modified columns c, c′ are in the same group if and only if cs(λ)c =
cs(λ)c′ .
Proposition 68. A strip S = µ/λ has rank at most k.
Proof. Suppose µ/λ has rank greater than k, that is, |cs(µ)| − |cs(λ)| > k. Since
cs(µ)/cs(λ) is a horizontal strip, its cells occur in different columns. Therefore the
k-bounded partition cs(µ) has more than k columns, a contradiction. 
Remark 69. Although strips of rank k exist, in the remainder of the article we
shall only admit strips of rank strictly smaller than k. For the purposes
of this paper, this restriction is not so important: in Theorem 4, mod the ideal
Ik−1, monomials with a multiple of x
k
i are killed, and therefore we choose to leave
such tableaux out of the generating function by definition. Remark 76 will further
elaborate on the effects of allowing strips of rank k in our construction.
The notion of a strip generalizes that of weak strips for k-cores and k + 1-cores.
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Proposition 70. Suppose µ/λ is a strip such that µ, λ ∈ Ck+1 (resp. µ, λ ∈ Ck).
Then µ/λ is a weak strip in Ck+1 (resp. Ck).
Proof. It was established in [11] that if µ, λ ∈ Ck+1, rs(λ)/rs(µ) is a horizontal strip
and cs(λ)/cs(µ) is a vertical strip, then µ/λ is a horizontal strip (Proposition 54
of [11]) and the cells in µ/λ correspond to one letter in a k-tableau (Theorem 71
of [11]). It was further established in Lemma 9.1 of [8] that k-tableaux and weak
tableaux (sequences of weak strips in Ck+1) are identical. Therefore λ/µ is a weak
strip in Ck+1. The same argument works for µ, λ ∈ Ck. 
4.3. Maximal strips and tableaux.
Definition 71. Let λ ∈ Π be fixed. Let Stripλ ⊂ Π be the induced subgraph of
ν ∈ Π such that ν/λ is a strip. Moves (paths) in Stripλ are called λ-augmentation
moves (paths). By abuse of language, if m is a move (path) from µ to ν in Stripλ
we shall say that m is a λ-augmentation move (path) from the strip µ/λ to the
strip ν/λ. An augmentation of a strip S = µ/λ is a strip reachable from S via a
λ-augmentation path. A strip S = µ/λ is maximal if it is maximal in Stripλ, that
is, if it admits no λ-augmentation move.
Diagrammatically, an augmentation move is such that the following diagram
commutes
λ λ
µ ν
❄
S
✲∅
❄
S˜
✲
m
where S and S˜ are strips and ∅ denotes the empty move.
These definitions depend on a fixed λ ∈ Π, which shall usually be suppressed in
the notation. Later we shall consider augmentations of a given strip S, meaning
λ-augmentations where S = µ/λ.
Clearly augmentation paths pass through strips of a constant rank.
Definition 72. Let µ ∈ Π be fixed. Let Stripµ ⊂ Π be the induced subgraph of
ρ ∈ Π such that µ/ρ is a strip. A strip S = µ/ρ is reverse-maximal if ρ is minimal
in the graph Stripµ (see Definition 168 for more details).
Let µ ⊃ λ with λ, µ ∈ Π. A (k-shape) tableau of shape µ/λ is a sequence
λ = λ(0) ⊂ λ(1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ λ(N) = µ with λ(i) ∈ Π, such that λ(i)/λ(i−1) is a strip
for all i. It is maximal (resp. reverse-maximal) if its strips are. The tableau has
weight wt(T ) = (a1, a2, . . . , aN) where ai is the rank of the strip λ
(i)/λ(i−1) (which
we require to be strictly smaller than k by Remark 69). Let
S˜
(k−1)
µ/λ [X ] =
∑
T∈T˜ab
k
µ/λ
xwt(T ) (49)
S
(k)
µ/λ[X ] =
∑
T∈Tabk
µ/λ
xwt(T ). (50)
where T˜ab
k
µ/λ (resp. Tab
k
µ/λ) denotes the set of maximal (resp. reverse-maximal)
tableaux of shape µ/λ for λ, µ ∈ Πk.
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For k-cores (resp. k + 1-cores), the maximal (resp. reverse-maximal) tableau
generating functions reduce to dual k − 1 (resp. k) Schur functions. The following
result is a consequence of Propositions 106 and 171.
Proposition 73.
(1) For any λ ∈ Ck and µ ∈ Πk such that µ/λ is a maximal strip, µ ∈ Ck.
In particular, for λ ∈ Πk, T˜ab
k
λ is empty unless λ ∈ C
k and in that case
T˜ab
k
λ = WTab
k
λ and the definition (49) of S˜
(k−1)
λ [X ] agrees with the usual
definition of the dual (k − 1)-Schur function (or affine Schur function or
weak Schur function) Weak
(k)
λ [X ] via weak tableaux.
(2) For any µ ∈ Ck+1 and λ ∈ Πk such that µ/λ is a reverse-maximal strip,
λ ∈ Ck+1. In particular, for λ ∈ Ck+1 and for every weight β = (β1, β2, . . . )
with βi ≤ k− 1 for all i, the set of reverse maximal tableaux of shape λ and
weight β is equal to the set of weak k-tableaux of shape λ and weight β and
thus S
(k)
λ [X ] = Weak
(k)
λ [X ] mod Ik−1 where Ik−1 is defined in (10).
Corollary 74. For λ ∈ Ck, we have S˜
(k−1)
λ [X ] = S
(k−1)
λ [X ].
Theorem 4 is established as follows.
Theorem 75. For all fixed µ, ν ∈ Π, there is a bijection⊔
λ∈Π
(
Tabµ/λ × P
k
(λ, ν)
)
→
⊔
ρ∈Π
(
T˜abρ/ν × P
k
(µ, ρ)
)
(S, [p]) 7→ (T, [q]) (51)
such that
wt(S) = wt(T ).
The map (S, [p]) → (T, [q]) is called the pushout and the inverse bijection
(T, [q]) → (S, [p]) is called the pullback, in reminiscence of homological diagrams,
as the following diagram “commutes” for some λ, ρ:
λ ν
µ ρ
❄
S
✲[p]
❄
T
✲
[q]
Since tableaux are sequences of strips, we can immediately reduce the pushout
bijection to the case that S and T are both single strips. One might try to straight-
forwardly reduce to the case that paths p and q are single moves m and m′. This
does not work: not all pairs (S,m) admit a pushout. Those that do will be called
compatible. The bijection (51) is defined by combining certain moves (called aug-
mentation moves) with pushouts of compatible pairs. The proof of Theorem 75 will
be completed in §15.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let ν be the empty k-shape. Then the only possibility for
λ is the empty k-shape, S runs over Tabkµ, and by Proposition 73, ρ runs over
Ck and T over WTabkρ. By Theorem 75, we thus have a bijection between Tab
k
µ
and
⊔
ρ∈Ck
(
WTabkρ × P
k
(µ, ρ)
)
. Theorem 4 follows since it is known that each
generating function Weak(k−1)ρ [X ] is a symmetric function [12]. 
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Proof of Theorem 5. The k-Schur functions satisfy (essentially by definition) the
Pieri rule [12] hr[X ] s
(k)
µ [X ] =
∑
ρ s
(k)
ρ [X ] where the sum is over weak strips ρ/µ of
k + 1-cores of rank r.
Thus for a fixed λ ∈ Πk,
hr[X ] s
(k)
λ [X ] =
∑
µ∈Ck+1
|P
k
(µ, λ)|hr[X ] s
(k)
µ [X ]
=
∑
µ∈Ck+1
|P
k
(µ, λ)|
∑
rank r weak strips ρ/µ
s(k)ρ [X ]
=
∑
ρ∈Ck+1
s(k)ρ [X ]
∑
rank r reverse maximal strips ρ/µ
|P
k
(µ, λ)|
=
∑
ρ∈Ck+1
s(k)ρ [X ]
∑
rank r maximal strips ν/λ
|P
k
(ρ, ν)|
=
∑
rank r maximal strips ν/λ
s
(k)
ν [X ].
In the third equality we used Proposition 73, and in the fourth equality we used
Theorem 75. 
Remark 76. Suppose that strips of rank k are allowed. The results of this paper
hold with a few minor changes.1 For instance, Theorem 75 and Theorem 5 are still
valid (with the case r = k being allowed in Theorem 5). However, as the rest of the
remark should make clear, the extension of Theorem 4 is somewhat more subtle.
When ν = ∅ (and thus also µ = ∅), the bijection on which Theorem 75 relies,
associates to a reverse-maximal tableaux S a pair (T, [q]), where T is a maximal
tableau of a given shape ρ. If strips of rank k are allowed then Proposition 73 is not
valid anymore, as adding a strip of rank k on a k-core does not produce a k-core.
Therefore, if the weight of S has entries of size k, then the pushout of S does not
produce a weak tableau T and Theorem 4 ceases to be valid. In the following, we
will extend Theorem 4 to the case when strips of rank k are allowed.
The fact that Weak(k−1)ρ [X ] is a symmetric function is not sufficient anymore to
prove that S
(k)
µ [X ] is a symmetric function. By Theorem 4, the sum of the terms
that do not involve any power xki in S
(k)
µ [X ] is a symmetric function. Furthermore,
we have that if rs(µ)1 < k then S
(k)
µ [X ] does not involve any power xki and thus
S
(k)
µ [X ] is a symmetric function in that case (see the proof of Proposition 79). Now
if µ is a k-shape such that rs(µ)1 = k, then by Lemma 78, µ has a unique reverse
maximal strip of rank k. In this manner, it is not too difficult to see that the sum
of the terms in S
(k)
µ [X ] that involve powers of xki is equal to BkS
(k)
λ [X ], where
Bkmβ = m(k,β) and is thus a symmetric function by induction. This proves that
S
(k)
µ [X ] is also a symmetric function if strips of rank k are allowed.
Finally, to complete the extension of Theorem 4, let π(k) be the projection onto
Λ/Ik−1. Then for µ ∈ Π
k, the cohomology k-shape function S
(k)
µ [X ] has the
1However, the concept of lower augmentable corner which will be introduced in §§4.6 needs to
be slightly modified: we define an augmentable corner b of a strip S = µ/λ as usual, except we
disallow the case that b lies in a row of S that already contains k cells.
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decomposition
π(k)(S(k)µ [X ]) =
∑
ρ∈Ck
|P
k
(µ, ρ)|Weak(k−1)ρ [X ] (52)
The result holds trivially from Theorem 4 since the projection will kill every xwt(T )
such that T has a strip of rank k.
4.4. Elementary properties of S
(k)
λ [X ] and s
(k)
λ [X ].
Proposition 77. For λ ∈ Πk, let λr (resp. λc) be the unique element of Ck+1 such
that rs(λ) = rs(λr) (resp. cs(λ) = cs(λc)). Then one has
s
(k)
λ [X ] = s
(k)
λr [X ] +
∑
ρ∈Ck+1; rs(ρ) ⊲ rs(λ)
|P
k
(ρ, λ)| s(k)ρ [X ] (53)
and, similarly,
s
(k)
λ [X ] = s
(k)
λc [X ] +
∑
ρ∈Ck+1; cs(ρ) ⊲ cs(λ)
|P
k
(ρ, λ)| s(k)ρ [X ] (54)
Proof. We will only prove (53), since (54) follows similarly. As already mentioned
at the beginning of §§2.5, if m is a column move (resp. row move) from ν to
µ, then rs(ν) ⊲ rs(µ) (resp. rs(ν) = rs(µ)) in the dominance order on partitions.
Since λ is obtained from ρ by a sequence of moves, it only remains to show that
|P
k
(λr , λ)| = 1. That is, that there exists a unique equivalence class of paths in the
k-shape poset from λr to λ. Or equivalently, that there exists a unique equivalence
class of paths in the k-shape poset from λ to λr. The proof is analogous to the
proof that given µ/λ a strip, there exists a unique equivalence class of paths in
Stripµ to the reverse-maximal strip µ/ν (see Proposition 169). 
Let µ be a k-shape. The surface strip µ/λ of µ is the horizontal strip consisting
of the topmost cell of each column of µ.
Lemma 78. The surface strip of µ is the unique reverse maximal strip of µ with
rank rs(µ)1.
Proof. It follows from the definitions and the fact that µ is a k-shape that the skew
shape Int(µ)/Int(λ) is the surface strip of Int(µ). Thus rs(λ) is obtained from rs(µ)
by removing the first row, and cs(λ) is obtained from cs(µ) by reducing the last
rs(µ)1 columns each by 1. In particular, µ/λ is a strip. It is clear that the surface
strip S = µ/λ is reverse maximal.
Let S′ = µ/ν be another reverse maximal strip with rank rs(µ)1. The modified
columns of S′ must be exactly the last rs(µ)1 columns, and furthermore, rs(ν) =
rs(λ). It follows that ν = λ. 
Proposition 79. Let λ ∈ Πk be such that rs(λ) = ν. If we allow strips of rank k,
then
S
(k)
λ [X ] = mν +
∑
µ ⊳ ν
K˜νµmµ (55)
for some coefficients K˜νµ ∈ Z≥0.
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Proof. Let T ∈ T˜ab
k
λ, and suppose that wt(T ) = µ. Since T = ∅ = λ
(0) ⊂ λ(1) ⊂
· · · ⊂ λ(N) = λ is a sequence of strips, we have in particular that rs(λ(i))/rs(λ(i−1))
is a horizontal µi-strip for all i. This gives immediately that µ E ν (think of the
triangular expansion of the homogeneous symmetric functions into Schur functions).
Now, the unique T ∈ T˜ab
k
λ such that wt(T ) = ν is obtained by recursively taking
the surface strips of λ. Finally, K˜νµ ∈ Z≥0 by definition of S
(k)
λ [X ]. 
Proposition 80. Let λ ∈ Πk, and let ω : Λ→ Λ be the homomorphism that sends
the rth complete symmetric function to the rth elementary symmetric function.
Then
ω(s
(k)
λ [X ]) = s
(k)
λ′ [X ] (56)
and
ω(ik−1(S
(k)
λ [X ])) = S
(k)
λ′ [X ] mod Ik−1 (57)
where λ′ is the conjugate of λ, and where ik was defined in (11).
Proof. For the proof of (56) we proceed by induction. The result holds for k large
since in that case s
(k)
λ [X ] = sλ[X ] is a usual Schur functions and it is known that
ω(sλ[X ]) = sλ′ [X ]. From (18) when t = 1 we get
ω(s
(k)
λ [X ]) =
∑
ρ∈Ck+1
|P
k
(ρ, λ)|ω(s(k)ρ [X ]) (58)
Since s
(k)
ρ [X ] = s
(k+1)
ρ [X ] from (19), we can suppose by induction that ω(s
(k)
ρ [X ]) =
s
(k)
ρ′ [X ]. We also have |P
k
(ρ, λ)| = |P
k
(ρ′, λ′)| by the transposition symmetry of
the k-shape poset, and thus (56) follows from (58).
For the proof of (57), we have from Theorem 4 that
ω(ik−1(S
(k)
µ [X ])) =
∑
ρ∈Ck
|P
k
(µ, ρ)|ω(ik−1(Weak
(k−1)
ρ [X ])) (59)
The duality (11) between k-Schur functions and dual k-Schur functions implies that
ω(ik−1(Weak
(k−1)
ρ [X ])) = Weak
(k−1)
ρ′ [X ] mod Ik−1 (60)
given that ω(s
(k−1)
ρ [X ]) = s
(k−1)
ρ′ [X ] (see [13]) and that ω is an isometry. The result
then follows from (59) since, as we saw earlier, |P
k
(µ′, ρ′)| = |P
k
(µ, ρ)|. 
4.5. Basics on strips. The remainder of this section deals with the properties of
strips and augmentation moves. Sections 5 and 6 study pushouts involving row and
column moves respectively.
The next results help in checking whether something is a strip.
Property 81. Let S = µ/λ be a horizontal strip of k-shapes and c a column which
contains a cell of S. Then cs(µ)c ≥ cs(λ)c.
Proof. Let b ∈ ∂λ be in column c and b′ be the cell just above b. Since µ/λ is a
horizontal strip, k ≥ hλ(b) ≥ hµ(b′). This implies b′ ∈ ∂µ and the result follows
since there is a cell of S in column c. 
Property 82. Suppose S = µ/λ is a strip. Then ∂λ \ ∂µ is a horizontal strip.
Proof. The lemma follows from Property 81 and the fact that µ/λ is a horizontal
strip. 
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Lemma 83. Let µ/λ be a strip and c be such that cs(µ)c = cs(λ)c +1 ≤ cs(λ)c−1.
Then there is a cover-type λ-addable string s such that cs,d = c, λ ∪ s ∈ Πk, and
µ/(λ ∪ s) is a strip.
Proof. Let b be the unique cell in column c of µ/λ. The hypotheses imply that b
is λ-addable. Let s be the maximal λ-addable string such that s ⊂ µ and s ends
with b. Say the top cell y of s is in row i. Let x = (i, j) = lefti(∂λ). Let b
′ be the
λ-addable cell in column j, if it exists.
The string s is of row-type or cover-type by the hypotheses. Suppose s is of
row-type. Then hλ(x) = k. Then b
′ ∪ s is a λ-addable string. Since µ/λ is a strip
we have cs(µ)j ≥ cs(λ)j . But x = botj(∂λ) 6∈ ∂µ. Hence b′ ∈ µ, contradicting the
maximality of s.
Therefore s is of cover-type. Since µ/λ is a strip, rs(µ)i ≥ rs(λ)i. Suppose
rs(µ)i = rs(λ)i, and let µ/λ have ℓ cells in row i. By supposition, there are also ℓ
cells of ∂λ \ ∂µ in row i. Since cs(λ) ⊆ cs(µ) and µ/λ is a horizontal strip, there
must then be cells of µ/λ in columns j, . . . , j + ℓ − 1 that are contiguous to the
ℓ cells of µ/λ in row i. In particular, the λ-addable corner b′ is contiguous to y.
Again b′ ∪ s is a λ-addable string, contradicting the maximality of s.
Therefore rs(µ)i > rs(λ)i, which ensures that rs(µ)i ≥ rs(λ∪s)i. Since rs(µ)/rs(λ)
is a horizontal strip we deduce that λ ∪ s is a k-shape. It then easily follows that
µ/(λ ∪ s) is a strip. 
Corollary 84. Any strip S = µ/λ of rank ρ has a decomposition into ρ cover-
type strings. More precisely, for every sequence c1, c2, . . . , cρ of modified columns
of S such that ci < cj if cs(λ)ci = cs(λ)cj , there is a chain in Π: λ = λ
(0) ⊂
· · · ⊂ λ(ρ) = µ such that ti = λ(i)/λ(i−1) is a λ(i−1)-addable cover-type string with
modified column ci.
Proof. Follows by induction from Lemma 83. 
Corollary 85. Let S = µ/λ be a strip. If a column contains a cell in ∂λ \ ∂µ then
it also contains a cell of S.
Proof. Each such cell is a removed cell for one of the cover-type strings that con-
stitute S. 
Lemma 86. Suppose S = µ/λ is a strip, and let s = {a1, . . . , aℓ} ⊆ S be a λ-
addable string (with a1 the topmost). For each i ∈ [1, ℓ] let ri (resp. ci) be the row
(resp. column) of ai. Then
(1) If i < j then there are at least as many cells of S in row rj than there are
in row ri.
(2) If i > j then there are at least as many µ-addable cells in column cj than
there are in column ci.
Proof. For (1), let ri and ri+1 violate the first assertion, and let b be the the
rightmost cell of S in row ri. It is then easy to see that in µ we have the contradiction
that the column of b is larger than the column of the first cell of S in row ri.
For (2), it is enough to consider the case ci and ci+1. Since ai and ai+1 are
contiguous, left(∂λ)ri+1 lies in column ci. Suppose that column ci+1 has p ≥ 1
µ-addable cells, and let b = bot(∂µ)c−i
lie in row R. Then row R is at least p rows
above row ri+1 since otherwise rs(µ)R would be larger than rs(λ)ri+1 contradicting
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the fact that rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. Since cs(µ)c−i
≥ cs(µ)ci , column ci
needs to have at least p µ-addable cells. 
4.6. Augmentation of strips. We first observe the following:
Remark 87. The negatively modified columns (resp. rows) of an augmentation
move of the strip S are positively modified columns (resp. rows) of S.
Property 88. All augmentation column moves of a strip S = µ/λ have rank 1.
Proof. If it were not the case, the modified rows of m (which all have the same
length by definition) would violate the condition that rs(m∗µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal
strip. 
Let S = µ/λ be a strip. A µ-addable cell a is called
(1) a lower augmentable corner of S if adding a to µ removes a cell from ∂µ in
a modified column c of S in the same row as a.
(2) an upper augmentable corner of S if a does not lie on top of any cell in S
and adding a to µ removes a cell from ∂µ in a modified row r of S and in
the same column as a.
We say that a is associated to c (or r, respectively). We call a modified column c
of S leading if the cell c ∩ S (the cell of S in column c) is leftmost in its row in S.
Lemma 89. Let S = µ/λ be a strip. Then any augmentation move m contains an
augmentable corner of S.
Proof. If the strip S admits an augmentation row (resp. column) move m then the
top left (resp. bottom right) cell of m is a lower (resp. upper) augmentable corner
of S. 
Definition 90. A completion row move is one in which all strings start in the same
row. It is maximal if the first string cannot be extended below. A quasi-completion
column move is a column augmentation move from a strip S that contains no
lower augmentable corner. A completion column move is a quasi-completion move
from a strip S that contains no upper augmentable corner below its unique (by
Property 88) string 2. A completion column move or a quasi-completion column
move is maximal if its string cannot be extended above. A completion move is a
completion row/column move.
The definition of completion move is transpose-asymmetric since strips are. Our
main result for augmentations of strips is the following. Its proof occupies the
remainder of the section.
Proposition 91. Let S = µ/λ be a strip.
(1) S has a unique maximal augmentation S′ ∈ Stripλ.
(2) There is one equivalence class of paths in Stripλ from S to S
′.
(3) The unique equivalence class of paths in Stripλ from S to S
′ has a repre-
sentative consisting entirely of maximal completion moves.
2The reason for distinguishing between completion and quasi-completion column moves will
only become apparent in §7.2 (Lemma 151).
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Let m = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sr be an augmentation row move from S. Then csi,u is
a modified column of S for each i ∈ [1, r]. Since m is a move and m ∗ µ ∈ Π, the
columns {csi,u | i ∈ [1, r]} are part of a group of modified columns of S and must
be the rightmost r columns in this group, by Property 21.
Lemma 92. Let s be a λ-addable row-type (resp. column-type) string that cannot
be extended below (resp. above). Then cs(λ)cs,d < cs(λ)c−s,d
(resp. rs(λ)rs,u <
rs(λ)r−s,u).
Proof. Let s = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} be a row-type string and suppose cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c−
where c = cs,d. We have λc− > λc since aℓ is λ-addable, and thus the cell imme-
diately to the left of b = botc(∂λ) is not in ∂λ. This implies that hλ(b) ≥ k − 1
so that hλ∪s(b) = k given that s is a row-type string. By Remark 13, there is a
λ-addable corner at the end of the row of b that is contiguous with aℓ, so that s
can be extended below, a contradiction. The column-type case is similar. 
Lemma 93. Let m = s1∪s2∪· · ·∪sr be a non-maximal completion row move from
λ ∈ Π and let t1 = s1∪{aℓ+1, aℓ+2, . . . , aℓ+ℓ′} be the maximal row-type string which
extends s1 below. Then there is a unique completion row move n = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tr
from λ.
Proof. By Proposition 27, if n exists, it is determined by t1. We show that there
are strings t2, t3, . . . , tr that can be added to λ ∪ t1. Let si = {a
(i)
1 , . . . , a
(i)
ℓ } and
R = row(aℓ+1). Since the cells a
(1)
ℓ , . . . , a
(r)
ℓ lie in the same row, we have by
Lemma 31 that there is room for a
(1)
i , . . . , a
(r)
i in the row of ai = a
(1)
i for all
i = ℓ+1, . . . , ℓ+ℓ′. These cells obviously all lie in columns of ∂λ of the same length.
Thus the result holds since Lemma 92 allows us to conclude that n ∗ λ ∈ Π. 
Lemma 94. Suppose a is a lower augmentable corner in row R of the strip S =
µ/λ, associated to the column c.
(1) botc(∂µ) = botc(∂λ) = (R, c) and hµ(R, c) = k.
(2) c is a leading column.
(3) Suppose that c′ > c is a leading column such that cs(µ)c′ = cs(µ)c. Then
there is a lower augmentable corner a′ which is associated to c′.
(4) Let r be the number of cells of S in the row of topc(µ). Then λR− ≥ λR+r.
Proof. (1) and (2) are straightforward using the fact that c is a modified column
of S. For (3), let b = botc′(∂µ). Then hµ(b) ≥ hµ(botc(∂µ)) = k by (1). Thus the
addable corner at the end of the row of b (assured to exist by Remark 13) must be
lower augmentable. (4) is implied by Remark 13. 
Lemma 95. Suppose m is a non-maximal completion row move from a strip S =
µ/λ. Let t1 = s1 ∪ {aℓ+1, aℓ+2, . . . , aℓ+ℓ′} be the maximal row-type string which
extends the first string s1 = {a1, . . . , aℓ} of m below. Then the completion row
move n from µ of Lemma 93 is a maximal completion row move from S.
Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 93. We first show that n ∗ S is a horizontal
strip. Since aℓ+1 = a
(1)
ℓ+1 is a lower augmentable corner of the strip m ∗ S, by
Lemma 94(4), the cells {a
(i)
ℓ+1 | i ∈ [1, r]} lie above cells of λ. Now suppose that
the cells {a
(i)
ℓ+j | i ∈ [1, r]} do not lie on any cell of S. Let R be the row of
{a
(i)
ℓ+j+1 | i ∈ [1, r]}, and let c the column of a
(r)
ℓ+j . Since botc(∂µ) lies in row R and
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since there are no cells of S in column c by supposition, we have that leftR−1(∂λ)
is strictly to the right of column c by Corollary 85. Therefore, there are at least r
extra cells of ∂µ in row R to the left of leftR−1(∂λ). This implies that λR−1−µR ≥ r
since rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. This proves that {a
(i)
ℓ+j+1 | i ∈ [1, r]} also
do not lie on on any cell of S and we get by induction that S is a horizontal strip.
Since n is a row move, rs(n ∗ µ)/rs(λ) = rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. Finally,
since n removes cells in the same columns of ∂µ as m does and n ∗S is a horizontal
strip, cs(n ∗ µ)/cs(λ) is a vertical strip. Hence n ∗ S is a strip in Π. 
Lemma 96. Let λ ∈ Ck and S = µ/λ a strip with no lower augmentable corners.
Suppose a is a µ-addable corner such that adding a to the shape µ removes a cell
from ∂µ in a modified row r of S. Then a is an upper augmentable corner.
Proof. We must show that a does not lie on top of any cell in S. Suppose otherwise.
Let b = botcol(a)(∂µ). We have that col(a) is not a modified column of S, for
otherwise row(b) has a lower augmentable corner for S, a contradiction.
Let b′ be the cell immediately below b. Since col(a) is not a modified column
but it contains a cell in S, we must have b′ ∈ ∂λ− ∂µ. Furthermore, Property 82
implies that b′ = left(∂λ)row(b′). Since rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip we have
rs(λ)row(b′) ≥ rs(µ)row(b) and hence that hλ(b
′) ≥ hµ(b) = k. But b
′ ∈ ∂λ implies
hλ(b
′) = k, contradicting that λ ∈ Ck. 
Example 97. The k-core condition in Lemma 96 is necessary. For k = 4 consider
a
S
b S
b′ S .
Lemma 98. Let a be a lower augmentable corner of a strip S = µ/λ associated
to column c. Let S contain r cells in the row containing the cell c ∩ S. Suppose
that a is chosen rightmost amongst augmentable corners associated to columns of
the same size in ∂µ. Let t1 = {a = a1, a2, . . . , aℓ′} be the maximal row type string
which extends a below. Then there is a maximal completion row move n from S
which has rank r and initial string t1.
Proof. We apply the construction in Lemma 95 with m an empty move. m is not
maximal since there is a lower augmentable corner a in some row R, which can be
extended to a row-type string by Lemma 30. The move m has rank r since r cells
can be added to row R of λ by Lemma 94(4). The choice of a guarantees that the
negatively modified columns of n have the same size and that the monotonicity of
column sizes is preserved. The argument in Lemma 95 completes the proof. 
Lemma 99. Let S = µ/λ be a strip with t > 1 lower augmentable corners and m an
augmentation row move from S. Then there is a maximal completion row move M
from S such that (m,M) admits an elementary equivalence m˜M ≡ M˜m in Stripλ,
m˜ contains t− 1 lower augmentable corners, and M˜ is a maximal completion row
move.
Proof. Let a be the rightmost lower augmentable corner of S inside m (it exists by
Lemma 89). Then define M to be the move from S that arises from a as described
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in Lemma 98. The strings of m and M containing a both start at a. By Lemma
38, m and M are matched above.
If m and M are matched below, it follows from the proof of Proposition 51 that
m =M . This is a contradiction sinceM contains only one augmentable corner of S.
ThereforeM continues below m and the pair (m,M) is a Case (3) of an elementary
row equivalence: m˜ contains all the lower augmentable corners of m apart from a;
M˜ contains a lower part of M . The claimed properties follow immediately. 
Example 100. Column completions behave somewhat differently: it is not always
possible to choose the maximal extension of an upper augmentable corner, e. g.,
S
a
S
S
with k = 5.
Lemma 101. Let S = µ/λ be a strip and let c = leftR−(∂λ) and b = leftR(∂µ) for
some row R. Suppose that rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− . Then c and b lie in the same column
if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(1) hµ(b) < k − 1.
(2) There is a cell of S in the column of b and hµ(b) = k − 1.
(3) There is no upper augmentable corner of S in the column of b, there is
no lower augmentable corner of S in row R, row R is modified by S and
hµ(b) = k.
Proof. c cannot be to the left of b by Property 82. Suppose that c is to the right
of b. Let c′ be the cell left-adjacent to c.
Case (1). Since hµ(b) < k − 1 and rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− , we have the contradiction
that hλ(c
′) ≤ 2 + hµ(b) ≤ k.
Case (2). Since there is a cell of S in the column of b, any column of λ to the
right of b is shorter than the column of c in µ. Given that hµ(b) = k − 1 and
rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− , we have the contradiction that hλ(c
′) ≤ 1 + hµ(b) = k.
Case (3). By hypothesis hµ(b) = k. If there is a cell of S in col(b) then col(b)
is a modified column of S and we have the contradiction that there is a lower
augmentable corner of S in row R (λR− > µR by hypothesis). Otherwise we get
the contradiction that there is an upper augmentable corner of S associated to row
R in col(b). 
Lemma 102. Let S = µ/λ be a strip without lower augmentable corners and let
a be an upper augmentable corner of S. Let s = {a1, . . . , aℓ = a} be the maximal
extension of a above, subject to the condition that the ai do not lie on top of cells
of S. Then m = s is a quasi-completion column move from S.
Proof. Let row(a1) = R, b = (R, c) = leftR(∂µ) and d = leftR−(∂λ). Suppose first
that s is the maximal extension of a without being constrained by not lying on top
of S. By Lemmata 30 and 92, s is a column type string and m ∗ µ is a k-shape.
It suffices to show that rs(m ∗ µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. Since S is a strip,
rs(λ)R− ≤ rs(µ)R− = rs(m∗µ)R− , so it remains to show that rs(m∗µ)R ≤ rs(λ)R− .
The only way this would fail is if rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− . Since s is maximal, we have
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hb(µ) < k − 1. Thus from Lemma 101(1), we have that b and d lie in the same
column. Since rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− this gives the contradiction that a1 lies over a cell
of S.
Now suppose that s is blocked from extending further by the constraint of not
lying on top of S. Consider first the case that hµ(b) = k − 1, and observe that, as
in the previous case, if m ∗ µ fails to be a k-shape or rs(m ∗ µ)/rs(λ) fails to be a
horizontal strip, then rs(µ)R = rs(λ)R− (S is a strip and thus rs(µ)R− ≥ rs(λ)R− ≥
rs(µ)R). Lemma 101(2) then implies that b and d lie in the same column and the
result follows from the argument given in the previous case. Finally, consider the
case that hµ(b) = k. Column c is not a modified column of S since a1 cannot be a
lower augmentable corner. Thus the cell b′ below b is in ∂λ and so is the cell below
a1. This gives the contradiction hb′(λ) > hb(µ) = k. 
4.7. Maximal strips for cores. Recall that a strip S is maximal if it does not
admit any augmentation move.
Proposition 103. A strip is maximal if and only if it has no augmentable corners.
Proof. By Lemma 89, if the strip S admits an augmentation move then S has an
augmentable corner. Conversely, if S has an augmentable corner, then S admits a
maximal completion move by Lemmata 98 and 102. 
Lemma 104. Let S = µ/λ be a maximal strip and let c, c′ be two modified columns
such that cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c′ . Then the cells S ∩ c and S ∩ c′ are on the same row.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. We may assume that c′ = c+ 1. Let b′ = botc′(∂λ) and
b be the cell just below botc(∂λ). Then
hµ(b
′) ≥ hλ(b
′) + 1 ≥ hλ(b)− 1 ≥ k .
Since c′ is a modified column, b′ ∈ ∂µ, that is, hµ(b
′) = k. But then there must
be a lower augmentable corner for S at the end of the row of b′, contradicting
Proposition 103.

Proposition 105. Suppose S = µ/λ is a maximal cover and λ ∈ Ck. Then µ ∈ Ck.
Proof. It suffices to check hµ(x) for cells x in the modified row or column, such that
hµ(x) = hλ(x) + 1. For the modified row r, let b = leftr(∂λ). Then hλ(b) < k − 1,
for otherwise S is not maximal. All cells to the left of b have hλ > k. Similar
reasoning applies to the modified column. 
Proposition 106. Suppose S = µ/λ is a maximal strip and λ ∈ Ck. Then µ ∈ Ck.
Proof. By Proposition 105 it suffices to show that S can be expressed as a sequence
of maximal covers. Construct a sequence of covers for S using Lemma 83. By
Proposition 103, S has no augmentable corner. We claim that this implies that
the successive covers constructed have no augmentable corners which would then
imply their maximality. Note that a modified row or column of one of these covers
is immediately also one of S.
Let C = ν/κ be such a cover. For lower augmentable corners, this is clear since
such augmentable corners are augmentable corners of S. For an upper augmentable
corner a /∈ S of C, we apply Lemma 96 which implies that a is an upper augmentable
corner of S. 
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4.8. Equivalence of maximal augmentation paths. Let S = µ/λ be a strip.
Suppose m and M are distinct augmentation moves from S. We say that the pair
(m,M) defines an augmentation equivalence if there is an elementary equivalence
of the form M˜m ≡ m˜M such that m˜ and M˜ are augmentation moves from the
stripsM ∗S and m∗S respectively. Note that given the elementary equivalence, m˜
and M˜ are augmentation moves if and only if M˜ ∗m ∗ S (or m˜ ∗M ∗ S) is a strip.
Lemma 107. Suppose m and M are respectively a maximal completion row move
and an augmentation column move from a strip S. Then (m,M) defines an aug-
mentation equivalence. Moreover,
(1) If m ∩M = ∅ then no cell of m is contiguous to a cell of M .
(2) If m ∩M 6= ∅ then m continues above and below M .
Proof. Let S = µ/λ. For (1) the non-contiguity follows from the maximality of m.
The other assertions follow easily in this case.
So let m∩M 6= ∅. By Property 88,M consists of a single µ-addable column-type
string t. By Property 26 and Lemma 35 the first string s of m must be the unique
string that meetsM . We claim thatm continues above and belowM . Consider the
highest cell x ∈ m ∩M . Suppose x is the highest cell in s. Let b = leftrow(x)(∂µ).
By Definition 17 hµ(b) = k. x is a lower augmentable corner of S so that b lies in
a modified column of S. By Property 56, M and m cannot be matched above and
thus we get the contradiction thatM needs to continue abovem with an element in
the column of b lying on top of S. Therefore m continues above M . Now consider
the lowest cell y ∈ m ∩M . Suppose y is the lowest cell in s. By Definition 17,
hµ(botcol(y)(∂µ)) ≤ k − 1. Again by Property 56, M and m cannot be matched
below and thus y is not the lowest cell of t, which gives hµ(botcol(y)(∂µ)) = k − 1.
But then s can be extended below, contradicting the maximality of m. Therefore
m continues above and below M . It is straightforward to check that in this case,
the resulting elementary equivalence M˜m ≡ m˜M , when applied to S, ends at a
strip. 
Lemma 108. Suppose m and M are distinct maximal completion row moves from
the strip S = µ/λ. Then (m,M) defines an augmentation equivalence. Moreover,
m ∩M = ∅ and exactly one of the following holds:
(1) m and M do not interfere.
(2) (m,M) is interfering and lower-perfectible with added cells mper such that
m ∪ mper is a maximal completion row move from the strip M ∗ S and
M ∪mper is a maximal completion row move from m ∗ S.
(3) The same as (2) with the roles of m and M interchanged.
Proof. Suppose that m∩M 6= ∅ and m 6=M . Then by maximality we may without
loss of generality assume that m continues above M but (m,M) is matched below.
But m must contain a cell in a modified column associated to M , contradicting the
assumption that S ∪m is a strip.
Therefore m ∩M = ∅. We may assume that m and M interfere, and that m is
aboveM . Let c be the column such that cs(µ∪m∪M)c = cs(µ∪m∪M)c−+1. Then
m adds the cell atop column c of ∂µ and M removes the cell (r, c−) = botc−(∂µ).
Let x = leftr(∂µ) and y = botc(∂µ) = (r
′, c). By Definition 17 hµ(x) = k and
hµ(y) ≤ k − 1.
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Suppose r > r′. We have rs(µ)r′ ≥ rs(µ)r and cs(µ)col(x) = cs(µ)c− = cs(µ)c+1,
so that hµ(y) ≥ hµ(x) − 1 = k − 1. Therefore hµ(y) = k − 1. By Remark 13 there
is a µ-addable cell in row r, which is below and contiguous with the cell of m in
column c. This contradicts the maximality of m. Therefore r = r′ and y = (r, c).
Let ν = µ ∪M . We have hν(y) = k − 1. Since the negatively modified columns
of M and the positively modified columns of m have their lowest k-bounded cell in
the same row and rs(ν)r− ≥ rs(ν)r , we deduce that νr−−νr ≥ rank(m)+rank(M).
Using this and the maximality of M , by Lemma 93 we may deduce that viewing
m as ν-addable, each of its strings can be maximally extended below to contain
a cell in each of the rows of M by Lemma 31. Call the added cells mper. It is
straightforward to verify the remaining assertions. 
Lemma 109. Suppose m and M are distinct maximal quasi-completion column
moves for the strip S. Then (m,M) defines an augmentation equivalence. More-
over, exactly one of the following holds:
(1) m ∩M = ∅ and m and M do not interfere.
(2) m ∩M 6= ∅ and either m ⊂M or M ⊂ m.
Proof. Suppose that m ∩M = ∅ and there is interference. Recall that m and M
are of rank 1 and without loss of generality we can suppose that M is above m.
Then the highest cell of m is in a row R such that R− is a positively modified row
of S by Remark 87 (since R− is a negatively modified row of M), and such that
rs(m ∗ µ)R = rs(m ∗ µ)R− . We thus have the contradiction that rs(m ∗ µ)/rs(λ) is
not a horizontal strip.
If m ∩M 6= ∅, then by maximality they finish at the same point above. Given
that both are of rank 1, we deduce that m ⊂M or M ⊂ m. 
We now prove Proposition 91.
Proof. Let S be a strip such that
the result holds for any proper augmentation of S. (61)
Let (m1,m2, . . . ,mx) and (M1,M2, . . . ,My) be distinct augmentation paths from
S to maximal strips. If m1 =M1 we are done by induction. So suppose m1 6= M1.
If m1 and M1 are maximal completion moves then by Lemmata 107, 108 and 109,
the pair (m1,M1) defines an augmentation equivalence M˜1m1 ≡ m˜1M1. By (61)
there are equivalences of augmentation paths of the form
mx · · ·m2m1 ≡ · · · M˜1m1 ≡ · · · m˜1M1 ≡My · · ·M2M1.
It thus suffices to show that any augmentation path (m1,m2, . . . ,mx) ending at a
maximal strip, is equivalent to one which begins with a maximal completion move.
If m1 is a non-maximal completion row move, then Lemma 95 implies that m1 ⊂ m
where m is a maximal completion row move with the same lower augmentable
corner. But then (m\m1)(m1) ≡ m is a row equivalence and using (61) we deduce
that (m1,m2, . . . ,mx) is equivalent to a path beginning withm. A similar argument
works for the column case.
We may thus assume that m1 is a non-completion augmentation row or column
move. In the case of the non-completion augmentation row move, the argument is
completed by Lemma 99. In the case of the non-completion augmentation column
move, S either contains some lower augmentable corners or some upper augmentable
corners above the one associated to m1. In the former case, let M be the maximal
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completion row move associated to a lower augmentable corner a of S such as
described in Lemma 98. By Lemma 107, the argument is completed in that case.
In the latter case, let M be the maximal completion column move associated to
the highest upper augmentable corner a of S such as described in Lemma 102. The
lemma then follows from Lemma 109.

4.9. Canonical maximization of a strip. Let S = µ/λ be a strip. The following
algorithm MaximizeStrip produces an augmentation path q = (µ = µ0 → µ1 →
· · · → µM = ρ) in Stripλ ending at a maximal strip ρ/λ. This path is comprised of
maximal completion moves; the existence of such a path is asserted by Proposition
91(3).
proc MaximizeStrip(µ, λ):
local ρ := µ, q := (µ)
while True:
if the strip ρ/λ has a lower augmentable corner:
let x be the rightmost one
let s be the maximal ρ-addable string extending x below
ρ := ρ ∪ s
append ρ to q
continue
if the strip ρ/λ has an upper augmentable corner:
let x be the rightmost one
let s be the maximal ρ-addable string extending x above,
subject to not having a cell atop ρ/λ
ρ := ρ ∪ s
append ρ to q
continue
break
return q
The path q is initialized to be the path of length zero starting and ending at µ and
the current strip ρ/λ is initialized to be µ/λ. Whenever the current strip ρ/λ has
a lower augmentable corner, the algorithm appends a completion row move to q
by Lemma 98 and applies the move to ρ. Whenever the current strip ρ/λ has no
lower augmentable corner but an upper augmentable one, the algorithm appends a
completion column move m to q by Lemma 102 and applies the move to ρ. When
ρ/λ has no augmentable corners, by Proposition 103 the algorithm terminates with
ρ/λ a maximal strip and returns the current path q.
Example 110. Let k = 4, λ = (6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2, 1), and µ = (7, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2). Calling
MaximizeStrip with the strip µ/λ, the output path q = (µ = µ0, µ1, µ2 = ρ) is
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given below. The boxes of ∂λ∩∂µi are black and the rest belong to the strip µi/λ.






µ0/λ has no lower augmentable corner but has a unique upper augmentable one,
namely, the lowest red cell in µ1. µ1/λ has a unique lower augmentable corner, the
highest cell colored blue in µ2. µ2/λ is maximal.
5. Pushout of strips and row moves
Let (S,m) be an initial pair where S = µ/λ is a strip andm = ν/λ is a nonempty
row move.
We say that (S,m) is compatible if it is reasonable, not contiguous, and is either
(1) non-interfering, or (2) is interfering but is also pushout-perfectible; these notions
are defined below. For compatible pairs (S,m) we define an output k-shape η ∈ Π
(see Subsections 5.4 and 5.5 for cases (1) and (2) respectively). This given, we
define the pushout
push(S,m) = (S˜, m˜) (62)
which produces a final pair (S˜, m˜) where S˜ = η/ν is a strip and m˜ = η/µ is a move
(possibly empty). This is depicted by the following diagram.
λ ν
µ η
❄
S
✲m
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
S˜
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣✲
m˜
(63)
If S is a maximal strip then (S,m) is compatible (Proposition 125).
Property 111. Let (S,m) be an initial pair. Then a modified column c of S cannot
be a negatively modified column of m.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let c be the leftmost modified column of S = µ/λ that is
negatively modified by m. We have that c is also the leftmost negatively modified
column of m since otherwise cs(µ) would not be a partition. By the previous
comment, b = botc(∂λ) is leftmost in its row in ∂λ and hλ(b) = k. But looking at
S we see that hλ(b) < k, a contradiction. 
5.1. Reasonableness. We say that the pair (S,m) is reasonable if for every string
s of m, either s∩S = ∅ or s ⊂ S. In other words, every string of m which intersects
S must be contained in S.
Suppose the string s of m satisfies s ⊂ S. We say that S matches s below if cs,d
is a modified column of S and otherwise say that S continues below s.
Lemma 112. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable where m = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sr. If S
matches si below then S matches sj below for each j ≤ i. If S continues below si
then S continues below sj for each sj on the same rows as si satisfying j ≤ i.
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Proof. The first assertion follows directly from the assumption that cs(µ) is a par-
tition. In the case of the second assertion, we have that botc(∂λ) belongs to the
same row for every column c corresponding to such sj ’s. Given that column c is
not a modified column of S there is a cell of ∂λ \ ∂µ in column c. Given that µ/λ
needs to be a skew diagram, the assertion follows. 
Lemma 113. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable. Then every modified column c of S
which contains a cell in m is a positively modified column of m.
Lemma 114. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable and s is a string of m. Then s ⊂ S if
and only if S contains a cell in column cs,u.
Proof. The forward direction is immediate from Corollary 85. For the converse,
suppose cs,u contains a cell x of S. Let d be the number of strings of m that are in
the same rows as s and are equal to s or to its left. Then S contains the d− 1 cells
to the left of x. It follows from Property 111 that S contains d cells in the row of
botcol(x)(∂λ). This puts the top cell of s into S. By reasonableness s ⊂ S. 
Proposition 115. Suppose (S,m) is an initial pair with S = µ/λ maximal. Then
(S,m) is reasonable.
Proof. Let s = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} be a string ofm and suppose ai ∈ S. As in Corollary
84, we choose the unique decomposition of S into cover-type strings such that the
bottom cell of tj is the j-th modified column of S for all j (going from left to right)
and tj is taken to be maximal given t1, . . . , tj−1.
Suppose ai is in the string t of S. It suffices to show that (1) ai−1 ∈ t if i > 1
and (2) ai+1 ∈ t if i < ℓ. We prove (2) as (1) is similar.
The proof proceeds by induction on the indent Indm(s) of s in m. Suppose first
that Indm(s) = 0, that is, s is λ-addable. We have ai+1 ∈ S, for otherwise it would
be a lower augmentable corner of S which would contradict the maximality of S by
Proposition 103. By the choice of the decomposition of S, ai+1 and ai are both in
t.
Now suppose the Lemma holds for all strings s′ of m with Indm(s
′) < d. Let
s′ = {b1, b2, . . . , bℓ} be the string of m preceding s. Since d > 0, bj is just left
of aj for all j. Since ai ∈ S it follows that bi ∈ S. By induction the cover-type
string t′ of S containing bi contains s
′. So col(bi) = col(ai)
− is not a modified
column of S. This implies that col(ai) is also not a modified column of S. Due to
the decomposition of S into covers, this means that t has a cell below ai, that is,
ai+1 ∈ t. 
5.2. Contiguity. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable where S = µ/λ and m is a move
from λ to ν. We say that (S,m) is contiguous if there is a cell b ∈ ∂µ ∩ ∂ν which
is not present in ∂(µ ∪ ν); b is called a disappearing cell.
Example 116. The following strip and move (indicated by S and m respectively)
are contiguous for k = 6 with disappearing cell b.
m
b S
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Lemma 117. Suppose b = (r, c) is a disappearing cell. Then
(1) Column c is positively modified by m and contains no cells of S,
(2) Row r is modified by S.
(3) Column c contains an upper augmentable corner for S.
Proof. Let nm and nS be respectively the number of cells of m and S in row r. If
column c contains a cell of both S and m then we have the contradiction hµ∪ν(b) =
1+hλ(b)+max(nm, nS) = max(hµ(b), hν(b)) ≤ k. A similar contradiction is reached
if column c contains neither a cell of m nor one of S.
Suppose column c contains a cell in S; it is the cell x atop the column c of ∂λ.
Then nm > nS and hν(b) = k since b is a disappearing cell. Let y be the rightmost
cell of m in row r, and observe that y 6∈ S. The move m removes the cell b∗ just
left of b and thus cs(∂λ)c− = cs(∂λ)c. By Property 21 m cannot negatively modify
column c−. Therefore m has a cell x∗ in column c− just left of x that belongs to
the same string of m as y. Since S is λ-addable, x∗ ∈ S. But by reasonableness of
(S,m), since y 6∈ S we get the contradiction that x∗ 6∈ S.
Therefore column c contains a cell of m (namely, x). We have nS > nm and
hµ(b) = k, and x has no cell of m contiguous to and below it. Item (1) follows.
If r is not a modified row of S then S removes the nS cells just left of b and S
contains nS cells just left of x. Since m is λ-addable m also contains the nS cells
just left of x. But then m doesn’t modify some of these columns (since nS > nm)
while it modifies column c, contradicting Property 21. This proves (2).
It follows that x ∈ m is an upper augmentable corner for S, proving (3). 
By Proposition 115, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 118. Suppose S is a maximal strip and m a row move. Then (S,m) is
non-contiguous.
5.3. Interference of strips and row moves. Suppose that (S,m) is reasonable
and non-contiguous. Then
cs(µ)− cs(λ) + cs(m ∗ λ) = ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m) + cs(λ).
Recalling Notation 39 let
m′ =
⋃
{ strings s ⊂ m | s and S are not matched below} (64)
m+ = ↑S (m
′). (65)
Define the vector ∆cs(m
′) by considering only the modified columns of strings in
m′. We say that (S,m) is non-interfering if cs(λ)+∆cs(S)+∆cs(m
′) is a partition,
and interfering otherwise.
Remark 119. (S,m) is interfering if and only if S and the last string s of m are not
matched below, S modifies column c+, and cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c+ + 1, where c = cs,u.
Example 120. With k = 7 the pair (S,m) is interfering: there is a violation of the
k-shape property in m+ ∗ µ. The set of cells m′ is comprised of the second and
third strings of m. In passing from m′ to m+ the third string has been bumped up
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a row.
· ··
· ·
·
··
✲m
❄
S
✲
m+
Lemma 121. The set of cells m+ satisfies all the conditions for a move from µ
except that (m+) ∗ µ may not be a k-shape. Furthermore, we have cs((m+) ∗ µ) =
cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′).
Proof. Let m+ = t1 ∪ t2 ∪ · · · ∪ tρ where each ti is either a string in m′ \ S, or a
string in m′ ∩ S shifted upwards. We assume that the ti are ordered from left to
right, as is the convention for row moves. It is clear that the ti are weak translates
of each other in the correct columns. In order to prove the lemma, we will show
that they are successive row type addable strings that are translates of the strings
of m. We proceed by induction on i.
First suppose that ti ⊂ m′ was not bumped up. By Lemma 114, cs,u contains
no cells of S. By non-contiguity and Corollary 85, column cs,d is identical in λ and
µ, and also in ν and µ ∪ ν. Thus ti is a row type string of µ ∪ t1 ∪ · · · ∪ ti−1 equal
to si.
Now suppose that ti was bumped up from si ∈ m
′∩S. By Lemma 112, it suffices
to check the case that si is λ-addable. First we show that ti is addable. This is
clear if si is not equal to s1, for si−1 is higher than si. Lemma 122 deals with the
case si = s1. The diagram of ti is a translate of that of si by Lemma 114 and
the assumption that S continues below si, which ensures that the their modified
columns agree in size. 
Lemma 122. Suppose S continues below the first string s1 = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} of
m. For each i ∈ [1, ℓ] let ci be the column containing ai. Then there is an addable
corner of µ in column ci.
Proof. Consider the case i = ℓ and set c = cℓ. We prove the equivalent statement
that column c− either intersects S or satisfies (λ)c− ≥ (λ)c + 2. Since m is a
move, we have cs(λ)c− > cs(λ)c. Assume there is no cell of S in column c
−. Then
Corollary 85 and “continuing below” imply that the bottom of c− in ∂λ starts
higher than that of c. This implies (λ)c− ≥ (λ)c + 2.
The general case then follows from Lemma 86 since s1 is λ-addable and there is
a µ-addable corner in column c = cℓ. 
5.4. Row-type pushout: non-interfering case. Let (S,m) be reasonable, non-
contiguous, and non-interfering. Then by definition we declare (S,m) to be com-
patible, set η = (m+) ∗µ, let (S˜, m˜) be as in (63), and define the pushout of (S,m)
by (62). By Lemma 121 and Proposition 123, m˜ is a (possibly empty) row move
and S˜ is a strip.
Proposition 123. Suppose (S,m) is non-interfering. Then η/ν is a strip.
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Proof. It is immediate that η/ν is a horizontal strip. We have rs(η)/rs(ν) =
rs(µ)/rs(λ), which is a horizontal strip by assumption. Also
cs(η)− cs(ν) = ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′)−∆cs(m)
= ∆cs(S)−∆cs(m \m
′)
Observe thatm\m′ corresponds to the strings s ofm such that s and S are matched
below. Therefore cs(η)− cs(ν) is a 0-1 vector since the positively modified columns
of m \m′ cancel out with some modified columns of S, and the negatively modified
columns of m\m′ do not coincide with modified columns of S by Property 111. 
5.5. Row-type pushout: interfering case. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable, non-
contiguous, and interfering. We say that (S,m) is pushout-perfectible if there is a
set of cells mcomp outside (m
+) ∗ µ such that if
η = ((m+) ∗ µ) ∪mcomp (66)
then η/ν is a strip and η/µ is a row move from µ with the same initial string as
m+. By Proposition 27, mcomp is unique if it exists.
In the case that (S,m) is pushout-perfectible, then by definition we declare (S,m)
to be compatible. With η as in (66) we define (S˜, m˜) and the pushout of (S,m) by
(63) and (62). By definition S˜ is a strip and m˜ is a row move.
Example 124. Continuing Example 120, the cells of mcomp are darkened as added
to m+ ∗ µ:
·
✲mcomp
Proposition 125. Suppose (S,m) is interfering with m a row move and S max-
imal. Then (S,m) is pushout-perfectible (and hence compatible). Furthermore the
strings of mcomp lie on the same rows as the final string of m and no column
contains both cells of mcomp and S.
Proof. (S,m) is reasonable and non-contiguous by Proposition 115 and Corollary
118, so it makes sense to consider interference.
By Remark 119, (S,m) interferes only if there is a modified column c of S such
that column c− is the rightmost negatively modified column of m and cs(λ)c =
cs(λ)c− − 1. Let b = (r, c) = botc(∂λ) and b
′ = botc−(∂λ). We have hµ(b) ≤ k
since c is a modified column of S. If row(b) < row(b′) then hµ(b) ≥ hλ(b′) = k
and thus hµ(b) = k. This means that S has a lower augmentable corner in row r,
contradicting Proposition 103 and maximality. Therefore b and b′ are in row r, and
this row corresponds to the row of the top cell of the last string of m. Now suppose
that c+ is also a modified column of S with cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c+ , and let b¯ = botc+(∂λ).
By the same argument we get that b and b¯ lie in the same row. Continuing in this
way, we get that all modified columns d of S such that cs(λ)d = cs(λ)c occupy the
same rows. If there are ℓ of them and ℓ′ cells of m in row r, we have established
that λr− −λr ≥ ℓ+ ℓ
′. Therefore ρ = m+ ∗µ is such that ρr−−ρr ≥ ℓ since exactly
ℓ′ cells of m+ ∪ S lie in that row by hypothesis (otherwise column c would not be
a modified column of S). By Lemma 93, any row R below row r that contains a
cell of the last string of m is also such that λR− − λR ≥ ℓ + ℓ
′. Furthermore, for
any such row R we also have ρR− − ρR ≥ ℓ since again exactly ℓ
′ cells of m+ ∪S lie
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in that row by hypothesis (otherwise there would be an upper augmentable corner
associated to a given row R, contradicting maximality).
We have established that ℓ cells can be added to the right of every cell of the
last string of m in ρ, and from our proof, these cells do not lie above cells of S. Let
mcomp be the union of those cells. Defining η = ρ ∪mcomp, it is clear that η/ν is a
horizontal strip. We have rs(η) = rs(µ) so rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip. Finally,
one checks that cs(η) is a partition and cs(η)/cs(ν) a horizontal strip in the same
manner as in Proposition 123. 
5.6. Alternative description of pushouts (row moves). Suppose m = s1 ∪
s2 ∪ · · · is a row move such that ∆cs(s1) affects columns c and c+ d. If α is not a
partition, we suppose that αi + 1 = αi+1 = αi+2 = · · · = αi+a > αi+a+1. Then the
perfection of α with respect to m is the vector
perm(α) =
{
α+
∑a
j=1(ei+j+d − ei+j) if α is not a partition
α if α is a partition
Here ej denotes the unit vector with a 1 in the j-th position and 0’s elsewhere.
Let (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) be any initial pair where m = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr. Let m′
be the collection of cells obtained from m by removing si whenever the positively
modified column of si is a modified column of S. It is easy to see that m
′ is of the
form sj ∪ sj+1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr. The expected column shape ecs(S,m) of (S,m) is defined
to be
ecs(S,m) = perm(cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′)).
Proposition 126. Let (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) be an initial pair where m 6= ∅ is a
row move. Suppose there exists a k-shape η so that
(1) cs(η) = ecs(S,m)
(2) η/µ is either empty or a row-move whose string diagrams are translates of
those of m
(3) ν ⊂ η.
Then (S,m) is compatible and push(S,m) = (η/ν, η/µ). In particular, (η/ν) is a
strip.
Proof. It is easy to see that η/µ decomposes into row type strings as m′′ ∪mcomp
where cs(m′′ ∗ µ) = cs(µ) + ∆cs(m′). Since m′′ modifies the same columns as m′,
and the two have the same diagrams we conclude that each string of m′′ is either a
string in m′ or a string in m′ shifted up one cell. But m′′ is a collection of strings
on µ, so the strings in m′ must be reasonable with respect to S.
We now claim that mcomp ∩m = ∅. Suppose otherwise. Let a be the rightmost
cell in the intersection mcomp ∩ m, lying in a string s ∈ (m \ m′) and a string
t ∈ mcomp. If a is not the rightmost cell in s we let b be the cell immediately right
of a in s. Now s and t have the same diagram so we deduce that the cell b′ after a in
t is either equal to b or immediately to the left of b. In either case, this contradicts
the assumption that a is rightmost. Thus a is in the positively modified column
c of s. But by the original assumptions c is also a modified column of S. This
contradicts the fact that mcomp ∩ S = ∅ and we conclude mcomp ∩m = ∅. Now we
apply (3) to see that all strings m \m′ must have already been contained in µ –
thus (S,m) is reasonable.
Suppose (S,m) is contiguous. By Lemma 117, this means there is a disappearing
cell b, and b is in a column c which does not contain cells of S but does contain cells
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ofm (it is in fact a positively modified column ofm). By reasonableness, the column
c thus contains cells of m′ and in particular is not in a modified column of mcomp.
Thus cs(λ)c = ecs(S,m)c − 1. However, the disappearance implies cs(η)c = cs(λ)c,
a contradiction.
To show that η/ν is a horizontal strip, we only need to show that no cell ofmcomp
lies above a cell of S. Suppose x is the leftmost cell in mcomp that lies above a cell
of S, and let r be the row of x. Let s ∈ mcomp be the string that contains x and let
c be the column of the cell removed in row r when adding s. Since rsr(µ) ≤ rsr−(λ)
we have that c is weakly to the right of leftr−(∂λ) and thus the cell in row r
− and
column c belongs to ∂λ \ ∂µ. Hence, by Corollary 85, there is a cell of S in column
c. First assume that x is not the highest cell in s, and let y be above x in s. Then
y is in column c and we either have the contradiction that y lies above a cell of S
or that mcomp ∩ S 6= ∅. Now assume that x is the highest cell in its string. This
time we have the contradiction that c is not a modified column of S.
Since rs(η) = rs(µ) and rs(ν) = rs(λ) we have that rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal
strip. Finally, by supposition the negatively modified columns of mcomp are posi-
tively modified columns of S and the lowest cell of each string of mcomp modifies
positively its column. Since η/ν is a horizontal strip, we have that cs(η)/cs(ν) is a
vertical strip. 
Lemma 127. Let (S,m) be a compatible initial pair with m a row move. Then the
set of strings mcomp and the row move m do not share any columns.
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 126 it was shown that no cell of mcomp can lie
above a cell of S. Therefore the cells of mcomp lie above cells of λ. Suppose mcomp
and m share columns. Then they intersect, and must do so in m \ m′ ⊂ S, a
contradiction. 
6. Pushout of strips and column moves
In this section we consider initial pairs (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) consisting of a strip
and a column move.
We define (S,m) to be compatible if it is reasonable, non-contiguous, normal,
and either (1) it is non-interfering or (2) it is interfering but is pushout-perfectible;
these notions are defined below. As for row moves, in each of the above cases we
specify an output k-shape η ∈ Π and define the pushout of (S,m) and the final pair
(S˜, m˜) as in (62) (63).
We omit proofs which are essentially the same in the row and column cases.
6.1. Reasonableness. We say that the pair (S,m) is reasonable if for every string
s ⊂ m, either s ∩ S = ∅, or s ⊂ S. If s ⊂ m is contained inside S, we say that S
matches s above if rs,u is a modified row of S. Otherwise we say that S continues
above s.
Lemma 128. Let (S,m) be any initial pair. If a modified row of S contains a
cell of m, then that row intersects the initial string of m. If a modified row of S
is a negatively modified row of m, then S intersects the initial string s ⊂ m. In
particular, if (S,m) is reasonable, only the initial string s ⊂ m can be matched
above.
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of column moves and the fact that
rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. 
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Lemma 129. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable. Then every modified row r of S which
contains a cell in m is a positively modified row of m.
Lemma 130. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable. If s * S then S does not contain a
cell in row rs,d.
Proposition 131. Let S be a maximal strip and m a column move. Then (S,m)
is reasonable.
6.2. Normality. Let s ⊂ m be the initial string of m. We say that (S,m) is
normal, if it is reasonable and in the case that S continues above s then (a) none of
the modified rows of S contain cells of s (and by Lemma 128, none of the modified
rows of S contain cells of m) and (b) the negatively modified row of s is not a
modified row of S.
Proposition 132. Let S be a maximal strip and m any column move. Then (S,m)
is normal.
Proof. The pair (S,m) is reasonable by Proposition 131. Suppose S continues above
s = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ}, where the cells are indexed by decreasing diagonal index. By
Lemma 128, normality cannot be violated if s is not the initial string of m, so we
suppose s is the initial string of m. Since S does not match s above by definition,
the row rℓ containing aℓ is not a modified row of S. The claim is thus trivial if
ℓ = 1 so we assume ℓ > 1. Suppose rℓ contains p ≥ 1 cells of S, implying that
the p leftmost cells of rℓ are moved when going from ∂λ to ∂µ (and none of the
columns of these p cells are modified columns of S). It follows from Property 82
and rs(λ)rℓ < rs(λ)r−ℓ
that λr−ℓ
≥ λrℓ + p + 1. In particular, there is an addable
corner b∗ on row rℓ of µ.
It is easy to see that the row rℓ−1 containing aℓ−1 contains at least p cells of S,
with equality if and only if rℓ−1 is not a modified row of S. If rℓ−1 is a modified
row of S, then the addable corner b∗ will be an upper augmentable corner for S,
contradicting maximality and Proposition 103. So rℓ−1 is not a modified row of S.
Since λr−ℓ
≥ λrℓ + p+1, we get by Lemma 31 that λr−ℓ−1
≥ λrℓ−1 + p+1, so that
row rℓ−1 of µ also has an addable corner. Continuing as before we see that (S,m)
is normal. 
Lemma 133. Suppose (S,m) is normal and let s ⊂ m be any string such that
S continues above s. Then S contains the same number of cells in each row r
containing a cell of s, and also the same number of cells in the negatively modified
row of s. Furthermore, if s is the initial string of m, then each such row r has a
µ-addable corner.
Proof. The first statement follows easily from the definition of normality. The last
statement is proven as in Proposition 132. 
6.3. Contiguity. Suppose (S,m) is reasonable. We say that (S,m) is contiguous
if there is a cell b ∈ ∂µ ∩ ∂ν which is not present in ∂(µ ∪ ν). Call such a b a
disappearing cell.
Lemma 134. Suppose b = (r, c) is a disappearing cell. Then
(1) Row r is a positively modified row of m and does not contain cells of S,
(2) Column c is a modified column of S.
(3) Row r contains a lower augmentable corner for S.
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Proof. Suppose row r contains p ≥ 1 cells of S. Then m must contain cells in
column c. Let b′ be the cell below botc(∂ν), R = row(b
′), and h = cs(ν)c. We have
the sequence of inequalities:
rs(λ)R − rs(µ)r = (h+ rs(λ)R)− (h− 1 + rs(µ)r)− 1
≤ k + 1− (h− 1 + rs(µ)r)− 1
≤ k + 1− hν∪µ(b)− 1
≤ −1
which contradicts the fact that rs(µ)/rs(λ) is a horizontal strip. Thus row r contains
no cells of S and contains exactly one cell x ∈ m. Also column c exactly one cell
a ∈ S and no cells of m. Thus hλ(b) = k − 1.
Suppose r is not a positively modified row ofm. Then m contains a cell a∗ in the
column of the cell b∗ immediately left of b, and we have hλ(b
∗) = k. But a∗ is in the
same row as a, so a∗ ∈ S as well. But by reasonableness, x ∈ S, a contradiction.
This proves (1).
Suppose c is not a modified column of S. Then there is a cell x′ ∈ S contiguous
to and below a ∈ S. Considering hook lengths we conclude that x′ is just below
x, S removes the cell b′ just below b, hλ(b
′) = k, and λr = λr− . But since m is
λ-addable it follows that x′ ∈ m. But then row r− must be positively modified by
m, contradicting hλ(b
′) = k. This proves (2) and that x is λ-addable.
For (3), the cell x is a lower augmentable corner for S. 
Corollary 135. Suppose S is a maximal strip and m any move. Then (S,m) is
not contiguous.
6.4. Interference of strips and column moves. Suppose that (S,m) is normal
and non-contiguous. Define ∆rs(S) = rs(µ)− rs(λ) and ∆rs(m) = rs(m ∗λ)− rs(λ).
Similarly define ∆rs(s) for a column-type string s. Thus
rs(µ)− rs(λ) + rs(m ∗ λ) = ∆rs(S) + ∆rs(m) + rs(λ).
Recalling Notation 39 let
m′ = {strings s ⊂ m | s and S are not matched above} ⊂ m (67)
m+ =→S (m
′). (68)
By Lemma 128, the set m′ is obtained from m by possibly removing the initial
string of m. Define the vector ∆rs(m
′) by considering only the modified rows of
strings inside m′.
If m′ 6= ∅ we say that (S,m) is non-interfering if rs(λ) + ∆rs(S) + ∆rs(m′)
is a partition and interfering otherwise. If m′ = ∅ we say that (S,m) is non-
interfering if rs(µ)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip and interfering otherwise (observe
that rs(λ) +∆rs(S) +∆(m
′) = rs(λ) +∆rs(S) = rs(µ) is always a partition in that
case). The latter case is referred to as special interference.
Lemma 136. The set of cells m+ satisfies all the conditions for a move on µ
except that (m+) ∗ µ may not be a k-shape. Furthermore, we have rs((m+) ∗ µ) =
rs(λ) +∆rs(S) +∆rs(m
′). In particular, (m+) ∗ µ is always a k-shape when (S,m)
is non-interfering.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 121, except that we now use Lemmata 133
and 137.
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Lemma 137. Suppose S continues above the first string s1 = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} of
m. For each i ∈ [1, ℓ] let ri be the row containing ai. Then there is an addable
corner of µ in row ri. Moreover, the addable corner of µ in row ri does not lie
above a cell of S.
Proof. Consider the case i = ℓ and set r = rℓ. Since S does not match s1 above
by definition, the row rℓ containing aℓ is not a modified row of S by normality.
Suppose rℓ contains p ≥ 1 cells of S, implying that the p leftmost cells of rℓ are
moved when going from ∂λ to ∂µ (and none of the columns of these p cells are
modified columns of S). It follows from Property 82 and rs(λ)rℓ < rs(λ)r−ℓ
that
λr−ℓ
≥ λrℓ + p + 1. In particular, there is an addable corner in row rℓ of µ and it
does not lie above a cell of S.
Since s1 = {a1, a2, . . . , aℓ} is λ-addable, Lemma 31 ensures that λr−i
≥ λri+p+1
for all i. There are exactly p cells of S in row ri for all i by Lemma 133. So again
there is an addable corner in row ri of µ and it does not lie above a cell of S. 
6.5. Column-type pushout: non-interfering case. Suppose (S,m) is normal,
non-contiguous, and non-interfering. In this case, by definition (S,m) is declared
to be compatible where we set η = (m+) ∗ µ and define (S˜, m˜) by (63) and the
pushout of (S,m) by (62). m˜ is a (possibly empty) column move and S˜ is a strip
by Lemma 136 and Proposition 138.
Proposition 138. Suppose (S,m) is normal, non-contiguous, and non-interfering.
Then η/ν is a strip.
Proof. That η/ν is a horizontal strip is not difficult (Lemma 137 ensures that the
cells of m+ do not lie above cells of S). We also have cs(η)/cs(ν) = cs(µ)/cs(λ).
Ifm′ = ∅ we have by definition that if (S,m) is non-interfering then rs(η)/rs(ν) =
rs(µ)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip. Thus η/ν is a strip.
Suppose m′ is not empty and that rs(η) = rs(λ)+∆rs(S)+∆rs(m
′) is a partition.
We must prove that rs(ν)r− ≥ rs(η)r ≥ rs(ν)r for each row r. Recall that modified
rows of m′ are modified rows of m and that the only string that may possibly be
in m \m′ is the initial one. Therefore the second inequality follows from the fact
that if m \m′ is not empty then the positively modified row of the initial string of
m is a modified row of S.
To prove the first inequality, observe that
rs(ν)r− − rs(η)r = rs(λ)r− − rs(µ)r +∆rs(m)r− −∆rs(m
′)r ,
with rs(λ)r− − rs(µ)r ≥ 0 since S is a strip.
Suppose that m = m′. Then the first inequality can only fail if r− is the
uppermost negatively modified row of m or if r is the positively modified row
of the initial string of m.
Suppose that m is non-degenerate. Let r− be the uppermost negatively modified
row of m. By normality we have rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r− . Therefore if the first inequality
fails, we have rsr−(µ) = rsr−(λ) = rsr(µ) which is a contradiction since η would
not then be a k-shape (r− is a negatively modified row of m′ that is not a modified
row of S by normality). Let r be the positively modified row of the initial string of
m. By normality we have rs(λ)r = rs(µ)r. Therefore if the first inequality fails, we
have rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r = rs(λ)r which is a contradiction since λ would not then be
a k-shape (r− is a negatively modified row of m).
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Suppose that m is degenerate, and let r− be the uppermost negatively modified
row of m (and thus r is the positively modified row of the initial string of m). By
normality we have rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r− and rs(λ)r = rs(µ)r . Therefore if the first
inequality fails, we have rs(λ)r− ≤ rs(µ)r + 1 = rs(λ)r + 1 which is a contradiction
since λ would not then be a k-shape (rs(λ)r− − rs(λ)r ≥ 2 since m is degenerate).
Finally, suppose that m and m′ are distinct. The only case to consider that was
not considered in the case m = m′ is when r− is the negatively modified row of
the first string of m. By hypothesis m′ is not empty and so r is also a negatively
modified row of m′. The first inequality then follows immediately. 
6.6. Column-type pushout: interfering case. Suppose (S,m) is normal, non-
contiguous, and interfering. We say that (S,m) is pushout-perfectible if there is a
set of cells mcomp outside (m
+) ∗ µ so that if
η = ((m+) ∗ µ) ∪mcomp (69)
then η/ν is a strip and η/µ is a column move from µ whose strings have the same
diagram as those of m. Since rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip, mcomp can only be a
single column-type string and will thus be unique if it exists.
In the case that (S,m) is pushout-perfectible, by definition we declare (S,m)
to be compatible where η is specified by (69) and define (S˜, m˜) by (63) and the
pushout of (S,m) by (62). By definition, m˜ is a column move and S˜ is a strip.
Example 139. This is an example of special interference for k = 3. In µ = S ∗ λ
and ν = m ∗ λ the new cells added to λ are shaded. In the lower right k-shape the
cells of mcomp are shaded.
❄
S
✲m
❄
S˜
✲
m˜
Lemma 140. Let (S,m) be such that m′ is empty. Then there is (special) inter-
ference iff rs(µ)r− = rs(µ)r, where r
− is the negatively modified row of m (m is
necessarily of rank 1).
Proof. Letm′ = ∅. In this case there is interference iff rs(µ)/rs(ν) is not a horizontal
strip. We have
rs(ν)r− − rs(µ)r = rs(λ)r− − rs(µ)r +∆rs(m)r− ,
with rs(λ)r− − rs(µ)r ≥ 0 since S is a strip. The inequality rs(ν)r− − rs(µ)r ≥ 0
can thus only fail when r− is the negatively modified row of m. In that case, by
normality we have rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r− . Therefore we obtain
rs(ν)r− − rs(µ)r = rs(µ)r− − rs(µ)r − 1 < 0 ⇐⇒ rs(µ)r− = rs(µ)r
and the lemma follows. 
Proposition 141. Suppose (S,m) is interfering, S is maximal, and m is a column
move. Then (S,m) is pushout-perfectible (and hence compatible). Moreover mcomp
consists of a single string lying in the same columns as the last string of m.
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Proof. By Proposition 132 and Corollary 135, (S,m) is normal and not contiguous,
so that it makes sense to refer to interference.
Suppose m+ is non-empty so that rs(λ) + ∆rs(S) + ∆rs(m
′) is not a partition.
Let r− be the negatively modified row of the final string s of m. We may assume
that r− is not a modified row of S, for otherwise s would have to be initial, and
Lemma 130 would imply that s ⊆ S and thus that s is matched above, implying
that (S,m) does not interfere. Also, r must be a modified row of S for interference
to occur. Note that since rs(λ) + ∆rs(S) + ∆rs(m
′) is not a partition we have
rs(µ)r− = rs(µ)r and thus rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r (r
− is not a modified row of S).
We claim that η has an addable corner directly above the first cell a of s. Since
hλ(leftr−(∂λ)) = k by the definition of a move, we have from rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r that
h = hµ(leftr(∂µ)) is k−1 or k. In either case (using Lemma 101(3) when h = k) we
see that leftr−(∂λ) lies in the same column as leftr(∂µ). We then have immediately
that there is an addable corner directly above the first cell a of s. Since s is λ-
addable, we obtain from Lemma 86 that there is a µ-addable corner above every
cell of m. The rest of the proof that m+ ∪mcomp is a column move is analogous to
the proof of Lemma 102.
Suppose m+ is empty and rs(η)/rs(ν) = rs(µ)/rs(ν) is not a horizontal strip.
Recall that only the initial string of m can disappear and thus m is of rank 1. From
Lemma 140, the negatively modified row of m is in a row r− such that row r is a
modified row of S with rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r− = rs(µ)r (recall that rs(λ)r− = rs(µ)r−
by normality). Again η has an addable corner directly above the first cell a of s
by Lemma 101(3). The rest of the proof that mcomp is a column move is as in the
non-empty case.
Since the cells ofmcomp lie above cells ofm we have that η/ν is a horizontal strip.
Obviously cs(η)/cs(ν) = cs(µ)/cs(λ) is a vertical strip. We thus only have to prove
that rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip. If m′ is non-empty there is interference only if
rs(λ) +∆rs(S) +∆rs(m
′) is not a partition. Following the proof of Proposition 138
we have that rs(ν)i ≥ rs(η)i+1 for all i except possibly when i = R is the highest
positively modified row of m. In that case rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip since the
positively modified row R+ of mcomp lies in the row above row R and rs(µ)/rs(λ)
is a horizontal strip by definition (that is, given λR ≥ µR+ , ηR+ = µR+ + 1 and
νR = λR + 1, we have νR ≥ ηR+). If m
′ is empty, then by Lemma 140 there is
interference iff rs(µ)i = rs(µ)i+1, where i = r
− is the negatively modified row of
m = s. In that case, given ηr = µr − 1 and νr− = λr− − 1, the fact that λr− ≥ µr
guarantees that νr− ≥ ηr. So we only have to check what happens at the positively
modified row of mcomp. The result follows just as in the m
′ 6= ∅ case. 
Lemma 142. Suppose (S,m) is pushout-perfectible. If any cell of the string s =
mcomp lies above a cell of S then s lies in the same columns as the final string of
m.
Proof. Let a be a cell of s that lies above a cell of S. From the definition of
s = mcomp, there is a cell of the final string t of m in the row below that of a.
Hence, since S is a horizontal strip, a also lies above a cell of t. Finally, since s and
t are translates the lemma follows. 
Lemma 143. Suppose (S,m) is pushout-perfectible. If the string s = mcomp does
not lie in the same column as the last string of m then the first cell a of s is an
upper augmentable corner of S.
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Proof. By the definition of interference, S modifies the row r above the highest
negatively modified row of m. From the hypotheses, hµ(r, col(a)) = k, so that the
cell a is contiguous and above a cell of S in row r. By Lemma 142 a does not lie
above a cell of S and is therefore an upper augmentable corner of S. 
6.7. Alternative description of pushouts (column moves). Let (S,m) =
(µ/λ, ν/λ) be any initial pair where m = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr is a column move. Let m′
be the collection of cells obtained from m by removing si whenever the positively
modified row of si is a modified row of S. It is easy to see that m
′ is of the form
s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sr or s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sr. Suppose that ∆(s1) affects rows c and c + d. If
α is not a partition, we suppose that αi + 1 = αi+1 > αi+2. We say that there is
interference if α is not a partition or if m′ is empty and αi = αi+1, where i = c is
the negatively modified row of s1. Then the perfection of α with respect to (S,m)
is the vector
perS,m(α) =
{
α+ ei+d+1 − ei+1 if there is interference
α otherwise
The expected row shape ers(S,m) of (S,m) is defined to be
ers(S,m) = perS,m(rs(λ) + ∆rs(S) + ∆rs(m
′)).
Proposition 144. Let (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) be an initial pair with m a nonempty
column move. Suppose there exists a k-shape η such that
(1) rs(η) = ers(S,m).
(2) η/µ is either empty or a column move whose strings are translates of those
of m.
(3) ν ⊂ η.
Then (S,m) is compatible and push(S,m) = (η/ν, η/µ). In particular η/ν is a
strip.
Proof. It is easy to see that η/µ decomposes into column type strings asm′′∪mcomp
where cs(m′′∗µ) = cs(µ)+∆cs(m′). The proof of reasonableness and non-contiguity
of (S,m) is similar to the proofs in Proposition 126 with Lemma 117 replaced by
Lemma 134.
To prove normality, suppose the first string s of m is continued above by S.
Then s ∈ m′ and since mcomp cannot affect the rows affected by the strings of m′,
there must exist a string of η/µ that is the rightward shift of s. This implies that
S contains the same number of boxes in each row r containing a box of s and also
in the negatively modified row of s. Therefore, none of the rows containing a box
of s is a modified row of S (given that the uppermost row containing a box of s is
by hypothesis not a modified row of S), and also the negatively modified row of s
is not a modified row of S.
If (S,m) is non-interfering then η/ν is a strip by Proposition 138.
If (S,m) is interfering then mcomp is a single string t. Suppose a cell x of t
lies above a cell y of S. Since S is a horizontal strip y is λ-addable, and thus
by hypothesis y is also a cell of m (t is a translate of the strings of m and it
starts one row above the final string of m). Therefore η/ν is a horizontal strip.
Obviously cs(η)/cs(ν) = cs(µ)/cs(λ) is a vertical strip so it only remains to show
that rs(η)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip. This is done as in the proof of Proposition 141.

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7. Pushout sequences
Consider an initial pair (S,p) consisting of a strip µ/λ for λ, µ ∈ Π and a path
p from λ to ν ∈ Π. A pushout sequence from (S,p) is a sequence of augmentation
moves and pushouts which produces a final pair (S˜,q) consisting of a maximal strip
S˜ = η/ν and a path q from µ to η for some η ∈ Π:
λ ν
µ η
✲p
❄
S
❄
S˜
✲
q
(70)
More precisely, a pushout sequence is defined by a diagram of the form
λ0 λ1 · · · λL−1 λL
µ0 µ1 · · · µL−1 µL
✲m
1
❄
S0
✲m
2
❄
S1
✲ ✲m
L
❄
SL−1
❄
SL
✲
n1
✲
n2
✲ ✲
nL
(71)
where λ0 = λ, S = S0, the top row of (71) consists of the path p (possibly
with empty moves interspersed), each Si is a strip with S˜ = SL maximal, the ni
are (possibly empty) moves, the bottom row of (71) is the path q, and for each
1 ≤ i ≤ L, the diagram
λi−1 λi
µi−1 µi
✲m
i
❄
Si−1
❄
Si
✲
ni
(72)
defines an augmentation move if mi is empty, or the pushout of a compatible pair
if mi is not empty.
The main technical work in this paper is to establish the following existence and
uniqueness properties of pushout sequences.
Proposition 145. Each initial pair (S,p) admits a canonical pushout sequence,
which repeatedly maximizes the current strip and pushes out the resulting maximal
strip with the next move, and ends with maximization.
We prove Proposition 145 in Subsection 7.1 by giving an algorithm which com-
putes the canonical pushout sequence.
Proposition 146. Pushout sequences take equivalent paths to equivalent paths.
That is, if (S,p) and (S,p′) are initial pairs with p ≡ p′ and there are pushout
sequences from (S,p) and (S,p′) that produce the final pairs (S˜,q) and (S˜′,q′)
respectively, then S˜ = S˜′ and q ≡ q′.
It follows that pushout sequences define a map (S, [p])→ (S˜, [q]) where (S,p) is
an initial pair and (S˜,q) is a final pair with S˜ maximal, fitting the diagram (70).
The special case p′ = p of Proposition 146 is proved in Subsection 7.2. The
general case is proved in Section 8.
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7.1. Canonical pushout sequence. The following algorithm PushoutSequence
produces a canonical pushout sequence from (S = µ/λ,p). It suffices to produce
the path q, as the output strip S˜ is defined by the last elements of p and q. We
may assume that p = (λ = λ0, λ1, . . . , λL) has no empty moves and mi is the move
from λi−1 to λi. Let
PushoutCompatiblePair(ρ, λi−1, λi)
compute the following pushout and return η
λi−1 λi
ρ η
✲m
i
❄
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣✲
(73)
as specified in Subsections 5.4 and 5.5 if mi is a row move and 6.5 and 6.6 if mi is
a column move.
proc PushoutSequence(µ, λ, p):
local q := (µ), q′
ρ := µ
for i from 1 to length(p):
q′ = MaximizeStrip(ρ, λi−1)
extend q by q′
ρ := last(q′)
ρ := PushoutCompatiblePair(ρ, λi−1, λi)
append ρ to q
q′ := MaximizeStrip(ρ, λ)
extend q by q′
return q
This procedure builds up a path q, implemented as a list of shapes. The variable
q is initialized to be the list with a single item µ. For each move mi in p, the
current strip is maximized. By Propositions 125 and 141, the resulting initial pair
is compatible and hence its pushout with the current move is well-defined. The
output strip (given by the last shapes in q and p respectively) is maximal due to
the last invocation of MaximizeStrip. The “extension” step takes the path q, given
as a list of k-shapes, and extends it by the path q′. Note that the last element of q
equals the first element of q′.
7.2. Pushout sequences from (S, p) are equivalent. In this subsection we
prove the following result, which is the p = p′ case of Proposition 146.
Proposition 147. Let S = µ/λ be a strip and p a path in Π from λ to ν. Then
any two pushout sequences from (S,p) produce the same strip and equivalent paths.
We shall reduce the proof of Proposition 147 to that of Proposition 148 and then
use the rest of the subsection to prove the latter.
Consider the setup of Proposition 147. By induction on the number of moves in
p we may assume that p = m is a single move. We may assume that one of the
pushout sequences to be compared, is the canonical one, which first passes from
the strip S to its maximization Smax by the augmentation path r, then does the
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pushout push(Smax,m) = (S
′′, m˜), and finally maximizes the resulting strip via the
augmentation path r˜, resulting in the maximal strip S˜ and the path q = r˜m˜r.
Consider any other pushout sequence from (S,m), which produces (S˜′,q′), say.
Suppose the first operation in this pushout sequence is an augmentation move m′.
The move m′ is the first in the output path q′; let the path q˜ be the rest of q′. Let
t be any augmentation path from m′ ∪ S to its maximization. By Proposition 91,
this maximization is equal to Smax and tm
′ ≡ r. We have
q′ = q˜m′ ≡ r˜m˜tm′ ≡ r˜m˜r = q, (74)
which holds by induction since q˜ and r˜m˜t are equivalent, being produced from the
same pair (m′ ∪ S,m) by pushout sequences, with m′ ∪ S closer to maximal than
S.
We may therefore assume that the first operation in the pushout sequence pro-
ducing (S˜′,q′), is a pushout, and in particular that (S,m) is compatible. Let
push(S,m) = (S′,M). Writing q′ = q˜M , q˜ is an augmentation path that maxi-
mizes S′ and produces S˜′.
We may also assume that S is not already maximal, for otherwise there is only
one way to begin the pushout sequence from (S,m). Then r is nonempty; let its
first move be x and r′ the remainder of r. Since x is a move in the canonical
maximization of S, it is a maximal completion move that augments S.
We apply Proposition 148, using the label S′∪x˜ for the front right upward arrow.
Let y be an augmentation path that maximizes the strip S′ ∪ x˜. We have
q′ = q˜M ≡ yx˜M ≡ yM˜x ≡ r˜m˜r′x = q.
The first equivalence holds by Proposition 91 since both q˜ and yx˜ are maximizations
of S′. The second holds by the equivalence of the top face of (75) in Proposition
148. The third equivalence holds by induction since yM˜ and r˜m˜r′ are equivalent,
being the paths produced by two pushout sequences from (S ∪ x,m) with S ∪ x
closer to maximal than S.
Thus we have reduced the proof of Proposition 147 to that of Proposition 148.
Proposition 148. Let (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) be a compatible initial pair with
push(S,m) = (S′,M) and let x = κ/µ be a maximal completion move that augments
S. Then we have the commuting cube
µ κ
· η
λ λ
ν ν
  ✠
M
✲x
♣
♣
♣
♣✠
M˜
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣✲˜x
✻
S
✲
∅
  ✠m   ✠m
✻
S∪x
✲
∅
✻
S′
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
✻˜
S
(75)
in which vertical edges are strips and other edges are moves, the left and right faces
are pushouts, the front and back faces are augmentations, and the top face is an
elementary equivalence.
Lemma 149. Let x be a maximal completion row move and m a row move on λ
such that x and m interfere and x is above m. Then (x,m) is lower-perfectible.
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Proof. Let a = (r, c) be the lowest cell of the initial string t of x. Then c− is
a negatively modified column of m and cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c− − 1. We claim that
b = botc(∂λ) and b
− = botc−(∂λ) are on the same row. This follows from the
estimate hλ(b) ≥ hλ(b−) − 1 = k − 1 and the assumption that t is maximal. It
follows that there is a (m ∗ λ)-addable corner in the row containing b− and b by
Remark 13. The rest of the proof is similar to Lemma 93. 
Lemma 150. Let x be a maximal completion column move and m a column move
from λ such that x and m interfere and x is below m. Then (x,m) is the transpose
analogue of a lower-perfectible interfering pair of row moves.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 149. 
Lemma 151. Let (S = µ/λ,m = ν/λ) be a compatible initial pair, push(S,m) =
(S′,M) and let x = η/µ be a maximal completion move for S. Then x and M
define an elementary equivalence.
Proof. By the definition of pushout, if m is a row (resp. column) move then M is
either a row (resp. column) move or empty. In some cases it will be shown that
(S ∪ x,m) is compatible. In that case we write push(S ∪ x,m) = (S˜, M˜).
I) m is a row move and x a maximal completion row move.
Suppose first that x and M intersect. Then the first string s ∈ x must intersect
a string t of M . Since x is maximal, M cannot continue below x. Let us suppose
that M continues above x. Let b′ be the first cell in s; it is a lower augmentable
corner for some modified column c of S containing a cell a. It follows that t must
contain a cell b in column c (on top of a). But b ∈ S′ as well and S′ is a horizontal
strip so a ∈ m. It is clear that t must be part ofmcomp, but this contradicts Lemma
127. Thus if x and M intersect, they satisfy an elementary row equivalence.
Now suppose that x and M interfere. If x is above M then by Lemma 149 a
lower perfection Mper exists. Note that we can then easily check that (S ∪ x,m) is
compatible. Then M˜ = M ∪Mper and S˜ = S′ ∪ x ∪Mper (see (75)). If M occurs
above x, let c be the leftmost positively modified column of M . By definition of
pushout, c is not a positively modified column of S. And for x to be a completion
move, c− needs to be a positively modified column of S. Since cs(µ)c = cs(µ)c− − 1
we thus have cs(λ)c = cs(λ)c− . Therefore for c to be a positively modified column of
M , all the negatively modified columns of x had to be positively modified columns
ofm. Therefore, the strings ofm that are contiguous to strings of x are all continued
above and below in S ∪ x. Since (S,m) is compatible, this gives that (S ∪ x,m) is
compatible with M˜ = M ∪Mper and S˜ = S′ ∪x∪Mper, where Mper is given by the
strings of m that are contiguous to strings of x pushed above one cell. It is then
easy to see that (x,M) is upper perfectible by Mper.
If M is empty then it is easy to check that (S ∪ x,m) is compatible (with
pushout (S˜, M˜), say) such that either M˜ is empty or M˜ is a row move from x ∗ µ
and x˜ := M˜ ∪ x is a row move from µ with M˜ extending the strings of x above.
Either way we obtain an elementary equivalence x˜M ≡ M˜x.
II) m is a row move and x is a maximal completion column move.
Let M and x be intersecting moves. We show that x continues above and below
M , so that M and x satisfy an elementary equivalence. Since a row and a column
move cannot be matched above and cannot be matched below, it suffices to show
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that M does not continue above x and does not continue below x. Suppose that
M continues above x. Let b be the highest cell of M ∩ x and s the string in M
containing b. Let a be the cell above and contiguous to b in s. By the maximality of
x, a has to lie above a cell of S. So the string s of M was pushed above during the
pushout. Hence the cell below b is also in S. This contradicts the fact that x is a
completion move. Suppose that M continues below x. Let b be the lowest cell of x
and let s be the string ofM containing b. The cell b is an upper augmentable corner
for some modified row R of S. Since M continues below x, the string s contains a
cell b′ in row R. The string s of M cannot have come from pushing above a string
of m since the cell below b is not in S by definition of upper augmentable corner.
If s ⊂ m then all cells of S in row R are also in m and thus row R cannot be a
modified row of S by reasonableness. Thus s ⊂ mcomp. Since the cell to the left
of b′ lies in µ, it cannot also lie in mcomp. So all the cells outside of λ and to the
left of b′ lie in m∩ S. But (S,m) is reasonable, so row R would not be a positively
modified row of S, a contradiction.
SupposeM and x do not intersect and are contiguous. In this caseM is above x.
Let b be the highest cell of x and a the cell of M contiguous with b. By maximality
of x, a has to lie above a cell a′ of S. But since this implies that the string s of M
that contains a was pushed above during the pushout, we have that the column of
a′ is not a modified column of S. Therefore there needs to be a cell of S below b.
But this is a contradiction to the fact that x is a completion move.
Suppose M is empty. In this case one may deduce that (S ∪ x,m) is compatible
with M˜ empty. Then x and M satisfy a trivial equivalence.
III) m is a column move and x is a maximal completion row move.
LetM and x be intersecting. By maximality of x, x continues belowM . Suppose
that M continues above x. Let b be the highest cell of x. It is a lower augmentable
corner of S associated to a modified column c of S. Since M continues above, there
is a cell a of M in column c that lies above a cell of S. Suppose a belongs to m+.
By Lemma 137, a does not belong to the first string of m+ and so there is a cell of
m+ in the row below that of a. Given that S is a horizontal strip, a lies above a cell
of m∩S and so does b by reasonableness and translation of strings in a move. But
then we have the contradiction that b lies above a cell of S. Therefore a ∈ mcomp.
By Lemma 142 the cells of mcomp are in the same column as the final string of m
and thus we get again the contradiction that b lies above a cell of m∩S. Therefore
if M and x intersect x continues above and below M .
Suppose M and x do not intersect and M and x are contiguous. M cannot be
below x due to the maximality of x. IfM is above x then a contradiction is reached
as in the previous paragraph.
Suppose M is empty. Then m is a single string that is matched above by S and
(S,m) is non-interfering. Since x is a completion row move for S, it follows that m
is matched above by S ∪ x and (S ∪ x,m) is non-interfering. Therefore (S ∪ x,m)
is compatible with M˜ empty.
Hence M and x satisfy an elementary equivalence.
IV) m is a column move and x a maximal completion column move.
LetM and x be intersecting. SupposeM continues above x. Let b be the highest
cell of x and let a be the cell of M contiguous to it from above. By maximality
of x, cell a lies above a cell of S. Therefore by Lemma 137 a belongs to mcomp
and we have as before the contradiction that x lies above a cell of m. Suppose M
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continues below x. Let s be the string of M that meets x. The bottommost cell a
of x is an upper augmentable corner of S associated to row R, say. The cell a is
also in s and since M continues below x, s has a cell b contiguous to and below a.
Since row R has a µ-addable cell contiguous to a, we deduce that it is b. The cell b
cannot belong to m since m is a vertical strip and there are cells of S to the left of
b since R is a modified row of S. Neither can b belong to m+ since in this case R
could not be a modified row of S by normality. So a and b belong to mcomp. Since
mcomp does not lie above the last string of m (otherwise there would be a cell of S
below a), there is an upper augmentable corner of S below a by Lemma 143. This
contradicts the assumption that x is a maximal completion column move.
Now suppose that x and M interfere. As in (I), Lemma 150 covers the case
where M is above x. And if M is below x, the transpose of the argument given in
(I), shows that (M,x) satisfies the transpose analogue of an upper-perfectible pair
of interfering row moves.
Suppose M is empty. Then m consists of a single string that is matched above
by S and (S,m) is non-interfering. Since m is also contained in S ∪ x we see that
(S ∪ x,m) is normal. Suppose m is matched above by S ∪ x. The case that special
interference occurs for (S ∪ x,m), is handled by Lemma 152 below; in particular
M and x satisfy an elementary equivalence. Otherwise (S ∪x,m) is non-interfering
and therefore compatible. Then M˜ is empty, which leads to a trivial elementary
equivalence for M and x. Otherwise m is continued above by S ∪ x. Then the
negatively modified row of x is the positively modified row of m (say the r-th) and
∆rs(S)r = 1. In this case one may deduce the noninterference of (S ∪ x,m) from
that of (S,m). Therefore (S ∪ x,m) is compatible. We have M˜ = m+ (where m+
is defined for the pair (S ∪ x,m)) which is continued above by x to be a column
move x ∪ M˜ from µ.
Hence M and x satisfy an elementary equivalence. 
Lemma 152. Suppose m = s is a column move such that push(S,m) = (S \m, ∅),
and suppose that x is a maximal completion column move from µ such that (S∪x,m)
is in the special interference case. Then (S ∪ x,m) is pushout-perfectible, with
mcomp such that push(S ∪ x,m) = ((S ∪ x ∪mcomp) \m,mcomp). Moreover mcomp
corresponds to m shifted up one cell and mcomp extends x above to a column move
from µ.
Proof. Let η = x ∗ µ. By assumption m ⊂ S, the single string of m matches S ∪ x
above, and rs(η)/rs(ν) is not a horizontal strip where ν = m ∗ λ.
In this case, we must have rs(η)R+ = rs(µ)R, with R the negatively modified row
of m and R+ the positively modified row of x. Let b be the leftmost cell in ∂η in
row R+, and let c be the leftmost cell in ∂λ in row R. We claim that b and c lie in
the same column.
Since the hook-length of c in λ is k by definition of moves, we have from rs(µ)R =
rs(η)R+ that the hook-length of b in η is k − 1 or k. In the case that it is equal to
k− 1 we easily see that b and c lie in the same column. In the other case, the claim
follows from Lemma 101(3).
The rest of the proof is then exactly as in the proof of Proposition 141. 
Proof of Proposition 148. The existence of an equivalence M˜x = x˜M is guaranteed
by Lemma 151. In some cases (when M = ∅ or when (x,M) interferes) there may
be more than one choice for such an equivalence. In such cases, the proof of Lemma
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151 provides a particular M˜ . In the other casesM and x define a unique elementary
equivalence which uniquely specifies M˜ .
It suffices to show that (S∪x,m) is compatible and that push(S∪x,m) = (S˜, M˜)
for some strip S˜ and with M˜ specified as above. It will then follow that x˜ augments
S′ to give S˜.
Let κ and η be defined by S ∪ x = κ/λ and η = M˜ ∗ κ. We will use the criteria
of Propositions 126 and Proposition 144. It is clear that (when it is nonempty) M˜
has the same diagram asM which has the same diagram as m. It is also clear from
the commutativity of the top face that ν ⊂ η. It remains to check Condition (1) of
Proposition 126 (or Proposition 144).
I) m and x are row moves. The proof of Lemma 151 deals with the cases where
(x,M) is interfering. If (S ∪ x,m) interferes while (S,m) does not, then x and M
interfere and this case has already been covered. Suppose that (S,m) interferes
while (S ∪ x,m) does not. In this case the negatively modified columns of m are
immediately to the left of the negatively modified columns of x, and we have that
x and M are matched above with x continuing below M . So we get
ecs(S ∪ x,m) = cs(λ) + ∆cs(S ∪ x) + ∆cs(m
′)
= cs(µ) + ∆cs(x) + ∆cs(m
′)
= cs(µ) + ∆cs(x˜) + ∆cs(M).
If some (but not all) positively modified columns of m are negatively modified
columns of x, then M and x interfere. Hence this case has already been covered.
If the positively modified columns of m are all negatively modified columns of x,
then M = ∅, which was covered in the proof of Lemma 151.
Finally, in all the other cases (x,M) does not interfere and M is nonempty,
so that there is a unique choice for the equivalence x˜M ≡ M˜x. Moreover, the
positively modified columns of m are not negatively modified columns of x, and if
there is interference in (S,m) and (S∪x,m) then it will occur in the same positions
and require the same perfection (that is, the interference has nothing to do with
x). Let m′ be defined as usual when calculating the pushout (S ∪x,m). Let m1 be
the strings of m matched below by S. Let m2 be the strings of m matched below
by x. Then ∆cs(m
′) = ∆cs(m)−∆cs(m1 ∪m2) and we calculate:
ecs(S ∪ x,m) = perm(cs(λ) + ∆cs(S ∪ x) + ∆cs(m
′))
= perm
(
cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(x) + ∆cs(m
′)
)
= perm
(
cs(µ) + ∆cs(x) + ∆cs(m)−∆cs(m1 ∪m2)
)
= perm
(
cs(µ) + ∆cs(m)−∆cs(m1) + ∆cs(x) −∆cs(m2)
)
= perm
(
cs(µ) + ∆cs(m)−∆cs(m1)
)
+∆cs(x˜)
= cs(µ) + ∆cs(M) + ∆cs(x˜).
II) m is a row move and x is a column move. Notice that ∆cs(S) = ∆cs(S ∪ x)
and the strips S and S ∪ x modify the same columns. Therefore ecs(S ∪ x,m) =
ecs(S,m) = cs(η) and the result follows immediately.
III) m is a column move and x is a row move. This is similar to case II).
IV) m and x are column moves. This case is basically the same as case I), except
that special care needs to be taken when there is special interference. Suppose there
is special interference in (S ∪ x,m) but none in (S,m). In this case, if m ⊂ S, then
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we are done by Lemma 152. If m ∩ S = ∅, then m ⊆ x and (S,m) were interfering
(not special interference). Therefore push(S,m) = (S ∪mcomp,m ∪mcomp) giving
push(S ∪ x,m) = ((S ∪ x ∪ mcomp) \ m,mcomp) and the equivalence mcompx =
(x \m)(m ∪mcomp) completing the cube.
Suppose there is special interference in (S,m) but none in (S ∪ x,m). In this
case the negatively modified row of m is immediately below the negatively modified
row of x, and we have that x and M are matched below. So we have as in case I)
ers(S ∪ x,m) = rs(λ) + ∆rs(S ∪ x) + ∆rs(m
′)
= rs(µ) + ∆rs(x) + ∆rs(m
′)
= rs(µ) + ∆rs(x˜) + ∆rs(M).
All the other cases are as in case I). 
8. Pushouts of equivalent paths are equivalent
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 146. By Proposition 147 it
suffices to show that there exist pushout sequences starting from (S,p) and (S,p′)
respectively, such that the resulting final pairs (S˜,q) and (S˜′,q′), satisfy S˜ = S˜′
and q ≡ q′. By Proposition 145 we may assume that both pushout sequences start
by maximizing the strip S. We may therefore assume that S is already maximal.
Since equivalences in the k-shape poset are generated by elementary equivalences,
we may assume by induction on the length of the paths, that p = n˜m ≡ m˜n = p′
is an elementary equivalence starting at λ.
To summarize, it suffices to show that given the elementary equivalence n˜m ≡
m˜n starting at λ and a λ-addable maximal strip S, there exist pushout sequences
from (S, n˜m) and (S, m˜n), producing (S˜, N˜M) and (S˜′, M˜N) respectively, such
that S˜ = S˜′ and N˜M ≡ M˜N .
Since S is maximal, (S,m) and (S, n) are compatible. Let push(S,m) = (Sm,M)
and push(S, n) = (Sn, N). This furnishes the three faces touching the vertex λ in
the cube pictured in (76), and all vertices except ω.
µ ρ
η ω
λ κ
ν θ
  ✠
M
✲N
♣
♣
♣
♣✠
M˜
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣✲N˜
✻
S
✲
n
  ✠m   ✠m˜
✻
Sn
✲
n˜
✻
Sm
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
✻˜S (76)
It suffices to prove the following.
(1) If n˜ 6= ∅ then (Sm, n˜) is compatible. Let push(Sm, n˜) = (S˜, N˜) with final
shape ω.
(2) If m˜ 6= ∅ then (Sn, m˜) is compatible. Let push(Sn, m˜) = (S˜′, M˜) with final
shape ω′.
(3) We may assume not both m˜ and n˜ are empty.
(a) If n˜ 6= ∅ and m˜ 6= ∅ then ω = ω′ and N˜M ≡ M˜N is an elementary
equivalence.
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(b) If n˜ 6= ∅ and m˜ = ∅ then (with ω defined by (1)) ω/ρ is a move and
the right face of (76) defines an augmentation move.
(c) If m˜ 6= ∅ and n˜ = ∅ then (with ω = ω′ defined by (2)) ω/η is a move
and the front face of (76) defines an augmentation move.
8.1. Pushout of equivalences.
Lemma 153. Suppose (m,n) is an interfering pair of row (resp. column) moves
from λ which is (either lower- or upper-) perfectible by adding the set of cells mnper.
Suppose S = µ/λ is a maximal strip. Then for each string s ∈ mnper, we have
s ∩ S = ∅ or s ⊂ S.
Proof. Let s be a string of mnper and let x, y ∈ s be contiguous cells with x ∈ S
while y 6∈ S. Suppose x is above y. We may assume that y is µ-addable, for
otherwise we may shift left or down to another string of mnper. Then the column
of x is a modified column of S and so y is a lower augmentable corner of S, a
contradiction. Suppose x is below y. Then the row of x is a modified row of S and
so y is an upper augmentable corner of S, again a contradiction. 
Lemma 154. Suppose M and N interfere. Then so do m and n.
Proof. We first suppose that M and N are row moves and we assume without loss
of generality that M is above N . Let cN be the rightmost negatively modified
column of N , so that c+N is the leftmost positively modified column of M . Since
M and N interfere we have cs(µ)cN = cs(µ)c+N
+ 1. Now let cn be the rightmost
negatively modified column of n, and let cm be the leftmost positively modified
column of M . Since strings of M and N are translates of those of m and n we have
cs(µ)cN = cs(λ)cn and cs(µ)c+N
= cs(λ)cm . But then cs(λ)cn = cs(λ)cm + 1 so m
and n interfere.
When M and N are column moves, the proof is similar. 
Lemma 155. Let (m,n) be a pair of moves from λ that define an elementary
equivalence and let S = µ/λ be a maximal strip. Write push(S,m) = (Sm,M) and
push(S, n) = (Sn, N). Then the pair (M,N) defines an elementary equivalence.
Proof. I) m and n are row moves. We may assume that M and N are nonempty.
By Lemma 112 the final string of m and of n is not matched below by S.
Suppose M and N do not intersect. Since both are row moves they are not
contiguous. If (M,n) is non-interfering then they satisfy an elementary equivalence.
So we may assume that (M,N) is interfering. By Lemma 154, (m,n) is interfering.
Without loss of generality letm be above n. First suppose (m,n) is lower-perfectible
by adding the set of cells mnper. If (S,m) is non-interfering then by Lemma 153,
(M,N) is lower-perfectible where MNper lies in a subset of the columns of mnper
(even if (S, n) interfered). If (S,m) is interfering then (M,N) is lower-perfectible;
the required additional strings for MNper (which lie on the same set of rows; see
Proposition 125) can be constructed using the technique of Lemma 93. If (m,n) is
upper-perfectible, one may similarly show that (M,N) is upper-perfectible.
Otherwise we may assume that M and N intersect. By the definition of row
equivalence we may assume that there exist strings s and t ofM and N respectively
such that s continues above t while t continues below s.
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Suppose the string s (resp. t) belongs to mcomp (resp. ncomp) and the string t
(resp. s) comes from a string of n (resp. of m) that was pushed above. Then we
obtain the contradiction that Sm (resp. Sn) is not a horizontal strip.
Suppose the string s (resp. t) belongs to mcomp (resp. ncomp) and the string t
(resp. s) is a string of n (resp. m). By Proposition 125 mcomp (resp. ncomp) lies
on the rows of the last string of m (resp. n), yielding the contradiction that m and
n already intersected and did not satisfy an elementary equivalence.
Suppose the string s (resp. t) belongs to m (resp. n) and the string t (resp. s)
was pushed above. This is a contradiction since m, n, and S are all λ-addable.
In all other cases, one deduces the contradiction that m and n meet but do not
satisfy an elementary equivalence.
II) m is a row move and n is a column move. It suffices to check that M and
N are reasonable and non-contiguous.
Suppose M and N are not reasonable. Let s and t be strings of M and N
respectively that are not reasonable.
Suppose the strings s and t belong tomcomp and ncomp respectively. Let a ∈ s∩t.
By Proposition 141, a ∈ s = ncomp lies atop a cell b of n. In particular b 6∈ λ. Since
a ∈M and M is a λ∪S-addable horizontal strip, b ∈ λ∪S, that is, b ∈ S. Then we
have the contradiction that either Sm is not a horizontal strip or m and n already
intersected and did not satisfy an elementary equivalence.
Suppose the strings s and t come from strings of m and n that have been pushed
up and right respectively. Then we have the contradiction that either Sn is not a
horizontal strip or m and n already intersected and did not satisfy an elementary
equivalence.
Suppose the string s belongs to mcomp and the string t is a string of n. By
Proposition 125 mcomp lies on the rows of the last string of m. This leads to the
contradiction that m and n already intersected and did not satisfy an elementary
equivalence.
All the other cases can easily be ruled out.
Now suppose M and N are contiguous. Suppose M is above N . Let x and y
be cells of M and N respectively that are contiguous. Suppose y ∈ ncomp. By
Proposition 141 it follows that the cell y− just below y is in n and row(y−) is a
modified row of n. This implies that the cell below x does not belong to λ and
thus needs to belong to S. Therefore x cannot be part of mcomp since otherwise Sm
would not be a horizontal strip by Lemma 127. So the string that contains x was
pushed up during the pushout. But then we have the contradiction that m and n
are contiguous.
Suppose that y belongs to a string of n that was pushed right during the pushout.
In this case the row of y is not a modified row of S and we have that the cell x−
immediately to the left of x is also in S, but x− /∈ m for otherwise m and n
would already be contiguous. By Proposition 125 it follows that x 6∈ mcomp. Since
x− ∈ S it follows that x was pushed up during push(S,m). c = col(x) is not a
modified column of S and we get that the cell below y is also in S, which yields the
contradiction cs(λ)c− = cs(λ)c.
Finally, suppose that y belongs to n. Since m and n are not contiguous x does
not belong to m. If x ∈ mcomp then by Proposition 125 there is a cell z in its row
that belongs to m. But then a hook-length analysis shows that the column of z
cannot be a modified column of m, a contradiction. So x belongs to a string of M
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that was pushed up during the pushout. Hence the column of x is not a modified
column of S and there is a cell of S ∩ n below y that is contiguous with the cell
below x, contradicting the assumption that m and n are not contiguous.
The case in which M is below N , is similar.
III) m and n are column moves. The proof is similar to that of I) (using the
fact that the perfection of a column move lies on the same columns as its final
string). 
8.2. Commuting cube (non-degenerate case). Suppose thatm,n, m˜, n˜,M and
N are non-empty. Then the following cube commutes
µ ρ
η ω
λ κ
ν θ
  ✠
M
✲N
  ✠
M˜
✲N˜
✻
S
✲
n
  ✠m   ✠m˜
✻
Sn
✲
n˜
✻
Sm
✻˜
S (77)
so that the two horizontal faces are elementary equivalences and the four vertical
faces are pushouts. The three faces touching λ are assumed to be given.
By Lemma 155, the top face defines an elementary equivalence. Since M and N
are non-empty ω is determined uniquely.
We will use Proposition 126 (or Proposition 144) to show that there exists a S˜
such that push(Sm, n˜) = (S˜, N˜) and push(Sn, m˜) = (S˜, M˜).
Preliminary claim: Conditions (2) and (3) of Proposition 126 (or Proposi-
tion 144) hold.
It is obvious that conditions (2) holds since by definition of pushouts and equiv-
alences, M and N are moves whose strings have the same diagrams respectively
as m and n and thus M˜ and N˜ are moves whose strings have the same diagram
respectively as m˜ and n˜ (M and N interfere in this case if and only if m and n in-
terfere). We will now see that condition (3) also holds, that is that θ ⊂ ω. Suppose
m and n are row moves. Strings of m˜ that are strings of m are obviously contained
in ω. Suppose s+ is a string of m˜ that corresponds to a string s of m that has been
pushed up (let’s say it intersected with string t of n) . Then s ⊂ t ∈ n and we
either have t ⊂ S or t∩S = ∅. In the former case, s+ ∈M and thus s+ ⊂ ω. In the
latter case, s ∈M ∩N with t ∈ N and thus s+ ∈ M˜ , which gives s+ ⊂ ω. Finally,
suppose that s is a string in the perfection mnper of m and n. By Lemma 153, we
either have s ⊂ S or s ∩ S = ∅. In the former case, obviously s ⊂ ω. In the latter
case, since M and N are not empty by hypothesis, we have that (M,N) interferes.
In every case s will belong to MNper and will thus belong to ω. If m and n are
column moves, or if m is a row move and n is a column move, then condition (3) is
shown in a similar way.
To check that the vertical faces are pushouts, it remains to verify condition (1)
of Proposition 126 (or Proposition 144).
We will use the fact (see the proof of Lemma 155) that if (m,n) is interfering
and lower (resp. upper) perfectible and (M,N) is interfering, then (M,N) is lower
(resp. upper) perfectible.
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I) m and n are row moves. Let mcomp and ncomp be the sets of cells added in
the pushout perfections of (S,m) and (S, n) respectively; they are empty in the non-
interfering case. Also let mnper denote the set of cells defining the lower or upper
perfection of (m,n), if it exists. We will repeatedly use the fact (Proposition 125)
that mcomp (resp. ncomp) all lie on the same row as the last string of m (resp. n).
Main claim:
ecs(Sm, n˜) = cs(ω) = ecs(Sn, m˜) (78)
To prove (78), it suffices to make a calculation with modified columns.
We shall be dividing our study into four cases according to the type of row
equivalence: m and n do not interact, m and n are matched below, m and n are
matched above, and m and n interfere.
8.2.1. m and n do not interact. By Lemma 154, M and N do not interfere. Fur-
thermore, since mcomp (resp. ncomp) all lie on the same row as the last string of
m (resp. n), we have that mcomp does not interact with n, ncomp does not interact
with m, and mcomp does not interact with ncomp. In particular, M and N do not
interact. It is thus not difficult to see that we obtain
ecs(Sm, n˜) = cs(ω) = ecs(Sn, m˜) = cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′) + ∆cs(n
′)
+ ∆cs(mcomp) + ∆cs(ncomp)
where m′ and n′ originate respectively from (S,m) and (S, n).
8.2.2. m and n are matched below, with m continuing above n. By Lemma 66, n
has rank greater than m. By maximality of S, we see that mcomp and ncomp cannot
intersect. Thus, by Lemma 66 applied to M and N , positively modified columns
of mcomp are positively modified columns of n. We conclude that there are three
interesting types of modified columns of S (the other types interact in a manner that
was covered in 8.2.1): (a) those which are positively modified columns of both m
and n, (b) those which are immediately to the right of negatively modified columns
of m and cause interference, and (c) those which are immediately to the right of
negatively modified columns of n and cause interference. Each such column will
affect the vectors in (78) at three different indices: (+) a positively modified column
of m ∪mcomp or n ∪ ncomp, (−m) a negatively modified column of m ∪mcomp, or
(−n) a negatively modified column of n ∪ ncomp. For each of the cases (a), (b)
and (c), we draw a cube whose edges give the entries (−m), (−n), (+) associated to
the corresponding move or strip in the cube (77). The commutation of the three
cubes implies that (78) is satisfied. We will write 1¯ to denote a negatively modified
column.
case (a)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,1¯,1
 ✠1¯,0,1  ✠1¯,1,0
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✻1,0,0
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case (b)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
1¯,0,1
✲0,1¯,1
 ✠
1¯,1,0
✲0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,1¯,1
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,1¯,1
✻
0,0,1
✻0,1,0
case (c)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,1¯,1
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,1¯,1
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✻0,0,1
As an example of how to read these tables: if we look at a modified column
c of S of type (a), there is a string s ∈ m and a string t ∈ n which end on the
same column. Suppose the negatively modified column of s is c′ and that of t is c′′.
Then reading the edge corresponding to m˜ in the cube in case (a), we get that the
changes in cs across m˜ in columns c′, c′′, and c, are −1, 1, and 0 respectively.
8.2.3. m and n are matched above, with m continuing below n. By Lemma 66, n has
greater rank than m. The rightmost positively modified column of n agrees with
that of the rightmost negatively modified column of m˜. Therefore, if push(Sn, m˜)
involves interference due to cells of S ∩ Sn, then one can deduce that all positively
modified columns of n are positively modified columns of S. But this implies that
n′ = ∅ in the pushout of (S, n), which (without the existence of a modified column
of S which causes interference with m and n) leads to an empty move N which
we assume is not the case. We conclude that there are three interesting types
of modified columns of S: (a) those which are positively modified columns of n
but not m, (b) those which are positively modified columns of m but not n, and
(c) those which are immediately to the right of negatively modified columns of
both m and n and cause interference (with both m and n). Note that case (b)
is especially interesting: interference always occurs when calculating push(Sm, n˜).
We list vectors in the indices: (−) negatively modified columns of n ∪ ncomp, (+n)
positively modified columns of n ∪ ncomp, and (+m) positively modified columns
of m ∪mcomp. For each of the cases (a), (b) and (c), we draw a cube whose edges
give the entries (−), (+n), (+m) associated to the corresponding move or strip in
the cube (77).
case (a)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✲
1¯,1,0
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
1¯,1,0
✻
0,1,0
✻1,0,0
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case (b)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲1¯,1,0
 ✠
0,0,0
✲1¯,1,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
1¯,1,0
 ✠1¯,0,1  ✠0,1¯,1
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✻0,1,0
case (c)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
1¯,0,1
✲1¯,1,0
 ✠
0,1¯,1
✲0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,0,0
✻
0,0,1
✻0,0,1
8.2.4. (m,n) is interfering and upper-perfectible with m above n. Then (M,N) is
interfering and upper-perfectible with M above N . The set of cells m ∪ n˜ = n ∪ m˜
is a horizontal strip, so there are no unexpected coincidences of modified columns.
There are three interesting types of modified columns of S: (a) those which are
positively modified columns of n, (b) those which are positively modified columns
of m, and (c) those which are immediately to the right of negatively modified
columns of m, and cause interference. Note that modified columns of S are not
negatively modified columns of mnper by maximality of S. Also note that all the
modified columns of S in case (b) cause interference with n.
The edges of the cubes give vectors in the indices: (−m) negatively modified
columns of m ∪ mnper ∪ mcomp, (−n + m) negatively modified columns of n or
positively modified columns of m ∪mcomp, and (+n) positively modified columns
of n ∪ ncomp.
case (a)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,1¯,1
 ✠0,0,0  ✠1¯,1,0
✻
0,1,0
✲
1¯,0,1
✻
0,0,1
✻1,0,0
case (b)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,1¯,1
 ✠
1¯,1,0
✲1¯,0,1
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠1¯,1,0  ✠1¯,1,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✻0,0,1
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case (c)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
1¯,1,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
1¯,1,0
✲0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✻0,1,0
8.2.5. (m,n) is interfering and lower-perfectible withm above n. In this case (M,N)
is interfering and lower-perfectible with M above N . We first observe that the pos-
itively modified columns of mnper are not modified columns of S, for otherwise all
the positively modified columns of n would be modified columns of S (and thus
N = ∅). There are three interesting types of modified columns of S: (a) those
which are positively modified columns of n, (b) those which are positively modified
columns of m, and (c) those which are immediately to the right of negatively mod-
ified columns of m, and cause interference. Note that if mcomp is non-empty, the
leftmost positively modified column of it will always interfere with the rightmost
negatively modified column of mnper ⊂ n˜ in the calculation of push(Sm, n˜).
The edges of the cubes give vectors in the indices: (−m) negatively modified
columns of m ∪ mcomp, (−n + m) negatively modified columns of n ∪ mnper or
positively modified columns of m ∪mcomp, and (+n) positively modified columns
of n ∪mnper (and also positively modified columns of the perfection arising from
push(Sm, n˜)).
case (a)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,0,0
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,1¯,1
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,1¯,1
✻
0,0,1
✻0,1,0
case (b)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,1¯,1
 ✠
0,0,0
✲0,1¯,1
✻
0,1,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠1¯,1,0  ✠1¯,0,1
✻
0,0,1
✲
0,1¯,1
✻
1,0,0
✻1,0,0
case (c)
· ·
· ·
· ·
· ·
 ✠
1¯,1,0
✲0,0,0
 ✠
1¯,0,1
✲0,1¯,1
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,0,0
 ✠0,0,0  ✠0,0,0
✻
1,0,0
✲
0,0,0
✻
0,1,0
✻0,0,1
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II) m is a row move and n is a column move. We need to show that
ecs(S,m) = cs(ω) = ecs(Sn, m˜) and ers(S, n) = rs(ω) = ers(Sm, n˜). We will prove
the first equality, and the second one will follow from the same principles. We need
to show that
perm(cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′)) = perm˜(cs(κ) + ∆cs(Sn) + ∆cs(m˜
′)) .
We have that cs(λ) = cs(κ) (n is a column move) and ∆cs(S) = ∆cs(Sn) (N is a
column move and cs(λ) = cs(κ)). Since m and m˜ are row moves affecting the same
columns (by definition of mixed equivalences) and S and Sn are strips with the
same modified columns, we have that ∆cs(m
′) = ∆cs(m˜
′). Therefore
cs(λ) + ∆cs(S) + ∆cs(m
′) = cs(κ) + ∆cs(Sn) + ∆cs(m˜
′)
The perfections of m and m˜ are the same (given ∆cs(m
′) = ∆cs(m˜
′)), and the
equality follows.
III) m and n are column moves. The proof is basically the same as when m
and n are row moves.
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8.3. Commuting cube (degenerate case M = ∅). Suppose that m,n, m˜ and
n˜ are non-empty and that M = ∅. Then one can check that we have one of the
following two situations:
µ ρ
µ ρ
λ κ
ν θ
  ✠
∅
✲N
  ✠
∅
✲N
✻
S
✲
n
  ✠m   ✠m˜
✻
Sn
✲
n˜
✻
S\m
✻˜
S
(79)
or
µ ρ
µ η σ
λ κ
ν θ θ
  ✠
∅
✲N
  ✠
M˜
✲N˜ ✲x
✻
S
✲
n
  ✠m   ✠m˜
✻
Sn
✻
S\m
✲
n˜
✻ˆ
S
✲
∅
✻˜
S (80)
One obtains the commuting cube (79) except when (m,n) interferes and the per-
fection mnper is made of strings that are translates of those of m, in which case
one obtains the commuting cube (80). We consider the case that m and n are row
moves as the column move case is similar. The exceptionsl situation can occur in
two ways: either n is above m and the lower perfection exists, or m is above n and
the upper perfection exists.
Suppose first that n is above m. Let mnper = n¯I ∪ n¯F where n¯I are the strings of
mnper whose positively modified columns (resp. rows) are modified columns (resp.
rows) of S. Suppose n = nI ∪nF where nI are the strings of n whose prolongation
in mnper is given by n¯I . Suppose (S, n) interferes with pushout perfection given
by ncomp (if there is no interference then the situation is simpler). Then (Sn, m˜)
also interferes; let n¯comp be the cells which define the pushout perfection. Finally,
(S \ m, n˜) also interferes with pushout perfection given by ncomp ∪ n¯comp. Then
N = n+I ∪n
+
F ∪ncomp, N˜ = n
+
F ∪ n¯
+
F ∪ncomp ∪ n¯comp, M˜ = n¯
+
F ∪ n¯comp, and x = n
+
I
are such that M˜N ≡ xN˜ is an elementary equivalence. The last vertical face is
then such that x is an augmentation move. Note that n¯I may be empty in which
case x is empty and we have an ordinary cube but with M˜ 6= ∅.
Suppose m is above n. Let n = nI ∪ nF where nI consists of the strings of
n whose positively modified columns are positively modified columns of S. Let
mnper = n¯I ∪ n¯F where n¯I consists of the strings of mnper that extend the strings
of nI above. Then N = n
+
F ∪ ncomp where ncomp is defined as in push(S, n) and
N˜ = n¯+F ∪ n
+
F ∪ m
+ ∪ ncomp since S \ m and n˜ interfere and its completion is
m+ ∪ ncomp. With M˜ = n¯F ∪ m+ and x = ∅ we are in the situation of the
commuting cube (80).
8.4. Commuting cube (degenerate case m = ∅). Suppose thatm = ∅ and that
m˜n = n˜∅ is an elementary equivalence. This situation can be seen as a degenerate
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case of the M = ∅ case where we have the following commuting situation.
µ ρ
µ η σ
λ κ
λ θ θ
  ✠
∅
✲N
  ✠
M˜
✲N˜ ✲x
✻
S
✲
n
 ✠∅
  ✠m˜
✻
Sn
✻
S
✲
n˜
✻ˆ
S
✲
∅
✻˜
S (81)
where vertical faces are either pushouts or augmentations moves, and where M˜N ≡
xN˜ is an elementary equivalence.
The case where x is non-empty will occur when n = nI ∪nF and m˜ = n¯I ∪ n¯F is
such that the positively modified columns (resp. rows) of n¯I are positively modified
columns (resp. rows) of S. Then N = n+I ∪n
+
F , M˜ = n¯
+
F , N˜ = n
+
F ∪ n¯
+
F and x = n
+
I
are such that M˜N ≡ xN˜ is an elementary equivalence. The last vertical face is
then such that x is an augmentation move.
8.5. Commuting cube (degenerate case m˜ = ∅). This case is similar to the
m = ∅ case. Another way to see this case is to consider that if we have n˜m ≡ ∅n
then we can use ∅n ≡ n∅ (which leads trivially to a commuting cube) to fall back
on the already treated n = ∅ case (which is equal to m = ∅ by symmetry).
9. Pullbacks
Given a strip S = µ/λ and a class of paths [p] in the k-shape poset from λ to ν,
the pushout algorithm gives rise to a maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and a unique class of
paths [q] in the k-shape poset from µ to some η:
λ ν
µ η
❄
S
✲[p]
❄
S˜
✲[q]
(82)
Our goal is to show that this process is invertible when the strip S is reverse
maximal. That is, given the maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and the class of paths [q] in
the k-shape poset from µ to η, we will describe a pullback algorithm that gives back
the maximal strip S = µ/λ and the class of paths [p] in the k-shape poset from λ
to ν. To indicate that we are in the pullback situation, the direction of the arrows
will be reversed
λ ν
µ η
✛[p]
✻
S
✛[q]
✻˜
S (83)
The situation in the reverse case is quite similar to the situation we have en-
countered so far (which we will refer to as the forward case). We will establish a
dictionary that allows to translate between the forward and reverse cases. Then
only the main results will be stated.
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10. Equivalences in the reverse case
Ifm = µ/λ is a move from λ then we say thatm is a move to µ. We writem#µ =
λ. We will use the same notation for the string decomposition m = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sℓ of
the forward case also in the reverse situation. That is, string s1 is the leftmost and
string sℓ is the rightmost. The following dictionary translates between the forward
and reverse situations:
λ ←→ µ
move m from λ ←→ move m to µ
µ = m ∗ λ ←→ λ = m#µ
leftmost (rightmost) string of m ←→ rightmost (leftmost) string of m
continues below (resp. above) ←→ continues below (resp. above)
column to the right (resp. left) ←→ column to the left (resp. right)
row above (resp. below) ←→ row below (resp. above)
shifting to the right (resp. up) ←→ shifting to the left (resp. down)
Notation 156. For two sets of cells X and Y , let ←X (Y ) (resp. ↓X (Y )) denote
the result of shifting to the left (resp. down), each row (resp. column) of Y by the
number of cells of X in that row (resp. column).
10.1. Reverse mixed elementary equivalence. Let m˜ and M˜ be respectively
a row move and a column move to γ. The contiguity of two moves is defined as in
the forward case (that is, whether two disjoint strings can be joined to form one
string).
Definition 157. A reverse mixed elementary equivalence is a relation of the form
(42) satisfying (43) arising from a row move m˜ and column move M˜ to some γ ∈ Πk,
which has one of the following forms:
(1) m˜ and M˜ do not intersect and no cell of m˜ is contiguous to a cell of M˜ .
Then m = m˜ and M = M˜ .
(2) m˜ and M˜ intersect and
(a) m˜ continues above and below M˜ . Then
m =←M˜ (m˜) and M =←m˜ (M˜)
(b) M˜ continues above and below m˜. Then
m =↓M˜ (m˜) and M =↓m˜ (M˜).
Proposition 158. If (m˜, M˜) defines a reverse mixed elementary equivalence, then
the prescribed sets of cells m and M are reverse moves such that m ∪ M˜ = M ∪ m˜
(that is, there is a shape λ = M˜#(m#γ) such that the diagram (43) commutes),
and (44) holds.
Mixed elementary equivalences and reverse mixed elementary equivalences are
inverse operations in the following sense.
Proposition 159.
(1) Suppose (m,M) is a (forward) mixed elementary equivalence. Then (m˜, M˜)
is a reverse mixed elementary equivalence (determining (m,M)).
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(2) Suppose (m˜, M˜) is a reverse mixed elementary equivalence. Then (m,M)
is a mixed elementary equivalence (determining (m˜, M˜)).
Furthermore in both cases, the type – (1), (2)(a), (2)(b) – of the equivalence is
preserved (see Definition 40).
10.2. Reverse row elementary equivalence. Let m˜ and M˜ be row moves to γ.
We say that (m˜, M˜) is interfering if m˜ and M˜ do not intersect and γ \ (m˜ ∪ M˜)
is not a k-shape (or to be more precise cs(γ \ (m˜ ∪ M˜)) is not a partition). Let
m˜ = s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sr and M˜ = s
′
1 ∪ · · · ∪ s
′
r′ interfere. We immediately have
Lemma 160. Suppose (m˜, M˜) is interfering and the top cell of m˜ is above the top
cell of M˜ . Then
(1) cs′1,u = c
+
sr ,d
. In particular, m˜ and M˜ are non-degenerate.
(2) Every cell of m is above every cell of M .
(3) cs(γ)csr,d = cs(γ)cs′
1
,u
+ 1.
Remark 161. Lemma 160 illustrates well how the forward-reverse dictionary is used.
The condition for interference in the forward case is c−s1,d = cs′r′ ,u and cs(λ)cs1,d =
cs(λ)cs′
r′
+1
+ 1 which translates into c+sr ,d = cs′1,u and cs(γ)csr,d = cs(γ)cs′1+1
+ 1 in
the reverse case.
Suppose m˜ is a move of rank r and length ℓ and M˜ is a move of rank r′ and
length ℓ′, both to γ. Suppose also that (m˜, M˜) is interfering and that the top cell
of m˜ is above the top cell of M˜ . A lower perfection (resp. upper perfection is a
k-shape of the form γ \ (m˜ ∪ M˜ ∪mper) (resp. γ \ (m˜ ∪ M˜ ∪Mper)) where mper
(resp. Mper) is a (γ \ (m˜ ∪ M˜))-removable skew shape such that m˜ ∪mper (resp.
M˜ ∪Mper) is a row move to M˜#λ (resp. m˜#λ) of rank r (resp. r′) and length
ℓ+ ℓ′ and M˜ ∪mper (resp. m˜∪Mper) is a row move to m˜#γ (resp. M˜#γ) of rank
r+ r′ and length ℓ′ (resp. ℓ). If (m˜, M˜) is interfering then it is lower (resp. upper)
perfectible if it admits a lower (resp. upper) perfection.
Definition 162. A reverse row elementary equivalence is a relation of the form
(42) satisfying (43) arising from two row moves m˜ and M˜ to some k-shape γ, which
has one of the following forms:
(1) m˜ and M˜ do not intersect and m˜ and M˜ do not interfere. Then m = m˜
and M = M˜ .
(2) (m˜, M˜) is interfering (and say the top cell of m˜ is above the top cell of M˜)
and is lower (resp. upper) perfectible by adding cells mper (resp. Mper).
Then m = m˜ ∪ mper (resp. m = m˜ ∪Mper) and M = M˜ ∪ mper (resp.
M = M˜ ∪Mper).
(3) m˜ and M˜ intersect and are matched above (resp. below). In this case
m = m˜ \ (m˜ ∩ M˜) and M = M˜ \ (m˜ ∩ M˜).
(4) m˜ and M˜ intersect and m˜ continues above and below M˜ . In this case
m =↓m˜∩M˜ (m˜) and M =↓m˜∩M˜ (M˜).
(5) M˜ = ∅ and there is a row move mper to m˜#γ such that m˜ ∪mper is a row
move to γ. Then M = mper and m = m˜ ∪mper.
In case (2),(4) and (5) the roles of m˜ and M˜ may be exchanged.
Proposition 163.
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(1) Suppose (m,M) defines a (forward) row elementary equivalence that pro-
duces the pair (m˜, M˜). Then (m˜, M˜) defines a reverse row elementary
equivalence that produces (m,M).
(2) Suppose (m˜, M˜) defines a reverse row elementary equivalence that produces
the pair (m,M). Then (m,M) defines a row elementary equivalence that
produces (m˜, M˜).
Furthermore we have:
• (m,M) is in Case (1) if and only if (m˜, M˜) is in Case (1)
• (m,M) is in Case (2) or (5) if and only if (m˜, M˜) is in Case (3)
• (m,M) is in Case (3) if and only if (m˜, M˜) is in Case (2) or (5)
• (m,M) is in Case (4) if and only if (m˜, M˜) is in Case (4)
Remark 164. According to Proposition 163, it would seem natural to join Cases
(2) and (5) of forward and reverse row elementary equivalences under a single case.
Indeed, these are the only two cases that need perfections and one can think of
Case (5) as a degeneration of Case (2). However, due to the special nature of Case
(5) (the presence of an empty move), we prefer not to merge the two cases.
10.3. Reverse column elementary equivalence. There is an obvious transpose
analogue of reverse row elementary equivalences which we shall call reverse column
elementary equivalences.
10.4. Reverse diamond equivalences are generated by reverse elementary
equivalences. A reverse diamond equivalence is just a usual diamond equivalence
M˜m ≡ m˜M except that, instead of starting with (m,M) and producing (m˜, M˜), we
start with (m˜, M˜) and produce (m,M). The next proposition follows immediately
from the forward situation and Proposition 163.
Proposition 165. The equivalence relations generated respectively by reverse dia-
mond equivalences and by reverse elementary equivalences are identical.
11. Reverse operations on strips
If S = µ/λ is a strip on λ then we say that S is a strip inside µ. To translate
between the forward and reverse situations we add these elements to our dictionary:
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strip S = µ/λ on λ ←→ strip S = µ/λ inside µ
µ ←→ λ
λ ←→ µ
botc(γ) ←→ cell below botc(γ)
k ←→ k + 1
lower (upper) augmentable corner ←→ lower (upper) reverse
augmentable corner
addable corner ←→ removable corner
maximal strip (cover) ←→ reverse maximal strip (cover)
∆rs(S) ←→ −∆rs(S)
∆rs(m) ←→ −∆rs(m)
Definition 166. Let µ ∈ Π be fixed. Let Stripµ ⊂ Π be the induced subgraph of
ν ∈ Π such that µ/ν is a strip inside µ. If m˜ is a move such that λ = m˜#ν in
Stripµ we shall say that m˜ is a reverse µ-augmentation move from the strip µ/ν
to the strip µ/λ. A reverse augmentation of a strip S˜ = µ/λ is a strip reachable
from S˜ via a reverse µ-augmentation path. A strip S˜ = µ/λ is reverse maximal if
it admits no reverse µ-augmentation move.
Diagrammatically, a reverse augmentation move is such that the following dia-
gram commutes for strips S and S˜ inside µ.
λ ν
µ µ
✛m˜
✻
S
✻˜
S
✛
∅
These definitions depend on a fixed µ ∈ Π, which shall usually be suppressed
in the notation. Later we shall consider reverse augmentations of a given strip S˜,
meaning reverse µ-augmentations where S˜ = µ/λ.
Proposition 167. All reverse augmentation column moves of a strip S˜ = µ/λ
have rank 1.
Let S˜ = µ/λ be a strip and a be a removable corner of λ. We will call a a
(1) lower reverse augmentable corner of S˜ if removing a from λ adds a box to
∂λ in a modified column c of S˜.
(2) upper reverse augmentable corner of S˜ if a does not lie below a box in S˜
and removing a from λ adds a box to ∂λ in a modified row r of S˜.
A λ-removable string s of row-type (resp. column-type) can be reverse extended
below (resp. above) if there is a λ-removable corner contiguous and below (resp.
above) the lowest (resp. highest) cell of s.
Definition 168. A reverse completion row move is one in which all strings start in
the same row. It is maximal if the first string cannot be reverse extended below. A
reverse quasi-completion column move is a reverse column augmentation move from
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a strip S˜ that contains no lower reverse augmentable corner. A reverse completion
column move is a reverse quasi-completion move from a strip S˜ that contains no
upper reverse augmentable corner below its unique (by Proposition 167) string.
A reverse completion column move or a reverse quasi-completion column move is
maximal if its string cannot be reverse extended above. A reverse completion move
is a reverse completion row/column move.
Proposition 169. Let S˜ = µ/λ be a strip.
(1) S˜ has a unique maximal reverse augmentation S˜′ ∈ Stripµ.
(2) There is one equivalence class of paths in Stripµ from S˜ to S˜′.
(3) The unique equivalence class of paths in Stripµ from S˜ to S˜′ has a repre-
sentative consisting entirely of maximal reverse completion moves.
11.1. Reverse maximal strips.
Proposition 170. A strip S˜ is reverse maximal if and only if it has no reverse
augmentable corners.
Proposition 171. Suppose µ is a (k + 1)-core and S˜ = µ/λ is a reverse maximal
strip. Then λ is a (k + 1)-core.
12. Pullback of strips and moves
Let (S˜, m˜) be a final pair where S˜ = η/ν is a strip and m˜ = η/µ is a nonempty
row move.
We say that (S˜, m˜) is compatible if it is reasonable, not contiguous, (and normal
if m˜ is a column move) and is either (1) non-interfering, or (2) is interfering but is
also pullback-perfectible; all these notions are defined below.
For compatible pairs (S˜, m˜) we define a k-shape λ ∈ Π (see Subsections 12.4 and
12.8 for case (1) and 12.5 and 12.9 for case (2)). This given, we define the pullback
pull(S˜, m˜) = (S,m) = (µ/λ, ν/λ) (84)
which produces an initial pair (S,m) where S is a strip and m is a (possibly empty)
move. This is depicted by the following diagram.
λ ν
µ η
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣✛m
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
✻
S
✛
m˜
✻˜
S
If S˜ is a reverse maximal strip then (S˜, m˜) is compatible by Corollaries 176 and
180.
12.1. Reasonableness. We say that the pair (S˜, m˜) is reasonable if for every string
s ⊂ m˜, either s ∩ S˜ = ∅ or s ⊂ S˜.
Proposition 172. Let (S˜, m˜) be a final pair with S˜ is a reverse maximal strip.
Then (S˜, m˜) is reasonable.
12.2. Contiguity. We say that (S˜, m˜) is contiguous if there is a box b /∈ ∂µ ∪ ∂ν
which is present in ∂(µ ∩ ν). Call such a b an appearing box.
Proposition 173. Let (S˜, m˜) be a final pair with S˜ a reverse maximal strip. Then
(S˜, m˜) is non-contiguous.
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12.3. Row-type pullback: interference. Suppose that (S˜, m˜) is reasonable and
non-contiguous with m˜ a row move. If s ⊂ m˜ is contained inside S˜, we say that
S˜ matches s below if cs,d is a modified column of S˜. Otherwise we say that S˜
continues below s. Define m˜′ and m˜′ by
m˜′ =
⋃
{ strings s ⊂ m˜ | s and S˜ are not matched below} (85)
m˜− =↓S˜ m˜
′. (86)
We say that (S˜, m˜) is non-interfering if cs(η) − ∆cs(S˜) − ∆cs(m˜′) is a partition
and is interfering otherwise.
12.4. Row-type pullback: non-interfering case. Assume that (S˜, m˜) reason-
able, non-contiguous, and non-interfering with m˜ a row move. Then we define
(S˜, m˜) to be compatible, with λ = m˜−#ν and define pull(S˜, m˜) by (84).
Proposition 174. Let (S˜, m˜) be a reasonable, non-contiguous and non-interfering
final pair. Then µ/λ is a strip.
12.5. Row-type pullback: interfering case. Assume that (S˜, m˜) is reasonable,
non-contiguous, and interfering with m˜ a row move. Say that (S˜, m˜) is pullback-
perfectible if there is a set of cells m˜comp inside (m˜
−)#ν so that if λ = ((m˜−)#ν) \
m˜comp then µ/λ is a strip and ν/λ is a row move to ν with the same initial string
as m˜−.
Proposition 175. Suppose (S˜, m˜) is a reasonable, non-contiguous, interfering final
pair such that m˜ is a row move and S˜ is a reverse maximal strip. Then (S˜, m˜) is
pullback-perfectible. Furthermore the strings of m˜comp lie on exactly the same rows
as the initial string of m˜.
Corollary 176. Suppose (S˜, m˜) is a final pair such that S˜ is a reverse maximal
strip and m˜ is a row move. Then (S˜, m˜) is compatible.
12.6. Column-type pullback: normality. Suppose that (S˜, m˜) is a reasonable
final pair with m˜ a column move. If s ⊂ m˜ is contained inside S˜, we say that S˜
matches s above if rs,u is a modified row of S˜. Otherwise we say that S˜ continues
above s.
Let s ⊂ m˜ be the final string of the move m˜. We say that (S˜, m˜) is normal if it
is reasonable, and, in the case that s is continued above, (a) none of the modified
rows of S˜ contains boxes of s and (b) the negatively modified row of s is not a
modified row of S.
Proposition 177. Let S˜ be a reverse maximal strip and m˜ a column move. Then
(S˜, m˜) is normal and non-contiguous.
12.7. Column-type pullback: interference. Define m˜′ and m˜− by
m˜′ =
⋃
{ strings s ⊂ m˜ | s and S˜ are not matched above} (87)
m˜− =←S˜ m˜
′. (88)
If m˜′ 6= ∅ we say that (S˜, m˜) is non-interfering if rs(η) − ∆rs(S˜) − ∆(m˜′) is a
partition and interfering otherwise. If m˜′ = ∅ we say that (S˜, m˜) is non-interfering
if rs(µ)/rs(ν) is a horizontal strip and interfering otherwise (observe that rs(η) −
∆rs(S˜) −∆(m˜′) = rs(η) −∆rs(S˜) = rs(ν) is always a partition in that case). The
latter case is referred to as special interference.
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12.8. Column-type pullback: non-interfering case. Assume that (S˜, m˜) is
normal, non-contiguous and non-interfering with m˜ a column move. In this case
we declare (S˜, m˜) to be compatible. m˜− is a move to ν and we define λ = m˜−#ν.
The pullback is defined by (84).
Proposition 178. Suppose (S˜, m˜) is normal, non-contiguous and non-interfering.
Then µ/λ is a strip.
12.9. Column-type pullback: interfering case. Assume that (S˜, m˜) is normal,
non-contiguous and interfering with m˜ a column move. Say that (S˜, m˜) is pullback-
perfectible if there is a set of cells m˜comp inside (m˜
−)#ν so that if λ = ((m˜−)#ν) \
m˜comp then µ/λ is a strip and ν/λ is a row move to ν with the same initial string
as m˜−. In the case that (S˜, m˜) is pullback-perfectible, we declare that (S˜, m˜) is
compatible and use the above λ to define the pullback via (84).
Proposition 179. Suppose (S˜, m˜) is reasonable, normal, non-contiguous and in-
terfering with m˜ a column move and S˜ a reverse maximal strip. Then (S˜, m˜) is
pullback-perfectible. Furthermore m˜comp consists of a single string that lies on the
same columns as the initial string of m˜.
Corollary 180. Suppose (S˜, m˜) is a final pair with S˜ a reverse maximal strip and
m˜ a column move. Then (S˜, m˜) is compatible.
13. Pullbacks sequences are all equivalent
Given a strip S˜ = η/ν and a path q in the k-shape poset from µ to η, one can
do a sequence of pullbacks and reverse augmentations to obtain a reverse maximal
strip S = µ/λ and a path p in the k-shape poset from λ to ν:
λ ν
µ η
✛p
✻
S
✻˜
S
✛q
(89)
Such a process, which we will call a pullback sequence, can always be done since
we have seen that a reverse maximal strip is compatible with any move. As in the
forward case, it does not matter which pullout sequence is used since they give rise
to equivalent paths (and therefore to a unique reverse maximal strip S).
Proposition 181. Let S˜ = η/ν be strip and q a path in the k-shape poset from
µ to η, and suppose that a given pullback sequence gives rise to a reverse maximal
strip S = µ/λ and a path p in the k-shape poset from λ to ν. Then any other given
pullback sequence gives rise to the reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a path p˜
equivalent to p.
14. Pullbacks of equivalent paths are equivalent
The next proposition tells us that the pullbacks of equivalent paths produce
equivalent paths.
Proposition 182. Let S˜ = η/ν be a strip and and let q and q′ be equivalent paths
in the k-shape poset from µ to η. If the pullback sequence associated to S˜ and q
gives rise to a reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a path p in the k-shape poset
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from λ to ν, then the pullback sequence associated to S˜ and q′ gives rise to the same
reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a path p′ equivalent to p.
Propositions 182 and Proposition 181 provide an algorithm, which we will call
the pullback algorithm, that, given a strip S˜ = η/ν and a class of paths [q] in the
k-shape poset from µ to η, gives rise to a reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a
unique class of paths [p] in the k-shape poset from λ to ν:
λ ν
µ η
✛[p]
✻
S
✛[q]
✻˜
S (90)
15. Pullbacks are inverse to pushouts
Proposition 183.
(1) Let (S,m) be a compatible initial pair with push(S,m) = (S˜, m˜). If m˜ is not
empty then (S˜, m˜) is a compatible final pair such that pull(S˜, m˜) = (S,m).
If m˜ is empty then m is a reverse augmentation move on the strip S˜.
(2) If m˜ is an augmentation move on the strip S such that m˜ ∗ S = S˜, then
(S˜, m˜) is a compatible final pair such that pull(S˜, m˜) = (S, ∅).
(3) Let (S˜, m˜) be a compatible final pair with pull(S˜, m˜) = (S,m). If m is
not empty then (S,m) is a compatible initial pair such that push(S,m) =
(S˜, m˜). If m is empty then m˜ is an augmentation move on the strip S.
(4) If m is a reverse augmentation move on the strip S˜ such that m#S˜ = S,
then (S,m) is a compatible initial pair such that push(S,m) = (S˜, ∅).
Proof. The non-empty cases follow from the alternative descriptions of pushouts
and its analogue for pullbacks via expected row and column shape. The empty
cases are immediate. 
We now prove Theorem 75. As already mentioned after the statement of The-
orem 75, it suffices to prove the case where S and T are single strips. That is, we
need to show that given a reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a class of paths [p]
from λ to ν, the pushout algorithm gives rise to a maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and the
class of paths [q] from µ to a η:
λ ν
µ η
❄
S
✲[p]
❄
S˜
✲[q]
(91)
if and only if given the maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and the class of paths [q] from µ to
η, the pullback algorithm gives rise to the reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and the
class of paths [p] from λ to ν:
λ ν
µ η
✛[p]
✻
S
✛[q]
✻˜
S (92)
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Suppose we are given a reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and a class of paths [p],
and suppose that the pushout algorithm leads to the maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and
the class of paths [q]. As we have seen, this implies that any pushout sequence leads
to the maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and the class of paths [q]. By Proposition 183, every
pushout sequence can be reverted to give a pullback sequence from the maximal
strip S˜ = η/ν and the class of paths [q]. This ensures that there is at least one
pullback sequence from the maximal strip S˜ = η/ν and the class of paths [q] that
leads to the reverse maximal strip S = µ/λ and the class of paths [p]. As we have
seen, this implies that the pullback algorithm always leads to the reverse maximal
strip S = µ/λ and the class of paths [p]. Therefore the pullback of a pushout
gives back the initial pair. We can prove that the pushout of a pullback gives back
the final pair in a similar way. Note that for the bijection to work, we need S to
be reverse maximal and S˜ to be maximal. This is because the pushout algorithm
produces a maximal strip while the pullback algorithm yields a reverse maximal
strip.
Appendix A. Tables of branching polynomials
We list here all the branching polynomials b˜
(k)
µλ (t) for partitions of degree up to 6.
Degree 2:
b
(2)
µλ 1
2 2
12 1 t
Degree 3:
b
(2)
µλ 1
3 21
13 1 t2
b
(3)
µλ 1
3 21 3
13 1 t
21 1 t
Degree 4:
b
(2)
µλ 1
4 212 22
14 1 t2 + t3 t4
b
(3)
µλ 1
4 212 22 31
14 1 t2
212 1
22 1 t
b
(4)
µλ 1
4 212 22 31 4
14 1 t
212 1 t
22 1
31 1 t
Degree 5:
b
(2)
µλ 1
5 213 221
15 1 t3 + t4 t6
b
(3)
µλ 1
5 213 221 312 32
15 1 t2 t3
213 1 t t2
221 1 t t2
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b
(4)
µλ 1
5 213 221 312 32 41
15 1 t2
213 1
221 1 t
312 1
32 1 t
b
(5)
µλ 1
5 213 221 312 32 41 5
15 1 t
213 1 t
221 1
312 1 t
32 1
41 1 t
Degree 6:
b
(2)
µλ 1
6 214 2212 23
16 1 t3 + t4 + t5 t6 + t7 + t8 t9
b
(3)
µλ 1
6 214 2212 23 313 321 32
16 1 t2 t4
214 1 t2 t2
2212 1 t t2
23 1 t2 t3
b
(4)
µλ 1
6 214 2212 23 313 321 32 412 42
16 1 t3
214 1 t
2212 1 t2
23 1 t
313 1
321 1 t
33 1 t
b
(5)
µλ 1
6 214 2212 23 313 321 32 412 42 51
16 1 t2
214 1
2212 1 t
23 1
313 1
321 1 t
33 1
412 1
42 1 t
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b
(6)
µλ 1
6 214 2212 23 313 321 32 412 42 51 6
16 1 t
214 1 t
2212 1
23 1
313 1 t
321 1
33 1
412 1 t
42 1
51 1 t
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